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Ex-ARMY. WS-18 RECEIVER UNIT

Clydesdale’s 17/6 each Carriage paid
Circuits for WS-18 R/T : MK.II and III available at 4/6, post paid.

Price only Clydesdale’s

7,700
4,500-6,200
TU8B, 1,500-3,000 kcs.
Clydesdale’s 22/6 each Carriage paid
TU6B, 3,000-4,500 kcs.
Clydesdale’s 17/6 each Carriage paid
TU6B, 4,500-6,200 kcs.
TU8B, 6,200-7,700 kcs.
Brand New in maker’s original carton

TRANSMITTER
Each having Vernier tuning dial; variable capacitors. Tank coil unit on ceramic former; ceramic switch; S.F. chokes, etc. In metal cabinets, 17½" x 7½" x 8". Finish black.

Clydesdale’s 17/6 each Carriage paid

$16 Carriage paid

Brand New in maker’s original carton

TRANSMITTER UNIT RECTIFIER, FOR NO. 43
Input: 110v A.C. 50/60 c/s, 1-7 K.V.A.
Outputs: 2,100v H.T. 375 ma., 500v H.T. 400 ma. 385v regulated, 450v H.T. line, 275v H.T. line. 435v neg. bias, 250v neg. bias, 150v neg. bias, 80v neg. bias. The unit consists of 3 complete power supplies, one of which provides various stabilized L.V. supplies. All are fed via double choke, condenser input circuits. 8 valves, 4/866/86Q, 5Z3, 657, 2/6A3, and VR/50/30 stabiliser. Other components include; Power trans. 2,100-500-0-500-2,100v, Power trans. 450-0-450v, 13 ct., 63v ct., 6v. Fil. trans. 2.5v ct., twice, fil. trans. 6-3v (thermal starter). Chokes, 2/13H, 375 ma., 15H, 450 ma., 2/15H. 110 ma., 20H. 162 ma. plus various H.V. condensers, resistors, etc. The complete unit mounted in metal case with lid 2' 6" x 1' 6" x 1", finish olive-drab crackle with shock absorbing feet. Wgt. 420 lbs.

Clydesdale’s Price only

25/6 each Carriage paid

Brand New in original wood case

Ex-C.D.N. ARMY, SUPPLY UNIT
Input: 12v. Output 250v 72 ma., unsmoothed. Complete with synchronous vibrator, etc., in metal case with four fixing studs in the base. Dimensions 5½" x 22½" x 5½". Unused, in maker’s original carton, but vibrator stuck due to long storage.

Clydesdale’s 19/6 each Carriage paid

Ex-Royal Navy
SOUND POWERED TELEPHONE
NO batteries required, gives long service without attention. Complete, with warning indicator lamp and generator, giving a high-pitched note, which can be heard through any noise. Where a number of units are used the lamp would indicate which one is being called. Dim.: 7½" x 9½" x 7½", overall, for wall mounting. Designed for ships’ use, but suitable for the home, office and factory.

Clydesdale’s 27/6 each Carriage paid

Brand New in maker’s carton

Ex-U.S.A.S.C. CRYSTAL MULTIPLIER, Type MI-19468
A frequency multiplier to cover 2-20 mcs. with 807 and spare (2 valves), 0/10 ma. grid current meter, variable condenser, calibrated micrometer control, etc. external power supply required (no xtras supplied). In metal case 13" x 10" x 6", with Instruction Books.

Clydesdale’s Price only 39/6 each Carriage paid

INFRARED IMAGE CONVERTER CELL
Sniperscope Snoopscope
The famous wartime “Cat’s-eye” tube used in “Tabby” for night sniping and observation. Provides a silver caesium oxide screen for the conversion of infra-red rays to visible rays, using an infra-red light source. Data provided.

Dimensions overall: dia. 2" x 14". Screen dia.: 11".
Clydesdale’s 12/6 each Post paid

Order direct from:

CLYDESDALE SUPPLY CO. LTD
2 BRIDGE STREET GLASGOW - G.5
Phone: South 2706/9
VISIT OUR BRANCHES IN SCOTLAND, ENGLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE APRIL 1950

Bargains in Ex-Service Radio and Electronic Equipment

E.933 MALLORY SYN-CHRONOUS VIBRAPACK
Input 12v. Output 250v 72 ma., unsmoothed. Complete with synchronous vibrator, etc., in metal case with four fixing studs in the base. Dimensions 5½" x 22½" x 5½". Unused, in maker’s original carton, but vibrator stuck due to long storage.

Clydesdale’s 19/6 each Carriage paid

Price only

Mallory
SYNCHRONOUS VIBRAPACK
REORganisation Sale

A Battery Charger for 7/6
Merry-vipour rectifiers are ideal for battery charging, electroplating or operating D.C. gear, etc., but they are not as much used as they might be on account of their being rather expensive. Fortunately we have a good quantity for which the Government paid the high price and which we can supply to you for the low price of 7/6 each or six for £2. To quickly make up a car or wireless battery charger, all you need is a transformer to give 4V filament current and a lamp to act as series resistance, so as you probably have these two items in your junk box you can have a source of D.C. for a very low price. The data on this mercy rectifier is:—

Filament 4V: maximum plate current 2.5 amp, maximum plate voltage 2,000. You should buy some of these before we sell out.

Motor with Gearbox
These motors can be driven from A.C. or D.C. mains or 6, 12 or 24V batteries. Each is fitted with a gearbox which takes the number of revs down to 3 revs per min. this making it suitable to drive a ratchet gear or similar. They are very powerful when run off batteries and would work a drill or grindstone (with gearbox removed). On A.C., however, they are not so powerful except with gearbox. Size of the motor is 7" x 4" approx. These are also motor generators and will give you H.T. to work a radio from your car battery.

“Sniperscope”
Famous wartime “cat’s eye” used in conjunction with a lens system and H.T. for seeing in the dark. This is an infra-red image converter cell with a silver caesium screen which lights up (like a cathode ray tube) when the electrons released by the infra-red strike it. It follows that as light from a ordinary lamp is rich in infra-red these cells will work: burglar alarms, counting circuits, smoke detectors and the hundred and one other devices as will the simpler type of photo cell. Here then is a golden opportunity for some interesting experiments price 9/6 each, or six for 52/6. Data will be supplied with cells if requested.

Thermal Delay Switches
This is a thermal relay. One use is to delay the application of voltage to a circuit which gives rise to a large heat output, so that condensers receive only working voltage instead of peak voltage. The normal delay is about one minute, but can be varied by means of adjusting screws. Fitted with perforated cover to protect winding. Price 2/9 each, six for 12/-.

Two-Valve Amplifier
This is the famous little unit A1124 which contains a 2V triode and a GPF output valve, only the minimum of modification is required then it is suitable for microphone or gramophone work. Or it can easily be made into a loud speaking telephone. Price complete with valves, 11/6 each.

Receiver R1124
This receiver contains a host of useful stuff, the most important of which is a coil pack which needs only the adjustment of its trimmers to receive A.F. sound. It also contains Westectors, resistors, switches and all the parts which make up a six-valve superhet. The valved contains three type 9D2 and one each of SD2, 4D1 and 15D2. We understand that these receivers have never been used. Price only 13/6 each.

Battery Superseders
This is a 2V vibrator power unit complete and fully smoothed, giving constant L.T. supply of 1-4V and 90v or 180v at 35 milliamps. The unit operates from 2V accumulators and the current drain is 700 milliamps approx. These units were made for the Canadian 58 Walkie Talkie, but they are easily adaptable for any use, full circuit diagram is supplied, thus modifications if and when necessary can be speedily effected. The unit is complete in metal case with two uncharged high amperage 2V batteries and a charging cable which enables these accumulators to be re-charged from an external 6V source. Special price is 37/6 each, carriage and packing 5/- extra.

Selector Switch 10B
Sometimes known as an impulse motor, an impulse relay, remote selector, etc. This is an interesting item which has many uses. It consists of a solenoid, the armature of which is connected to a ratchet wheel so that each time the solenoid is energised the ratchet wheel moves one notch. Secondary switches are built-in which permits: Inching, following a four position switch, continuous running and undoubtedly a host of other equally useful operations. Articles have appeared in magazines showing how these selectors can be used for remote and even radio control. We consider that they are also suitable for say a works personal calling system which would require only the minimum of wires between signal points as only impulses are required to operate the switches. Price 3/9 each, six for 18/-.

Battery Charger 21
This is an excellent unit fitted with heavy duty mains transformer and metal rectifiers. Its output is 150-200W at 3 amp, so it is ideal for charging wet H.T. batteries. It can of course, be used for charging L.T. batteries, in fact it will charge 70 cells simultaneously or any number up to this. In addition to charging cells, this unit can also be used to work D.C. appliances off A.C. mains, or if its output is fed into a resistance network then you can have a source of D.C. for experimenting. The charger works from 220V D.C., and is contained in a neat perforated case, price 22/6.

This Month’s Snip
You will agree that this page is full of bargains, but there are two special ones which we would like to draw your immediate attention. The first is a beautifully made 10" P.M. speaker, a real precision product made by a very famous speaker firm for a set manufacturer whose luck was against him. It is undoubtedly a 10" which reproduces with all the quality of a 12". It has three special features (1) a solid diecast frame; (2) a special speech coil suspension which givers wider frequency response; (3) dustproof cone assembly. Speech coil is normal 2-3 ohm impedance. Price during sale period is 15/-, plus 2/6 post and insurance.
A second snip this month is the 8" P.M. speaker made by the same firm whose name incidentally we are not allowed to mention but you will recognise it immediately. This again has normal 2/3 ohm coil. Price during sale period is 11/-, plus 1/9 post and insurance. Both are of course brand new and perfect.
THE EDDYSTONE '680' COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

A high-grade instrument with wide frequency coverage for PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS

The '680' is a fifteen-valve superheterodyne receiver embodying advanced technique. Among its special features are included: continuous coverage from 30 Mc/s to 480 Kc/s, two R.F. stages, two I.F. stages, crystal filter, B.F.O., push-pull output stage, variable selectivity, "S" meter, noise limiter, standby switch, stabilised H.T., voltage to oscillator, provision for relay operation of transmitter, high signal-to-noise ratio and sensitivity, highly attenuated image response, very effective A.V.C., provision for twin feeder and single aerial, modern miniature all-glass valves, mechanical bandspread logging device. Available for rack mounting.

The complete frequency range is covered by five switched coil assemblies with an overlap between each. The gear-driven, flywheel controlled mechanism is positive, free from backlash and very smooth in action. The mechanical bandspread device takes the form of an auxiliary dial and gives a scale length equal to ninety inches per range. The dial can be read to one degree. I.F. transformers are permeability tuned to 450 Kc/s. Operates from A.C. mains 110 and 200-240 volts, 40/60 cycles. The front panel and tuner unit chassis are aluminium diecastings, and the remaining units of stout brass, heavily nickel-plated. Lift-up lid. The cabinet and front panel are finished a fine ripple black, set off by plated handles. The finger plate is black and silver. 16½in x 13¼in x 8½in high. Weight 41 lbs.

LIST PRICE IN U.K. £39/5/- (No Purchase Tax)

STRATTON & Co. Ltd., West Heath, Birmingham 31 Cables: STRATNOID BIRMINGHAM

YOU MUST HAVE THIS


Immediate delivery on publication Price 25s. nett

Any American Radio or Technical Publication Supplied. Ask for our quotation

Trade Enquiries Invited

THE RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK

Current Edition Immediate delivery. Price 16s. post free

GAGE & POLLARD Publishers' Agents

49 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1 Abbey 5342
NEW VALVES. At 2/9, 6H6, 7193, EA50, D1, LD210, LP220, SP41: At 4/-, 6E5H, PM2: At 5/-, 2N2, TC262A, 6H5T, 6K7G, 6L7L, 7V7L, 12A6, 12C8, 12AH7, 12J5, 12SH7, 12SK7, 12SL7, 12SR7, 12SS7, 28D7T, 713A, 6B6, 5G4, 5G5T, 52AM, 6C5, 68B, 6G6G, 6J5, 6K6, 6Q7G, 6K7, 6SN7, 6SQ7, 6V6GT, 6Y6G, 6X6G, 6YG7, 6Z6, 807, 957, 9001, 9002, EBC33, EP36, EP30, EC52, AU5, RL37, VS70, VG0A, VU111: At 7/6, IR5, 6AC7, 6AG5, 6B4, 6C4, 6F6, 6F7, 6J7, 6K7, 6K8, 6L7, 6N7, 6SQ7, 69M, 12K8, 25L6, VR150/30, 9D6, PEN46, 72, 73, 2093, VR126, EF39, EF54, GVE6, ECH13: At 10/-, 4AK5, 6L6, 717A: At 15/-, 832, 866A, 724A: At 25/-, 2API, 446A, 8025: At 27/6, 931A: At 35/-, 715B, 805, VCR97: At 45/-, 829B: At 50/-, 222, 725A (complete with magnets): At 75/-, 723J/A. All guaranteed. Two or more valves post free, otherwise please add 6d.

NEW R.C.A. CRYSTALS 100 kcs. Suitable for use in Frequency Meters or a Calibrator such as the one described in S.W. Mag. March issue. Complete with Holder, 22/6.

NEW R.C.A. TRANSFORMERS. Primary 0-15-250v 50cs. Secondary 6,000v at 80 ma. Superbly constructed, 85/-

NEW CRYSTAL RECTIFIERS. 1N21. Sealed in maker's box, 4/-.

NEW GUARANTEED CONDENSERS, TCC. -1 mfd. 3 kV. Can type, isolated terminals, 4/-: Sprague 2x1-5 mfd. 8 kV, 3/4" x 3/4" x 1", 12/6: 1000 mfd. 25DC, Can, 3/6: TCC 4 mfd, 2 kV, Can, 4/-: 1CC 25 mfd, 1-5 kV, Can, 2/-: Heavy duty twin condenser, -25 mfd, 18 kV and -25 mfd, 9 kV, large insulators, 12/6: Tubular can, 01 mfd, 2-5 kV, 2/6.

BELLING FUSEHOLDERS, panel mounting, take standard fuses, 14", an essential on all mains equipment, 2/6 ea. Single type, cap unscrews to withdraw fuse, 1/8 ea. Open chassis type, single, 2 for 1/-.


NEW C.R. TUBE HOLDERS for VCR97, etc, 3/6. Single type, cap unscrews to withdraw fuse, 2/-.

NEW HAND MICROPHONES, double button carbon, with neat on-off switch, semi-spherical, complete with cord, 10A/12572, 2/6.

NEW HOUR GLASSES. Your selection, nearest supplied, min. doz, 4/-.

NEW MICROAMMETERS. Flush mounting, grade 1 movements -0-500 microamps, 7/6: Ditto, but scaled 0-15-600v, 6/6: Also 50 microamps, this 20,000 ohms-per-volt meter is a "must" at 15/-.

NEW METAL STORAGE CABINETS. Of improved design, fitted with 12 sliding drawers. Overall dimensions: 1-3/4" x 7 3/4" x 6". Extremely useful for segregation and neat storage of small parts and components, 17/6.

R.C.A. FOCUSING COILS. For Electromagnetic tubes, with neck diameter up to 1-5", 6/6. Also Deflector Coil Assembly to match, 6/6.

NEW AMERICAN STAR IDENTIFICATION INSTRUMENTS. Complete with charts for all latitudes in Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Accurate in all parts of the world. In leather case, only 5/-.

HAMMARLUND CERAMIC STUD SWITCHES. Suitable for transmitters and other exacting equipment. Standard shafts. Type 1, 4 way (8 stud), 7/6: Type 2, single pole, 3 way, 3/9: Type 3, single pole, 4 way, 5/7.

NATIONAL MICRO DIALS. Twin dials, viewed through escutcheon. Vernier dial reads hundredths of main dial. Complete with escutcheon, glass, and ceramic condenser coupler, 12/6.

NEW L.F. TRANSFORMERS. 12 mcs for TV strips, etc. Permeability tuned. With screening can, compact size, 4/- ea.

NEW EDDYSTONE FLEXIBLE COUPLERS. For 4 condenser shafts, etc., 1/6.

NEW R1155 PLUGS, fully enclosed, black rippled. 4 way, 2/-: 8 way, 2/6.

AERIAL LIGHTNING ARRESTORS. Highly efficient, sealed in evacuated glass tube. Complete with insulated holder, 4/6.

INTERFERENCE SUPPRESORS. Fitted in aerial lead to set. Small unit in screening can, 1" x 1/4" x 2", 3/9.

NEW JENSEN AUDITORIUM ENERGISED SPEAKERS. 15" cone, with exceptional frequency response. Listed at 80/-, Yours for 67/10.


V.H.F. TUNING ASSEMBLY. Consists of 1 2-pang and 1 3-pang split stage condenser, mounted on sub-chassis, with 4 BT7 button holders and 2 metre coils. Interchangeable for pre-amps, converters, etc., 7/6.

TELEVISION MASTS. 36 ft. Made by Bendix Corp. U.S.A. Telescopic, 5" dia., complete self supporting on patent tripod base. Constructed of resin impregnated timber. This superbly engineered product is ideal for mounting beam arrays, etc. As supplied to leading public and industrial concerns. Complete £6.

NEW AMERICAN FEEDER CABLE. Type RG7U, 72 ohms. Type RG8U, 52 ohms. Latter provides improved match to multi-element Television Arrays. Supplied in any length, 94, yard, minimum 10 yards.

MICHELIN CLEARANCE BARGAINS. Only new material. Varley 6v m'cycle Accumulators, 25/-: Whip Airlets with flexible base insulator, 9 ft., 7/-: Ditto, only 14 ft., 9/6: Battery Class B Amplifiers A1134 (used), complete 12/6: Packard Bell Pre-Amplifiers. 1 6SL7, 1 28D7T, 13/-: Audion Tuning Units, with R.F. Meter, 8/6: Balloons 5 ft. with Hydrogen Generator, 10/-: Bell Batteries 1-5v, 1/3: Blower Units 24v DC, 4/9: Resistance Tap Boards 3 for 1/6: Chokes Heavy Duty 10H 500mA used, 8/6: Aircraft Compasses 6 in, in case, 14/-: Condensers Bi 32 mfd, 500v can, 2/9: Co-Ax Cable Connectors, 2/9: BC453-4 Control Panels, (used), 7/6: IFF Set Control Panels, 2/6: Crystal Miniature Multipairs APW 3647, 200-1 SM Dial, 10/-: Headphones, in maker's carton, 4/6: Magnetron Magnets, 5/-: Tannoy Mikes, 2/-: Receivers TR9, less valves (used), 3/-.

Terms: C.W.O. All prices include carriage. Satisfaction guaranteed.

LAURENCES. 61 BYROM ST., LIVERPOOL 3. CENTRAL 4430.
"HAMBANDERS"

"HAMBANDERS"

"HAMBANDERS"

WILL BE ROLLING OFF THE ASSEMBLY LINES AGAIN IN MARCH !!! Constant demand has forced us to increase our production capacity and re-introduce this "DOUBLE WINNER" (I.S.W.W. DX CONTEST WINNER 1948 AND 1949) COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER. THE "HAMBANDER" is the only new FULLY GUARANTEED RECEIVER specially designed for the HAM and SHORTWAVE LISTENER covering the 10 METRE DX and all other HAM BANDS at a PRICE BELOW £49.

WE GIVE YOU THE NEW "HAMBANDER" MODIFIED FOR BOTH A.C. MAINS OR EXTERNAL VIBRATOR UNIT OPERATION FOR £6-7-6 DEPOSIT AND 12 MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF £1-15-3 (8/9 weekly)

CASH PRICE £25-10-0

Please Note that, owing to the LARGE EXPORT DEMAND for our "COMMANDER" Receiver, quantities of "HAMBANDERS" will be LIMITED.

SO YOU ARE ADVISED TO ORDER WITHOUT DELAY

SEND 2d. STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE

RADIOVISION (LEICESTER) LTD., 58-60 RUTLAND ST., LEICESTER

PHONE: 20167

---

**BARTON’S**

RECEIVER R-89/ARN5A, 330 mc/s, with 11 valves (7 6AJs) and cavity tuning. IF 40 mc/s, £3.

WILCO X GAY V.P.O. MI-19467-A. Brand new, £3/10/-.

Klystron Unit 207A, contains CV67, 5Z4 and 3 Neon stabilisers, £1.

R-28/ARC-5 RECEIVER. Covers 100-150 mc/s, complete with 11 values, 37/6.

LM10 frequency meters, similar to BC221, 125k-c 20 mc/s. Brand new, £18.

1196 TRANSMITTERS, only need coils wound and valves fitted. Bargain, 3/6.

6-VALVE BATTERY RECEIVER. Uses 6 popular battery valves; just connect batteries and it's ready to work, £16. Indicator type 198, uses VCN2B8A tube and 6 valves. Brand new, 35/6.

TRANSMITTING TUNING UNITS, TU6-TU10, 10/- each.

MAINS TRANSFORMER, 325-325v, 120 mA, 6-3v 4a, 5v 2a, 200-250 input. Drop through. £1.

THERMADOR MOD. TRANSFORMER, 400w.

6,700 ohms primary, 4500/5000/5500 ohms sec.

Brand new, £1/10/-.

R.C.A. Mod. Transformer. Primary 10,000 ohms, sec. 4,000 ohms, £2/10/-.

R.C.A. Plate Transformer. 2000-2000v tapped 1500v 800 mA; input 190-250v, 10v steps, £3.

12MCS IF STRIPS. Contain 6, SP61's, EAS0, EF39; ideal for TV. Works right away, £2.

MARCONI B36 RECEIVER. Super Communications job, 1-20 mc/s, in 4 bands; uses 2, KTW6, 2 X65, 3 KTV63, DH63, KT63. Complete with circuit. Unused, £14, less valves, £12.

PAREMEKO MIDGET CHOKES. 5H 45 mA, 2/9.

Also 5H 200 mA, 5/-; 15H, 100 mA, 9/-; 15H 200 mA, 12/6; American posted, 10H225 mA, 17/6.

SWINGING CHOKES. Varley 300 mA, 11/-

Paremeko 4-20H, 250 mA, 10/6. Also large range of Elect, Paper and Oil-filled Condensers. 10,000 ohm W.W. pots, 2/6; and large range of Carbon and W.W. resistors. Also all values of 1 and 1w Carbon and W.W. resistors.

VALVES, EF50, 6V6GT, 807, 6AC7, 6F39, SI30 (VR), EBC33, 6/6, KT2, 6K7, 6J7, 6J5GT, EF36, 6/6.

6F6, 6SN7, 6AJ5, 7/6, KT61, 9/-, 6AK5, 9/6.


All valves guaranteed, and the majority in original packing.

BARTON’S
41 BEDMINSTER DOWN ROAD, BRISTOL, 3
RADIO CLEARANCE LTD.
27 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I
MUS 9188

U.H.F. RECEIVERS R.1481
To clear space in our warehouse prior to rebuilding, we are offering an
inventory of our stock of these
well-known receivers at clearance price. Freq. ranges 65-86 Mc/s, 6M.S.
Dial, 6-3V Valves, 4 VR653, 4 VR53s, 1 VR66, 1 VR54, 1 VR57. I.F. Freq. 12 Mc/s. B.F.O. These receivers are 19" rack mounting
brand new in transit cases, with circuit diagram. £4/4/-, carriage paid.

RADIO COMPASS MN26C
12-valve unit, containing 7-valve receiver covering the broadcast band, 150-1500 kc/s (2000-2000 metres),
in three bands, with 6F6 output. Valves 5-6K7M's, 2-6N7M's, 2-6L5M's, 1-6L7M, 1-6L8M, 1-6F6. Powered by
self-contained 28v dynamotor. Good condition, £5/19/6, carriage paid.

ELECTRIC MOTORS
\( \frac{1}{4} \) H.P., D.C., 115v, 1.3A, 1,725 R.P.M., shunt wound; 45/-; \( \frac{1}{4} \) H.P., A.C., 115v, 1PH 60 c/s, 4.5A, 1,300
R.P.M., with starter cords, and spare races, £3/19/6; \( \frac{1}{2} \) H.P., A.C., 115v, 1PH 60 c/s, -6A, 1,725 R.P.M.,
with starter cords, and spare races, 45/-; \( \frac{3}{4} \) H.P., A.C., 115v, 1PH 60 c/s, -9A, 3,450 R.P.M., self-starting,
space races, 37/6; \( \frac{1}{4} \) H.P., A.C., 115v, 1PH 60 c/s, -6A, 1,800 R.P.M., with starter cords and space
races, 30/- All Brand New.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Primary, 200/250v 50 c/s. Secondaries, 460v 200mA, 210v 15mA, 6-3v 5mA. 15/6.
Primary, 200/250v 50 c/s. Secondary, 110v, Rating 60w. Enclosed. 18/6.
Auto. Trans. 230/250v 50 c/s. 100W. Unshrouded, 10/6.

SMOOTHING CHOKES
6H, 200mA. 100 \( \Omega \) ... 6/- 5H, 120mA, 140 \( \Omega \) ... 5/- 5H, 200mA, 100 \( \Omega \) ... 5/6

MOVING COIL METERS
Metal cased 2" circular 0/15-600v (500 microA P.S.D.), 6/-; 0-20A, 0-40A, with shunts, 5/-; 2" square
bathelite case, 0.1 A, 8/-; 0.5 A, 7/-; 0-50mA, 2/-; 0-20mA, 5/-; 0-50 micro amp, 16/6, 0-1mA desk type, 15/6; 2"
bathelite case moving iron, 0-20v, 7/6.

LOUDSPEAKERS, P.M.
5", less trans., 9/6; 5", with trans., 11/6; 6", less trans., 11/6; 10", with trans., 21/6. All brand new
boxed, with all, speech coils. Post extra.

10-VALVE RECEIVERS R28/ARCS
Covers 100-150 Mc/s. Supplied new with valves (including 4-717A's), 39/6.

ROTARY POWER UNITS
Type 104, 12 V.D.C. input, outputs 250v 65mA, 6-5v 2-5A. D.C. P.M. Rotary on chassis with cover,
size 8\( \frac{1}{8} \)"x4\( \frac{1}{4} \)"x6", 6/11, post paid.
Type 87, input 24v. Output as Type 104, 5/11, post paid.

CERAMIC SWITCHES
2P 3W 1 Bank ... ... 2/- 2P 3W 1 Bank ... ... 26/6
S.M. DIALS, as used on R.F.26, less Curser, 3/11

RECEIVERS TYPE 76
150-505 Kc/s in 2 bands. 3 Valves, VR53, ARTH2, VR92. Feeds out on I.F. of 560 Kc/s. Spiral S.M. dial,
cal. every Kc. New in transit case, 22/6, carriage paid.
A.C.-D.C. AMPLIFIER KITS
Every item required for the construction of a famous maker's 20 watt A.C./D.C. amplifier. Employing 8
valves, EF37 high plate stage, into EF37 triode connected, transformer coupled to output stage using 4-
CL33's parallel push-pull. Two inputs, low impedance, 2-UR3C. The complete unit, small, size of a
chassis isolated from mains. First-class components throughout, including Partridge Transformers and Choke.
Supplied in kit form, complete with all components, chassis (drilled), case, all valves, and circuit diagram. £13/13/6, carriage paid.

MEDIUM-WAVE PERSONAL RECEIVERS
3-valve medium-wave dry battery operated receiver, housed in smart bakelite box, size 7"x6"x5", with
plastic carrying handle, T.R.F. circuit, using 3-1L-4 valves, with reaction. Output to pair of lightweight
H.R. phones, self contained. Frame aerial in lid, provision for, external aerial, S.M. dial. Powered by
self-contained dry batteries, 1-W/1435 and 2-U/2's. Supplied brand new, with valves and
surplus.

AIRCRAFT RADIO RECEIVERS TYPE CRV. 46151
6-valve receivers, covering 195 Kc/s-9500 Kc/s in 4 bands, 195-360, 360-1600 Kc/s, 1-6-4-5 Mc/s, 4-5-9-5
Mc/s, switched, I.F. mixer, 3-L.F.'s, dec. and output, using 4-12SF7's, 1-12SA7, 1-12A6 (output). S.M.
dial calibrated in Kc. Size 8\( \frac{1}{8} \)"x7"x16". Provision for aerial or loop. Powered from 28v self-contained
dynamotor. Supplied with valves and dynamoc, used, but O.K. £5/19/6, carriage paid.

MANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS
9MF, 1000v WKG, 5"x4"x11", 3\( \frac{1}{2} \) 6MF, 2,000v test, 5"x4"x11", 4\( \frac{1}{2} \) 3MF, 2,500v test,
7"x3"x2", 2/6. 2MF, 2500v WKG, 6"x6"x2", 3/6. 3MF 4,000v WKG 5"x3"x3", 3/6.
Postage extra please.

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
250 volts 60 mA Half Wave ... ... ... 4/6
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SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
We offer below many items for the Television and Radio Constructor. Note them carefully—it will pay you.

RECEIVERS R.1585, As specified for "Inexpensive Television". Complete with all valves and a copy of the booklet. New condition. ONLY 55/- (Carriage, etc., 5/-).

R.F. UNITS TYPE 55, specified with above for London Area Station. ONLY 27/6 (postage, etc., 1/6).

R.P. UNITS TYPE 56, specified for Birmingham Station, now all sold, but we can supply one of the other R.P. Units with full details of modification, which has been fully tested some 70 miles from Sutton Coldfield. BRAND NEW IN CARTONS, ONLY 25/- (postage 1/6).

INDICATOR UNITS TYPE 6. As specified for "Inexpensive Television". Complete with valves and VCR 97 CR Tube. BRAND NEW IN CRATES. ONLY 90/- (Carriage, etc., 7/6).

TRANSFORMERS for "Inexpensive Television," can be supplied as follows: Time Bases and Vision Transformer, 550-0-550v 160 ma, 5v 2a, 5v 6a. ONLY 8/-; Sound Receiver Transformer, 250-0-250v 100 ma, 5v 3a, 8v 8a. ONLY 27/6; R.F. Transformers for VCR 97 Tube, 2-6v 1 1/2a, 6-3v 2a, 2500v 5mA. ONLY 80/- PER TRANSFORMER, PLEASE.

MAGNIFYING LENS for 6" CR Tube. Brings up the picture size to approx. that given by a 9" tube. First grade, oil filled. ONLY 25/- (postage, etc., 1/6).

RUBBER MASK for 9" CR Tube. Made of white rubber, and designed to grip the tube. Opening gives picture size of 6" x 4", but is easily cut larger. ONLY 7/6 (postage, etc., 1/6).

BURGOYNE AERIAL COAXIAL CONNECTOR. Specially designed for efficient watertight coaxial connections. Complete in Maker's Cartons, with full fitting instructions. Only at 34/6. OUR PRICE TO CLEAR, 10/-, post paid.

BATTERY SUPERSUSPENDER. A beautifully made 5v Mains Power Unit used on Walkie Talkies, this is readily adapted for use on normal receivers to give constant H.T. supply. Manufactured by Electronic Laboratories of America, this is really a first-class job, and comes to you with Instruction book giving all details and circuits of VPU and Walkie Talkie. From 2v input delivers 90v or 150v at 5ma H.T. and 1 mA I.T. ONLY 60/- (postage, etc., 2/-).

10-VALVE 1½ METRE SUPERHET RECEIVER. A general control radar receiver, this will convert into a first-class Television Receiver for the fringe areas. Contains 8 valves EF64, 2 of EA50, and each RL7 and RL16, and 6 I.F.T.'s of 12 mc with 4 mc bandwidth. BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S CARTONS. ONLY 50/- (Carriage, etc., 5/-).

RECEIVER R.3985. An ideal unit for conversion into a London Area Television receiver, as it contains a "Fyce" 45 mc I.F. Strip and the following valves: 7 of EF64, 4 of EF85, 8 of EF66, and 1 each EB84 and EF90. BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S CARTONS, ONLY 50/- (Carriage, etc., 5/-).

FULL DETAILS OF TELEVISION CONSTRUCTION from ex-Govt. Radar Units. For Birmingham and London can be supplied for 1/6 (post paid). Everything available from stock price list enclosed. SEND FOR YOUR COPY NOW.

Cash with order please, and print name and address clearly.

S.A.E. for lists


(Phone: TERMINUS 7937)

Open until 1 p.m. Saturdays, we are two mins. from High Holborn (Chancery Lane Station) and 5 mins. from King's Cross.

---

Ex. M.O.S.
New—Unused

£15 EACH
Packed in original crates.
Carriage 12/6 extra

THE METRO-VICK
OIL-FILLED TRANSFORMERS

Input, 230 volts, 50 cycles, 4 kVA; output, 18,000 volts.
Each transformer contains approx. 56 lbs. copper, 112 lbs. laminations, 13 gallons transformer oil.
Total weight approx. 34 cwt.

Dept. S, WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS (LEEDS) LTD.,
54-56 THE HEADROW, LEEDS, I

Tel.: 22262

For Conversion into a TELEVISION RECEIVER

10 VALVE 1½ Metre SUPER-HET

IF 12 Megs. Band width 4 meg. co-axial input and output sockets. 10 Mazda Mains type V.R.65 (S.P.61) valves, 6-3 volt filaments. Conversion notes and circuit diagram free.

£15 EACH
Packed in original crates.
Carriage 12/6 extra

4 Gns.
Carriage Paid.

---
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SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
COULPHONE RADIO

"The Return of Post Mail Order Service"

PROPRIETOR: C. COULBORN, G3AJM.

Britain's Best Radio Bargains

COMPARE THESE PRICES

R.C.A. 813 VALVES 27/6

All goods BRAND NEW unless otherwise stated

VALVES VALVES VALVES

We hold the largest and most varied stock of receiving and transmitting valves in the United Kingdom—and, what is also important, we pride ourselves on "RETURN OF POST SERVICE". The following are a small selection of popular types—we also have some very unusual ones and many obsolete types.

ALL IN MAKER'S CARTONS

R.C.A. 813 VALVES 27/6
KENRAD 832 VALVES 14/6
6J6 9/6, 6L6 9/6, 6LSG 9/6, 6KS 6/6, 6UG 6/6, 5Z3 8/6, 805 23/6, 807 6/-, 954 7/6, 9001 7/6, 9002 7/6, 9003 7/6, VCR 97 32/6, 3CP1 17/6

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. 6-12 Valves (your choice) 5 per cent. (1/- in the £); 13-24 Valves 10 per cent. (2/- in the £); 25-50 Valves 15 per cent. (3/- in the £); 51-100 Valves 20 per cent. (4/- in the £).

TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER No. 48 MK.

Complete station in six cartons—an unrepeatable bargain. Note the price—£13/10/0., carr. paid.

115/230V 500 VA AUTO TRANSFORMERS,

COMMAND RECEIVERS

6-valve superhet with R.F. stage and two I.F. stages. In maker's cartons COMPLETE WITH DYNAMOTOR and VALVES.
R26/ARC5 = BC45/4 3-6 Mc/s £2/5/0
R27/ARC5 = BC455 6-9-1 Mc/s £2/2/6

CONTROL PANELS for above with thru reduction drives (one being for R25/ARC5), three volume controls, six switchers, etc., in maker's carton.

CONTROL CABLES for above. 14 ft. longs. 9/6

MAINS POWER PACK for above. Plugs in, in place of dynamotor—no alteration to set required. Complete with 6 x 5 valve. £2/10/0

A 6d. postal order will bring you our latest 64-page catalogue—it contains over 1,000 attractive lines—it will save you £'s.

COULPHONE RADIO, 53 Burscough Street, Ormskirk, Lanes.

"The Return of Post Mail Order Service"

Phone: ORMSKIRK 987

Grams: Coulphone, Ormskirk
It's a Friendly Business

MAY we remind you that when you wish to acquire either some small piece of equipment, some specific information, or maybe help with a knotty problem, or even a complete installation which of course would include the finest rotary array there is, you will always find us ready and willing to help in every possible way. We believe that confidence, which we are pleased to say is an integral part of our business relationships, is essential towards firmly cementing the friendships we make every day and YOU will find a friendly atmosphere pervading when dealing with PANDA RADIO CO.

So, whatever your requirements may be, just drop us a line, and you will quickly find that you will get

SATISFACTION ★ QUICK DELIVERY
PERSONAL ATTENTION ★ CO-OPERATION
SERVICE ★ GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT

YES, you can rely on it, IT'S A FRIENDLY BUSINESS dealing with

PANDA RADIO CO 58 SCHOOL LANE . ROCHDALE

P.S. Why not write today for our new lists, enclosing a S.A.E.? You will never regret it.
5 HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.2
PADDINGTON 1008/9

No. 18 SET. RECEIVER PORTION. A four-valve superhet receiver operating from 6–9 30/60 (Gm-50m). Valve line-up 3 A.R.2 (V522), 4 A.R.3 (V525), 5 A.R.2 (V526), 6 A.R.5 (V523), 7 A.R.1 (V524), 8 A.R.6. Panel and mains regulator. Absolutely brand new, size 9⅜ x 6⅜ x 5⅜. Includes complete with full receiver circuits, and instructions. Price £3 15s. 5d. – or 40s. 4d. + M.T.T. (splitting). 4 trembler trimmers and internal bass compensation can be supplied at 50/- per pair. R.1335 RECEIVERS. We have been fortunate in securing a further limited quantity of these receivers. They are brand new and unused. Price 55/- (plus carriage).

SERIC INSTANTANEOUS ELECTRIC SOLDERING GUN. Light weight, balanced grip, smooth trigger. Low voltage kit, insulated from the earthed casing, shock proof. Saves time and money in any workshop. Weight, 30 oz. Consumption, 100 watts (110v). 50/50v A.C. cir. on 3v. Price (including 6 bits), 45/- Plus carriage for 3 months.

RCA 931A PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELL AND MULTIPLIER. For facsimile transmission, flying spot telesynchronizing and receiving low light-levels. Brand new and guaranteed. Only 30/-, included free is a data sheet, plus details of the multiplier network. Valve holder for this cell can be supplied at 4/6.
To meet the demand of Specialist amateur requirements a redesigned 300 ohm transmission line, having stabilised electrical characteristics in varying weather conditions, has been introduced.

**ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Impedance</td>
<td>300 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity, µF/ft.</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attenuation dB/100 ft. at 1 Mc/s</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Handling Capacity</td>
<td>550 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TYPE:** FLEXIBLE TELCOTHENE INSULATED TRANSMISSION LINE

Further details of this and other R.F. Cables on application.

**THE TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE CO. LTD**

Head Office: 22 OLD BROAD ST., LONDON, E.C.2

Telephone: LONDON Wall 7104

---

**Benson's Better Bargains**

RXX CRV46151, 195-5000 kcs continuous. Values 12SA7, 12SF7 (4), 12AG, 991, BFO, 26w, DC input. Crackle case 15"x7"x8". Each £5/10/-.

RXX CRV4120 115-15000 kcs continuous. Values 12SA7, 12SF7 (4), 12AG, 991, BFO, 26w, DC input. Crackle case 15"x7"x8". Each £5/10/-.

RXX CRV4120 115-15000 kcs continuous. Values 12SA7, 12SF7 (4), 12AG, 991, BFO, 26w, DC input. Crackle case 15"x7"x8". Each £5/10/-.

**TERMS:** C.W.O., CARR, PAID OVER 5/- S.A.E. enquiries please.

**W. A. BENSON, 308 RATHBONE ROAD, LIVERPOOL, 13**

**STONEYCROFT**

160 4
D. COHEN
67A RALEIGH AVENUE · HAYES · MIDDLESEX

POST ORDERS ONLY

Six-station Superhet Switched Coil Unit made for famous manufacturer. 5" x 1½" deep. Pos. 1, 200-300 m; 2, 250-360 m; 3, 320-460 m; 4, 350-580 m; 5, 400-550 m; 6, 1100-1850 m. This unit would be ideal for car radio or commercial set. Needs no oscillator for lining up. All iron-cored coils. 1½/6 each, plus 1½/- post and packing.

PLESSEY Midget IF's, 465 kc, to suit above. 8/6 per pair, plus 6d. post and packing.

Chassis to suit above set, 2½/6 each, plus 6d. post and packing.

Mains Transformer. 250-0-250, 6v 4 amp. Pri. 200-250, made for the above set. 13/6 each, plus 1½/- post and packing.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

Universal Replacement Type. Primary 200-250v, 220-280v 60 ma, 6v tapped 4v 2 amp, 5v tapped 4v 2 amp, 6v-3 amp, 10/6, plus 1½/- post and packing.

350-350v 130 ma, 5v 3 amp. Primary 200-250v, 18/6, plus 1½/- post and packing.

Heater Transformer, 6v ½ amp. Primary 230/250v, 6/6, plus 9d. post and packing.

Standard Output Transformer, 5000 ohm imp. 3/3, plus 6d. post and packing.

Midget O.P. Transformer, 5000 ohm imp. 2/9, plus 6d. post and packing.

Smoothing Choke, 10 H 80 ma. 3/9, plus 6d. post and packing.

Smoothing Choke, Midget, 40 ma. 1/11, plus 3d. post and packing.

Line-Matching Transformer. Pri. imp. 500 ohms, sec. 15 ohms. 10/-.

Mains Transformer. Pri. 110-250v, secondary 350-0-350v, 250 ma, 6v 4 amp, 4v 3 amp. Quarter-inch gap between lins and bobbin, extra heaters could be easily wound. 12½/-, plus 2½/- post and packing.

Semi-ironcored Drop-Through Type. Primary 200-240v, secondary 350-0-350v 80 ma, 6v 3 amp, 5v 2 amp. 15/6, plus 1½/- post and packing.

Heater Transformer, 2½ or 6v 2 amp. Primary 230-250v, 7½, plus 1½/- post and packing.

Car Radio Vibrator Transformer. 6 or 12v. 6½, plus 1½/- post and packing.

Auto Transformer, 110-250v input, 70v 0·2 amp and tapping for dial lamp. 5½/-, plus 1½/- post and packing.

Small dimensions.

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value (μfd)</th>
<th>Size (in.)</th>
<th>With 5%</th>
<th>Less 10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 mfd. 350 work</td>
<td>5 in.</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 mfd. 350 work</td>
<td>6½ in.</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 mfd. 350 work</td>
<td>8 in.</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16·16 mfd. 450 work</td>
<td>10 in.</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 mfd. 12v work</td>
<td>12½ in.</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 mfd. 25 work</td>
<td>24½ in.</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8x32 mfd. 450 work</td>
<td>32½ in.</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midget Tubular, 12x12 mfd. 450 work</td>
<td>42½ in.</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16x8 mfd. 450 work</td>
<td>50½ in.</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 mfd. 450v work</td>
<td>1/2 in.</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 mfd. 350v, BR.850</td>
<td>1½ in.</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 mfd. 500v, BR.1650</td>
<td>2 in.</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 x 8 mfd. 450 work</td>
<td>2½ in.</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30x30 mfd. 350 work</td>
<td>3½ in.</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P.M. SPEAKERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size (in.)</th>
<th>5 in.</th>
<th>6½ in.</th>
<th>8 in.</th>
<th>10 in.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trans.</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Trans.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post and packing on above items 1½/- each extra.

THE HEART OF THE BURGOYNE, Seven-Second Soldering Gun. 200·250v input, 13/6, plus 1½/- post and packing. Copper Bit. 6d. Automatic Switch Assembly. 1½/-, plus 6d. post and packing.

CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL, comprising 5-valve chassis (superhet) with transformer cut-out. Size: 13½" x 6½" x 2", with L.M. & S. scale, size 7½" x 5". Backplate, two supporting brackets, drive drum, pointer, two-speed spindle, twin gang condenser. Mains Transformer, 250·250v 60 ma, 6v 3 amp, 4v 2 amp, and 6½" Rola energised speaker with O.P. transformer. Complete. 27½/-, plus 2½/- post and packing.

5-VALVE SUPERHET CHASSIS with transformer cut-out, size 13½" x 6½" x 2", with L.M. & S. scale, size 7½" x 5". Two supporting brackets, drive drum, pointer and three pulley wheels. Complete, 6½/, plus 1½/- post and packing.

CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL, comprising chassis 10½" x 5½" x 2", with speaker and valve-holder cut-outs, Rola 5.P.M. with O.P. trans., twin gang with trimmers, pair of TRF coils, 4 international octal valve-holders and wave-change switch. 17/6, plus 1½/- post and packing.

SUPERHET COIL KIT, comprising medium- and short-wave coils, twin gang, pair of 465 IF's, 6-pole 3-way switch, 6 trimmers. 2 trackers and 5-valve superhet chassis with IF and speaker cut-outs. 14/6, plus 1½/- post and packing.

MINIATURE CHASSIS. Size 8½" x 3½" x 1½". miniature twin gang -00037, pair of miniature Wearite IF's, type 400B, 4 B7G valve-holders, frame aerial and medium-wave osc. coil. 29/6, plus 1½/- post and packing.

WEARITE miniature 465 kc IF's, type M400B, per pair 12½/6, post 6d.

BUTTON NEON INDICATOR. CW brass batten holder, 230v. 1½/-, plus 6d. post and packing.

STANDARD 465 kc IF's, air-cored, Q.110. 6½/- per pair.

STANDARD 465 kc IF's, iron-cored, Q.120. 7½/- per pair.

CERAMIC 220 pf, tolerance 10%, 44 per thousand.

VALVE-HOLDERS. Paxolin International Octal. 4d. each: Moulded International Octal, 6d. each: IF, 50 Ceramic, 7d. each: Moulded B7G (slightly soiled), 6d. each.

LINE CORD. 3-way, 0·3 amp, 180 ohm. 10½/- per yard.

POLISHED WALNUT RADIO CABINET. 15½" high, 17½" long, 10½" deep, CW, L.M. & S. dial, size 9½" x 4½" wide, and 5-valve superhet chassis. Valve-holder and transformer cut-outs. 27/6, plus 2½/- post and packing.

WAVE-CHANGE SWITCHES. 6-pole 3-way, 1½; 3-pole 2-way, 1½; 6-pole 2-way, 1½; 5-pole 3-way, 1½.

VARIABLE TRACKERS. 300 x 300, 100 x 500, 100 x 220, 500 x 750, 2100, 150 x 150, 1000 x 1000, 220 x 220, Ceramic bases. 9d. each.

Stamp for lists.
**G2AK This Month’s Bargains G2AK**

We will give you 25 per cent. Discount on your order for any selection of 12 or more valves from our list below, these may be all one type or mixed as you wish, but remember NOT LESS THAN 12.

**TRANSMITTING TYPES.** 813, 20/-. 807, 7/6.; 15E, 10/-.; 316A, 17/6; 8012, 17/6; 805, 30/-.; 436, 17/6. 211, 20/-. 866A, 17/6. 753AB, 60/-. 41JX, 40/-. 351T, 40/-. 390B, 22/6. 801A, 22/6. 304TH, 40/-.

**RECEIVING TYPES.** 9002, 9003, 954, 955, 956, 6H6, 6SH7, 4/6. 655, 524, 65N7, G7, 6K7, 6K8, 6C5, 6Q7, 63J7, 6SK7, 6SK7Q, 6G6, 6SC7, 6SA7, 6AG7, 6SG7, 6SF5, 6N7GT, 6L7, EF50, 6DG, 6CC, 6F7, B7, U10, VU39, 6V6, 6F6G, 6K6, 128K7, 12BK8, 12507, 12A6, 7/6. VR150/30, 0/24, 6C4, 3U4, 1616, 5X4, 5Y4, 5Y3, 717A, EF55, R10, CV52, 9/-. 1CS, 3QS, IT5, 10/-. 6AK5, 11/-. 636, 12/6. 931A (Photocell/ Multiplier), 30/-.

Please include 1/6 for postage and packing at these prices.

**ARR8 Spare Crystals for D model only 455 pts., 15/- each.**

Complete kits of spare tubes (14 tubes). Our price £5.

Carriage paid on all orders over £1 except where stated. Please include small amount for orders under £1

PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS

CHAS. H. YOUNG, G2AK

All Callers to 110 Dale End, Birmingham CENTRAL 1635

Mail Orders to 102 Holloway Head, Birmingham MIDLAND 3254

---

**Lyons Radio**

3 GOLDSHAW ROAD, (Dept. MS),

SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12

Telephone: Shepherds Bush 1729

**BRAND NEW VALVES**

EF50 (VR91), 6/6; 6V6G, GT, or metal, either type, 7/6; VU111, CV67 (Klystron), 5/-. Xtal diodes CV101, 2/9 or 1N21, 3/6. Post free.

460 kc MINIATURE I.F. TRANSFORMERS

Dimensions: 1 1/2 in. high x 1 x 1/4 in. square. PRICE per pair, 14/-. Post free.

A.C. VOLTMETERS

Switchboard mounting type, 0/300v A.C. first grade m/iron, scale length 6 in. dia. over fixing flange 8 in. PRICE 35/-. Post 1/6.

**TELEPHONE SET “H” Mk. 3**

A sound powered telephone set (Batteries NOT required), housed in metal box approx. 10 in. x 5 in. x 4 in. Complete with handset, bell and hand generator for ringing extension bell. Ideal in the home, factory or office. PRICE 22/6 each, post 1/6, or 50/- per pair, post free.

**CONNECTING WIRE**

For above at special prices if ordered at the same time. In 100 yd. coils; Single, 3/6 or twin twisted, 8/6 per coil.

**THE OSCILLOSCOPE,** design and construction manual 4/8 post paid.

**WIRELESS AMPLIFIER, Manual No. 2.**

2/8 post paid.

**RADIO CIRCUITS, Handbook No. 3.**

2/8 post paid.

**RADIO TEST EQUIPMENT, Manual.**

2/8 post paid.
RECEIVER V.R.L.
Made by Vancouver Radio Laboratories, and covering 14-29 mc/s in four bands. These superb instruments have never before been offered for sale in the surplus market.
*19 Valves (6-3v).
*Variable selectivity Xtal Filter.
*Noise limiter.
*R.F. gain control.
*A.F. gain control.
*Magic eye indicator (with optional damping for CW).
*Optional A.G.C.
*Built-in Speaker.
*Full view dial.
*Crystal calibrator, providing "pips" every 10, 100 or 1,000 kc/s.
* Provision for phones, with optional muting of internal speaker.
*Attractively built from top grade components.
These units are in brand-new condition, but were removed from their transit crates by the Ministry of Supply immediately prior to the sale. Price £26/10/- carriage paid, or with 19 spare valves—£29/10/-.
Stamp for details.

RECEIVER TYPE 21. Functioning as a superhet from 4-2-75 mc/s and as a double superhet from 18-31 mc/s, these units contain 9 valves (2v), crash limiter, BFO, etc.; precision SM dial permits accurate logging. They are designed for 6v LT and 120/150v HT input, but removal of one resistor from each filament circuit permits 2v LT operation. Complete with circuit and connecting data. OUR PRICE, 19/9.

VIBRATOR UNIT 21. Designed for the above set and its associated Tx, the output of this attractive unit (150v at 40mA) is sufficient for most small receivers. The size, 9x10x21/2, and its 6v input, enables it to be used with the 21 Rx to form a complete communications set. Price ONLY 19/9.

RECEIVER 18. A four-valve battery superhet, containing 2v valves. They cover 6-9 mc/s, but could be converted for other frequencies. They only require batteries to be connected in order to receive dozens of short-wave stations. Complete with circuit and connecting data. OUR PRICE, 19/9.

HT BATTERIES. Brand-new mercury batteries, contained in sealed metal cases and delivering 94v HT, and 1-3v LT. The case measures 8.3x3.5x3, and they are all of recent manufacture. The LT section consists of 29 "button" cells in parallel. The HT section consists of 6 tubular units each delivering 15v. Ideal for hundreds of purposes.
ONLY 6/-.

MIDGET LT ACCUMULATORS. 3 AH accumulators, measuring 4/1x1/2x1/2, made by Exide and Oldham to rigid Naval specifications. These are BRAND NEW, and only require the addition of acid. They have a maximum discharge rate of 200 mA. OUR PRICE, 2/9 each, or a crate containing 12 cells, 30/.

HEADPHONES. Low resistance balanced armature phones, complete with headband and jack-plug. 
The above batteries, accumulators and phones are suitable for use with the 18 set.

RECEIVER TYPE 3584. With 15 EF 50's, 2 SP61's, 3 EB34's, 1 EASO, 1 EBC33 and 1 EF36, dozens of pots, resistors, condensers and an 80v midget motor, these BRAND NEW units are one of to-day's most attractive "buys," but the "Pye" 45 mc/s IF strip, ideal for London TV, makes them a must for every ham. In maker's crates. OUR PRICE £3/12/6.

METERS. 0/3A thermocouple, 3/6; 0/8A thermocouple, 3/6.

All goods are sold as used unless otherwise stated

PLEASE write your name and address in Block Capitals

RADIO EXCHANGE CO. 9 CAULDWELL STREET, BEDFORD.
VALUE from VALLANCES

BC43G COMPASS RECEIVERS. Complete with Manual and 15 valves. Ideal for conversion to a modern FM broadcast receiver by changing the power pack £7/2/6, carriage paid.

EDDYSTONE. LOUDSPEAKER. A special 5" high flux unit with special baffle giving an excellent frequency response for communications purposes, "7" diameter. Chromium Feet. Available in either black, brown or grey ripple finish. £2/19/6. A.M.C. TUNING DIAL. Three waveband edge with horizontal pointer and vertical movement. Complete with 500 pf. twin gang condenser and flywheel tuning. 20/-, J.B. TUNING DIAL. 3 waveband edge with vertical pointer and horizontal movement. Flexible coupling and flywheel tuned, fitted. "BATH TUB" CONDENSERS 0-1 mf d, 1,000v w. oiledf, 1/3 each. PAPER CONDENSERS. Solar 4 500v w. New and unused, 2/3 each.

HEADPHONES. Balanced armature. 600 ohms. Ideal for crystal sets on wave band receivers. £1/5/6. High impedance, 30/- per pair. MORSE KEYS. Practice type. All parts in brass on polished wood base, 3/5. CRYSTAL SET COILS. Boxed with circuit, 2/3. CRYSTAL DETECTORS. Semi-permanent type. 3/9. Cat's whisker type (less crystal), 3/- Packet containing crystal and spare whisker, 1/- CRISTAL DIODES. 4/- MULTIPLEX TRANSFORMERS. Ideal for personal receivers, matches 354/354 valve to 3 ohm speaker, 4/6. MIDGET P.F.M. LO-SSPEAKERS. Complete 2.5 3 ohm voice coil, 26/3. Prestley 5 3 ohm voice coil, 16/6. Truvox elliptical 6" x 4" x 2 3/4 deep, 3 ohm voice coil, 19/6. MIDGET VALVES. I/R, 15/10; 1T4, 14/-; I/S, 15/-; 354, 354 valve, 14/- SCREENING CANS. MIDGET type for I/R type valves. 3-piece type for octal valves, 2/3. ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE. 4 lb. reels; 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 SWG, 2/3, 21, 22 SWG, 2/6, 23, 24 SWG, 2/9, 25, 26 & 27 SWG, 3/-, 28, 29 and 30 SWG, 3/2, 32 SWG, 3/3, 33, 34 and 35 SWG, 3/7, 36 and 37 SWG, 4/-, 38 and 39 SWG, 4/3, 40 SWG, 4/6. DOUBLE SILK COVERED COPPER WIRE. 25 SWG, 2/3, 26 SWG, 2/9, 28 SWG, 2/2, 30 SWG, 2/9, 32 SWG, 3/1, 34 SWG, 3/5, 36 SWG, 3/7, 2 oz. RHELS DENCO POLYSTYRENE SOLUTION. Ideal for dipol coils.

Low loss and damp resisting, 1 oz. bottles, 1/3, 2 oz. bottles, 2/7.

CRYSTAL SETS. Standard, with "Cat's whisker" detector. M.W. only, 11/-, De Luxe type in cream plastic with Semi-permanent detector, M.W., 6/- TUNING CONDENSERS. Two gang, 3/10, pf. less trimmers. 8/6. EXPANDED ALUMINIUM SPEAKER TRET. As used by leading manufacturers. Gold or Bronze, 12 x 12, 5/3, Chrome, 12 x 12, 3/9. Any other size available to order at 5/3 per sq. ft. plus post and packing. When ordering, please state whether you require the larger dimension to be horizontal or vertical. BAKELITE SHEET. Ideal for personal panels, etc., 3/- thick. Brown, available in the following sizes: 6 x 4", 2/5, 6 x 6", 3/-, 6 x 8", 3/7, 8 x 10", 4/-, 8 x 12", 5/-, 8 x 14", 6/3. 10/- Black, 1", 9 x 9", 3/-.

R.F. E.H.T. UNITS. Hazlchturbing, 5/3 kv. from 300 400v H.T. and 6-3v L.T. by means of 6v oscillator and EYS1 rectifier. Fully insulated and screened, 96/6. ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. With reinforced corners. 18 SWG 21 deep, 6 x 4", 5/2, 8 x 5", 7/-, 10 x 6", 9/6, 12 x 8", 10/-, 14 x 9", 11/-, 16 x 10", 12/-, 18 x 11", 13/-, 3/3 deep, 8 x 6", 5/6, 10 x 8", 9/6, 12 x 8", 10/8, 14 x 9", 13/6, 16 x 10", 14/3, 18 x 12", 17/3. MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Britan 350-0-350v 80 ma 5v @ 3a Standard Primary with screen. Fully shrouded, upright mounting, finished in grey enamel, 2/-, GRID TUNING TURRET. By Latgeur. Covers all amateur bands including 28/50. £1/6. DIE CAST ALLOY CHASSIS. Two sizes. 8 x 5 x 2 1/2", 9/6, and 12 x 9 x 3" 19/6.
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THE SHORT WAVE LISTENER ASSOCIATED WITH THIS MAGAZINE IS SPECIALLY FOR THE RECEIVING ENTHUSIAST
SECTIONAL WHIP AERIAL. Seven sections which plug into each other making an aerial 14 ft. long. Thinnest section 1\% in. dia., thickest section 2\% in. dia. Weatherproof enamel. 3/6 each, complete.

INSULATED BASE for 1, 2 each.

R107. ONE OF THE ARMY'S FINEST COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS. (See "W.W." August 1945). 9 valves, R.F. amp. osc. Frequency Changer, 2 IF's (465 kc), 2nd Detector, A.V.C. Af, amp. B.F.O. A.C. mains, 100-250v or 12v accumulator. Frequency range between 7 to 7 m.c/s, 7.35 to 2.9 m.c/s, 1.9 to 1.2 m/c/s, Monitor L.S. built-in. Complete. Write for full details. Price £12/12/-, plus 21/- carriage and packing.

H.T. METAL RECTIFIERS. 230v 30 ma., 2/6; 260v, 30 ma., 3/-; 300v 75 ma., 4/-; 500v 120 ma., 5/-.


ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. 16 s.w.g. Substantially made of bright aluminium with four sides. Price 7 x 3\% x 2 in. 3/-; 9\% x 4\% x 2 in. 4/-; 10 x 8 x 2 in. 5/-; 12 x 9 x 2\% in. 6/-; 14 x 9 x 2\% in. 6/11; 16 x 8 x 2\% in. 7/3; 20 x 8 x 2\% in. 7/11; 22 x 10 x 2\% in. 10/-; 10 x 9 x 3 in. 6/3; 12 x 10 x 3 in. 6/10; 14 x 10 x 3 in. 7/11; 16 x 10 x 3 in. 8/6; 20 x 10 x 3 in. 10/-.

MAINS NOISE ELIMINATOR KIT. Two specially designed chokes with three smoothing condensers with circuit diagram. Cuts out all mains noise. Can be assembled inside existing receiver. 6/- complete.

METERS—continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Scale Deflection</th>
<th>Scale Marking</th>
<th>Scale Length</th>
<th>Movement Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 v</td>
<td>0—100</td>
<td>2% in.</td>
<td>M/C D.C. 15/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 mA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 mA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 mA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 mA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 mA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 mA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 amp.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 amp.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5 amp.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 amp.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 amp.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 amp.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15/11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUPER MOVING COIL MIKE AND STAND. We have purchased the entire stock of a famous manufacturer of PA equipment at a very low price, and are offering a £5/- Super Moving Coil Mike, with a chromium-plated folding stand to match. The list price of the stand was £3/3/-; with the mike, £4/11/-. We offer the pair at 79/6. LESS THAN HALF THE USUAL PRICE.

TRANSMITTING AND SPECIAL PURPOSE VALVES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>705A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT25H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V133A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS MAINS TRANSFORMERS. All are for use on 230v 50 cycle Mains. Type Price

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

METER KIT

A FERRANTI 500-MICROAMP M/C METER, with separate High Stability, High Accuracy, Resistors to measure. 15, 60, 150 and 600v D.C. Scale Length 1\% in., diameter 2\% in, 10/- the complete kit.

5-KY. ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETER. Scale length 3\% in., flush mounting, 4\% in. diameter, £2/10/-. MOVING COIL EARPIECES. Comprise a 1\% in Moving Coil Loudspeaker fitted with noise excluding rubber caps. Make excellent Mikes or 'Phones, 2/- each, 18/- dozen.
Signpost

In this issue is reported an occurrence of great moment in the VHF world, and indeed for the future of Amateur Radio itself. By it, not only are the contentions put forward for so long in the SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE once again fully justified but (what is more important) the way for future development is clearly indicated.

A contact has taken place on 70 centimetres between two stations, operating from their home locations, over a distance of 119 miles. There are many of us who can well remember when to suggest the possibility of such a QSO on five metres was regarded as cranky enthusiasm, beyond the bounds of reason; yet it was easily done when the equipment problem had been overcome, as the results reported in these pages over a period of years testify. Then there were those who thought that the line-of-sight limit on VHF would be reached on two metres, but once again on this band, too, it has been found that with the right equipment the results obtained on Five can easily be repeated.

The emphasis is, of course, on the equipment. It is a matter for regret that in some quarters it is still supposed (as it was in 5-metre days) that the VHF bands can be developed by the use of apparatus which would not have been tolerated on the normal communication frequencies of 20 years ago. It is certain that the latest results on 70 cm. would have been impossible with self-excited oscillators and squish receivers, which merely mask the communication possibilities of our VHF bands over GDX distances.

While GDX can rightly be regarded as an end in itself, the important thing is that the striving for communication over distances outside line-of-sight range will in due time reveal the mechanism of propagation at these frequencies. It is already clear that amateurs in general, and British amateurs in particular, have once again confounded the theories of VHF propagation—but the contribution is being made, as always, by those who apply themselves to the problem by the use of stabilised transmitters and receivers capable of holding a CW signal.
TWO METRES WITH THREE VALVES

Design for a 145 mc Exciter/Transmitter

PART I

By G. ELLIOTT, B.Sc., A.R.I.C. (G3FMO)

This is a fully detailed description of the design and construction of an efficient crystal-controlled two-metre transmitter for 25-watt working, built round three valves only. It will thus be of interest to all contemplating operation on 145 mc—particularly as a transmitter of this type will also serve as an exciter unit for full-power operation on Two, or as the early stages for 430 mc CC equipment.—Editor.

The transmitter described in this article was constructed with the idea of getting the full 25 watts input, allowed on the two metre band for newcomers, with the minimum number of valves, the minimum power consumption and the minimum amount of space occupied. At the same time a stable crystal-controlled transmission was required, so self-excited oscillators were not considered.

The crystal oscillator circuit was based on that developed by the Squier Signal Laboratory (Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories, Fort Monmouth, N.J., U.S.A.) and described in some issues of QST. (See Bibliography.)

The circuits described use controlled regeneration in the system to facilitate crystal oscillation, employing a feed-back coil, the crystal being series resonant in the grid circuit. The crystals used for the 145 mc band may be 48 or 72 mc harmonic types, or fundamental crystals in the 6, 7 or 8 mc range. The harmonic type crystals are not readily available and are expensive, and of the fundamental types, obtainable as Government surplus, the 8 mc ones give the best performance.

The Oscillator Tripler

The oscillator circuit was designed for an 8 mc crystal operating at its third harmonic on 24 mc. The circuit of the complete transmitter is shown in Fig. 1. The coil L1 consists of 17 turns of 0-8-in. diameter, tapped at 6½ turns. Full coil details are given in the coil-winding table. The portion of the coil above the tapping point, together with C1 and C2, forms the resonant circuit, the coil below the tapping point being the regeneration winding. The use of a fair amount of capacity across the tuned circuit, say about 15 µµF, together with the low value of the grid leak R1, tends to prevent oscillation at frequencies other than the crystal frequency. In the circuits described in QST, V1 is given as a 6J6 or 12AT7, but it was decided to try a 6SN7GT in this position, as it was cheaper and readily obtainable on the surplus market. (The small supply of 6J6’s to hand were earmarked for receiver applications). The potentiometer R2 is used to control the power output of the CO stage, and is set for the minimum power which will supply the PA with the required drive. This is to minimise crystal heating.

The condenser C7, of 001 µF, connects the drive to the second section of the 6SN7. The QST circuits show a small condenser of 15 to 40 µµF in this position, but it was found that much more drive could be obtained with a value of 001 µF, without any apparent disadvantages.

In the anode circuit of the tripler a condenser is placed in series with L2, to enable an ordinary small variable condenser, with grounded moving vanes, to be used for tuning. The bias for the CO stage is derived partly from the grid current through R1 and partly from the cathode resistor R2. The latter, together with the anode resistor R4, is sufficient to limit the current through the valve to a safe value when off resonance. The tripler section of V1 is heavily biased with the full 110 volts from the bias supply, together with additional grid leak bias from R3, the total voltage under working conditions being about 140-150. This voltage was found experimentally to give the best RF output in the circuit described.

Referring once again to the American circuits, in the article in QST for October 1948, the second section of the 6J6 acts as either a tripler or a doubler, depending on whether a 48 mc or 72 mc crystal is used, the 832 final being operated as a straight amplifier. For output on 144 mc, Tilton employs the 832 PA as a tripler, the second section of the 6J6 being a doubler to 48 mc. However, he runs the 832 as a straight amplifier on 50 mc, the CO working on 25 mc. In the circuit of the transmitter developed by the author it was found, however, that greater efficiency was obtained by running the second section of a
Fig. 1. Theoretical circuit complete of the 144 mc transmitter designed and described by G3FMO in the accompanying article.

Table of Values

**Fig. 1. Three-Valve Two Metre Transmitter**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacitors</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>50 µµF, variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2, C5, C7, C9, C13, C16</td>
<td>0.001 µF, mica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>32 µF, electrolytic, 350v wkg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5, C10, C11</td>
<td>0.001 µF, mica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12, C19, C21</td>
<td>500 µµF, mica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
<td>10 µµF, variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14</td>
<td>8x8 µµF, split stator variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C15</td>
<td>5 µµF, ceramic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C17, C18, C23</td>
<td>300 µµF, mica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C20, C24, C25</td>
<td>0.01 µF, paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C26</td>
<td>0.2 µF, paper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resistors</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1, R10</td>
<td>3,300 ohms, 1-watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>550 ohm, potentiometer, 1-watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>33,000 ohms, 1-watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>7,500 ohms, 2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>5,000 ohms, 2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6, R8</td>
<td>120,000 ohms, 1-watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7, R9</td>
<td>10,000 ohms, 1-watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11</td>
<td>20,000 ohms, 3 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12</td>
<td>2,000 ohms, 15 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R13</td>
<td>15,000 ohms, 10 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R14</td>
<td>100 ohms, 1-watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFC1</td>
<td>1.25 mH, Eddystone Type 1010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFC2, RFC3, RFC4, RFC5</td>
<td>5.6 µH, Eddystone Type 1011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFC</td>
<td>1 Henry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1, V2</td>
<td>6SN7GT, OVO4/7 (Mullard)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3</td>
<td>832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1, A2, A3</td>
<td>0-30 mA, 0-100 mA, 0-350 mA, RF thermocouple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** All fixed paper, mica and ceramic condensers should be 500v working.

Variations on the CO Stage

Those who prefer to try the 6J6 as originally described will no doubt find it is easier to obtain good output than with the 6SN7GT, as the former is specially designed for VHF and the triode sections have a higher mutual conductance. One or two turns should be removed from the grid end of the regeneration winding of L1 to compensate for the increased efficiency of the valve. A disadvantage in the twin-triode as a tripler, with V2 working as a doubler, rather than doubling initially, followed by V2 as a tripler. The reason for this is, clearly, that sufficient drive is available from the CO to work the second section of V1 as a tripler, which for efficient operation needs a heavy bias. On the other hand, sufficient drive is not given by the second section of V1, acting as a doubler, to work V2 as a tripler quite so efficiently.
Fig. 2. Sketch showing the general layout of the transmitter.
use of the 6J6 is the fact that it has a common cathode for both triode sections, and so the output of the CO side cannot be controlled by the separate cathode resistor R2. Separate control is possible on the 12AT7, however. A 7N7 has not been tried for V1, but should give a good performance, having similar characteristics to the 6SN7, with the advantage of the local pressed-glass base, more suitable for VHF.

Different specimens of 6SN7GT seem to vary in their performance, possibly due to the type of construction used by different manufacturers. Of the several makes tested, those made by Tung-Sol and R.C.A. gave the best results.

Some 6 mc crystals can be induced to work on 18 mc using the same coil and condenser assembly as already specified, by tuning near the top end of the scale (C1 about 40 μμF). The second section of V1 then acts as a quadrupler. A few crystals will, in this way, give nearly as much drive to the PA as the 8 mc type. Some 7 mc crystals can be made to take off on their 5th harmonic at 35 mc, but this mode of operation has not been investigated.

In such a case, a few turns should be removed from L1 to enable the circuit to resonate at the higher frequency, and the bias should be reduced on the second section of V1, which would operate as a doubler on reduced drive. The recently announced Q.C.C. harmonic crystals, type FO, could also be tried, but then the CO voltage should be lowered to 150.

Points to Watch—CO Stage

When designing this transmitter a number of snags arose which were not pointed out in the QST articles. With about 250 volts on the plate of the CO, using a 6SN7 in the original 6J6 circuit, the grid current with an active crystal is 3 to 4 mA. This causes a noticeable heating of the crystal and may cause frequency drift, especially with quartz plates which are not of the zero temperature-coefficient type. Signal chirp may also occur when keying the transmitter, partly due to overloading of the crystal and partly due to jumps in the supply voltage. The frequency of the oscillator is slightly affected by the voltage applied to it. These troubles were eliminated by introducing the variable bias resistor R2 in the first cathode of V1. The oscillator bias was not then entirely derived from the grid current in R1, which need not be more than 1·5 mA. There was a corresponding reduction in crystal current and heating. R2 also serves to maintain a steady RF output, which tends to vary considerably with different crystals and individual valves. The 32 μμF condenser C4 in the CO HT supply helps to prevent sudden changes in voltage when keying, and also gives additional smoothing. Reports on the final design of the transmitter give T9 with no frequency drift or chirp.

It should be noted that the QST designs say nothing about keying, which, with the 6J6-832 combination, can only take place in either the CO or the PA. Keying in either of these positions is generally undesirable, and this is especially true with this harmonic-type oscillator. The keying in the 3-valve transmitter described here takes place in the cathode of V2, which is thus effectively isolated from the crystal oscillator.

The Doubler Stage

This uses a Mullard QVO4/7 beam tetrode. The output from the tripler feeds the grid of V2 via C10. The combined output capacity of V1 and input capacity of V2 result in a low value of inductance for L2, which consists of three turns of 0·8 in. diameter, length of winding 0·8 in. (See Coil Table). No increase in available power was obtained by trying to
match the input impedance of V2 to the tuned circuit, by increasing the size of L2 and tapping C10 down the coil. Bias of about 55 volts is applied to the grid via the RF choke, from the voltage divider R7, R8 across the bias supply. This value was found to give the best RF output under operating conditions. Output falls if the bias is increased, while if it is decreased, the anode current rises but is not accompanied by any increase in RF output. R6 has an optimum value in the region of 100,000 ohms. The anode of V2 feeds a balanced tuned circuit L3/C14 making use of a split-stator tuning condenser. A small condenser C15 of 5 µF is used to balance the circuit against the valve output capacity. This balancing improves the doubling efficiency of the stage. L3 consists of 2 turns of 1 in. diameter, 0.8 in. long.

The Power Amplifier

The coil L4, feeding the grids of the push-pull tetrode sections, consists of one turn of about 1.2 in. diameter closely coupled to L3. The tight coupling gives the best energy transfer, and results in such a close interaction between L3 and L4 that no separate tuning condenser is required for the grid circuit; C14, L3 and L4 behave, in fact, as one tuned circuit.

Bias is applied to the centre tap of L4 via the RF choke, and a small amount of self-bias is produced by the resistor R10 of 3,000 ohms and part of the bias potentiometer R9. The self-bias provides a certain amount of automatic adjustment, which is useful when the 832 is being modulated. Under working conditions the bias is about 50 to 55 volts. The screen dropping resistor R11 of 20,000 ohms gives a screen voltage of nearly 200 under driven conditions. C20 by-passes R11 for plate and screen modulation. It is necessary to by-pass the centre tap of L4 to the cathode pin of the 832 via C17 of 300 µF, and also to by-pass the centre tap to a point on the earthing system through a larger condenser C16 of 0.001 µF, in order to prevent a tendency for parasitic oscillation of low frequency involving the choke RFC5. Neutralisation is required to make the amplifier stable on 145 mc. The neutralising condensers Cn are of very low capacity, as the anode-grid internal capacity of the 832 is only 0.05 µF. A split-stator condenser with grounded rotor is used in the PA tank circuit C22, L5. L5 consists of two turns of about 1 1/2 in. diameter. L6 is a link coil, two turns of 1/4 in. diameter, which is swung into the centre of L5 until maximum RF output is obtained to the feeder circuit, as indicated by the RF thermocouple meter A3.

A 0-100 mA meter A2, in the anode circuit of the PA, reads the actual plate input in conjunction with the supply voltage reading. Other current readings are taken by a 0-30 mA meter, which can be plugged in the jacks J1, J2 or J3. The key is plugged into J2 and Fig. 1 also shows the keying filter, which is used to prevent key-clicks and consists of the usual LF choke-condenser-resistor circuit. The meters are shorted for RF by the condensers C23 and C25.

In the circuit of Johnson and Bernstein, the 6J6 section is used to drive an 832 as a straight amplifier with no intermediate stages. The input to their doubler or tripler section is about 250 volts at 15 mA, which drives the PA to a grid current of about 1.5 mA, and an anode current of 55 mA at 300 volts, with an RF output of about 10 watts. Experiments made to try to make the 6SN7 drive an 832 were not very successful, probably due, in part, to its low efficiency at 145 mc. However, the output from the QVO4/7 doubler is only just sufficient to drive the 832 to full power, and considerable trouble was taken to adjust all the circuit values to the optimum to reach this degree of efficiency. It seems that the 6J6-832 combination obtains some of its drive by feed-back in the PA. Feed-back is almost certain to occur, as no neutralisation is mentioned in the article. Tests with an un-neutralised 832 showed that it was fairly unstable and tended to give parasitic oscillation, especially at bias voltages below 65 volts.

Construction

Detailed constructional information, with all dimensions, will not be given, as most amateurs like to arrange their gear according to the parts that have on hand. A general outline with any important points will be given, however, for those who might like to construct a similar transmitter. The chassis is 15 in. long by 4 in. wide by 2 1/2 in. deep and made from sheet aluminium. The depth is sufficient to accommodate all the coils and tuning condensers, and associated components of the driver stages below the chassis. These are therefore screened from the PA tank circuit, which is mounted above the chassis, beside the 832. One side of the chassis carries the three tuning condensers of the driver stages and the opposite side the two meters and meter jacks. An 8-way Jones plug is provided at one end of the chassis for power supplies, and the connections to this are shown in Fig. 1. The control switch is mounted with the knob projecting from the top surface of the chassis, this being a very convenient position for operating. The switch is a 2-pole 5-way Yaxley with two wafers, only one of which is used. The second wafer is available...
to switch an external circuit, such as a low voltage supply operating an aerial relay, via a socket provided on the chassis.

In the present installation, the current feeding the receiver is used to operate an aerial relay for send-receive via the same socket. The connections to the control switch are shown in Fig. 1. In position 1, the power pack feeds the receiver only; in position 2 (Stand By) no power is supplied to either transmitter or receiver; in position 3 the transmitter works on CW; in position 4, the HT supply to the plate and screen of the 832 is bypassed through the modulation transformer secondary.
for phone operation; in position 4, which is used for tuning up, the HT is fed through a dropping resistor R12 of 2,000 ohms, to the whole circuit. The assembly of the main components on the chassis, with a few dimensions, is illustrated in Fig. 2.

L1 is mainly self-supporting and wired directly on to the valve and crystal sockets, but is braced by pushing a sheet of perspex, cut to just the right size, through the axis of the coil. This prevents vibration of the windings. A suitable coil former with a thinner wire, say 20 SWG could be used for L1 if desired, although the self-supporting coil is quite stable. Sound mechanical construction in the circuit L1, C1 is desirable, as detuning shifts the crystal frequency slightly, and so the circuit is slightly sensitive to vibration. The valve holder for V1 is a ceramic type to ensure low loss. The crystal sockets are mounted as close as possible to V1, and to provide for the use of crystals with different pin-spacings, a double purpose socket (taking units with 3/16-in. pin spacing or 3/16-in. spacing) is mounted next to an octal socket (for U.S. miniature FT4 crystal holders with 3/16-in. spacing). These sockets are connected in parallel. The potentiometer R2 is a midget screw-driver adjustment type and is mounted close to V1 on the top of the chassis.

One end of L2 is wired directly on to a terminal of C8, the other end being carried on a small stand-off insulator. The cathode condenser of V2, C12, should preferably be duplicated, one condenser being wired directly across the cathode and centre earthing tags of the valveholder and the other between the jack terminal and earth. If this is not done, some reduction in RF output is observed when plugging in the key or meter circuit, due to changes in inductance. The earthed terminals of the V2 valve holder are all connected together with one length of wire, one end of which is returned to an earthing tag, bolted to the chassis by the valveholder retaining screw. It seems best to return one wire from this tag to the main earthing line and another wire, from the opposite end of the valveholder wiring, to the same earth line, but at the point to which C9 is attached. This gives the best drive on V2. Obviously lead inductances are important on these frequencies. It should be noted that while the earthing of each stage in the transmitter is taken to a single tag, bolted to the chassis and appropriate valveholder, the chassis itself is not used as the earth connection. For this purpose a bus-bar of 12 SWG wire is run through, to which the earth wire of each stage is connected. The anode circuit of V2 comprises the midget split-stator tuning condenser C14, which has the coil L3 soldered directly across its terminals. Care should be taken, when soldering heavy gauge wire to these midget condensers, to avoid unsoldering the vanes and/or loosening the stator assembly from its ceramic supporting pillars. If the ends of the coil and condenser tags are pre-tinned, and work is done rapidly with a hot iron there should be no trouble. The stator vanes of C14 connect to the common earth point for V2. The coil L3 is mounted with its axis perpendicular to the side of the chassis, and to avoid loss of power from currents induced in the metal, the tuning condenser C14 is set back from the side about 3/16 in., using spacers and long fixing screws. C14 is a 3-hole fixing type with a fairly long spindle. If it is intended to use the type of condenser which is held by a single lock-nut and has a short spindle, it may be necessary to make a small mounting bracket and extend the spindle with a shaft-coupler.

The base connections to V3, and the other valves can be seen in Fig. 3. L4 is supported round the centre of L3 and wired directly to the grid tags of the V3 valveholder. The holder for the 832 is a special type with built-in by-pass condensers for the screen, heater and cathode terminals. The main body of the holder is of metal. The base pins of the 832 project through holes and make contact with spring clips on the underside of the holder. The clips are rivetted to the holder through insulating eyelets, the body of the clip forming a by-pass condenser with the metal shell of the holder, using a sheet of mica as dielectric. The clips for the grid pins are supported on an insulating holder of ceramic or Mycalex, standing off from the metal shell. The holder is of the recessed type and completely shields the lower half of the 832 and enables short connections to be made to the grid pins below and to the PA tank circuit above. This can be seen in Fig. 4, which shows the PA assembly above chassis. When using this type of holder instead of the usual ceramic variety, there is no need to worry about the by-pass condensers C19 and C21, which are taken care of by the holder itself. In addition, the 832 has an internal by-pass condenser between the screens and cathodes. The capacity of the neutralising condensers Cn is very small. Connections from the grid tags are crossed below the chassis and brought out to small feed-through ceramic insulators. The long sections of the insulators are below the chassis. The short insulating sections above the deck bring the terminals just about level with the 832 anodes. In the arrangement used by the author, with the insulators about 3/16 in. from the side of the 832, an ordinary solder tag, bent at right angles and fixed to the terminal, was sufficient to produce complete neutralisation. This is shown in Fig. 4 (For neutralising adjustments
SCREEN CONTROL MODULATOR

Two-Stage High-Gain Unit for 100 Watt Carrier Powers

By H. J. BEACH (GM8BO)

As a result of successful initial tests with a very simple audio amplifier for screen modulation of two 807s in push-pull (Short Wave Magazine, January, 1950), the writer decided to re-design the modulation unit completely to fulfil more exacting requirements, which can be briefly summarised as follows:—

(a) To provide sufficient audio gain from a relatively insensitive microphone having a good frequency response characteristic, (b) to give audio output sufficient to screen modulate carrier powers up to approximately 100 watts, and, (c) to maintain a linear frequency response over the range of 50 cycles to 10 kc.

It was stated in the earlier article on screen modulation that considerable economy both in power and equipment could be effected by feeding the modulator from the PA power pack. Bearing this point in mind, data sheets were purused for a valve which would develop approximately 5 watts of audio power, whilst restricting the DC dissipation to a reasonably low figure.

Inasmuch as the conditions laid down for economy must be adhered to if a good overall efficiency is to be maintained, the speech amplifier and modulator must be limited to two valves, such that their total current drain is of the order of 45 mA. This, of course, pre-supposes a power pack which will just do the job in hand, as one which is very liberally rated rather tends to offset the efforts at economising!

Having decided upon a two-valve arrangement, a further essential requirement is that the modulator chosen should have a reasonably high slope, in order that the available voltage...
swing from the anode of V1 (see circuit), even if small, creates a relatively large current change through the anode load of V2.

The valve finally decided upon for the function of modulator was the 6V6; this has a Gm of the order of 6 mA/V, and will deliver, under Class-A conditions, approximately 4.5 watts of audio.

The Voltage Amplifier

It was stated in the summary of requirements that an insensitive microphone having a good frequency characteristic was to be catered for, and therefore V1 must be selected to provide as high a voltage amplification as possible—but again, in the interests of economy, the cathode current of this valve must be small.

The foregoing requirements are fulfilled adequately by the Mullard EF37, which, with the component values and operating potentials indicated herein, will provide a voltage gain of the order of 180, the cathode current being 1 mA under these conditions. Notwithstanding the fact that the EF37 employs a 300,000 ohm anode load, the frequency response for the audio spectrum is good, and the glass envelope is metallised, a very important factor from the point of view of stability.

Where the microphone is a low impedance dynamic or carbon type, the transformer used should be of good quality, having a ratio to match the input impedance of V1 to the microphone.

In the circuit diagram, the transformer has a ratio of 130:1, the microphone at present in use at GM8BO being a low impedance twin-cell carbon type. Its design is such that it has no diaphragm, nor has it any box form enclosure, therefore spurious resonances due to cavity and diaphragm natural frequency are removed, providing an even response between approximately 100 cycles and 10 kc. (This point is mentioned to substantiate the need for designing an amplifier having a flat response over the audio range.)

In a multi-stage amplifier, one can usually afford to employ negative feedback to improve the frequency response of the upper register, but in the arrangement shown in the circuit here, careful choice of component values and good physical layout must be relied upon to achieve these desiderata, as most or all of the available gain will be required.

Having regard to fidelity of reproduction, one cannot do more than to ascertain that the inter-stage coupling capacity (C4) is of such a value as to permit the lowest audio frequencies to pass without serious attenuation, and also to ensure that V1 and V2 are biased to the mid-point of their Ia/Vg curves under static conditions.

Given a microphone of known sensitivity, the gain control should be used at such a setting as to provide just sufficient voltage swing under normal speech conditions to limit the use of the Ia/Vg curve of V2 to the linear portion, otherwise harmonics generated will give rise to over-accentuation of the top register.

Choice of Modulator Valve

An important point which may conveniently be made at this juncture concerns the choice of the modulator.

Some readers may be tempted to use a valve having a much higher slope (Gm) than the 6V6 specified; at first sight this may appear to be a good point, but does not always work out that way in practice.

Pentodes and tetrodes suffer markedly from curvature of the characteristics, and, indeed, sometimes vary considerably from valve to valve of the same manufacture.

Some types having a high mutual conductance at a specified control grid voltage suffer from the disadvantage that this value of Gm changes quite suddenly with a small change of negative grid volts, apart from the change normally encountered as anode current cut-off value is approached. Now, it will be appreciated that in order to maintain a low percentage distortion when operating the valve under Class-A conditions, the change of anode current should be a linear function of a change of control grid voltage over a limited excursion, usually about 12 volts R.M.S. in a 6V6. In this connection, therefore, it will be found advantageous to plot a family of curves for Ia/Vg and Ia/Va for the valve to be used, so that the optimum biasing point for a linear swing of Vg can be ascertained. Furthermore, power output and harmonic distortion content can be derived from a load line drawn across the Ia/Va curves.

Matching the Load

For good audio quality it is essential that the modulator valve V2 be matched accurately to the screen impedance of the PA, and to this end the writer has substituted a Woden UM1 modulator transformer for the AF5 originally specified. Although the connections shown in the circuit are the optimum for this particular set-up, it should be borne in mind that in the case of a single 807 PA, the screen impedance will be approximately twice the figure for two in push-pull. The safest plan is to measure the actual screen current and voltage of the PA valve or valves in use under operating conditions, and calculate the impedance to satisfy that condition.

Results

Using the values given in the table, and laying out the components so that wiring is as direct and short as possible, tests show that the
Although this speech amplifier-modulator follows normal practice, its successful operation for screen grid control is dependent upon careful design and layout. The modulation transformer connections would need to be varied to suit PA working conditions (see text).

frequency response versus gain curve is practically linear from 30 cycles to 15 kc. (An audio oscillator of the beat frequency type and an oscilloscope were employed for the tests.) When it is certain that the percentage distortion of the speech amplifier and modulator is as low as possible for maximum power output, care should be exercised in ensuring that the PA screen voltage excursion due to modulation does not exceed the value at which distortion due to non-linearity of Iα/Vgs becomes evident.

This latter point is rather dependent upon the efficiency at which the PA is being operated, and with efficiencies of the order of 60 per cent, 75 per cent. modulation is the maximum permissible without distortion.

Numerous contacts with stations on 14 mc indicate that the modulator described here-with is not only adequate for 100 per cent. contacts, but also gives high audio quality.

### Table of Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speech Amplifier-Modulator designed by GMSBO for Screen Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>50 µF, 12 volt working electrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>16 µF, 350 volt working electrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>0.25 µF, 500 volt working paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>0.005 µF, 1,000 volt working mica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>0.25 µF, 500 volt working paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>16 µF, 350 volt working electrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>50 µF, 50 volt working electrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>1 megohm potentiometer, 1 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>25,000 ohms, 1 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>300,000 ohms, 1 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>4,000 ohms, 1 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>0.8 megohm, 1 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>0.6 megohm, 1 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>5,000 ohms, wire wound, 20 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>250 ohms, 1 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Microphone transformer 130:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Modulation transformer (Woden U.M.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### AVOIDING BCI

An article in our issue for June 1948 explained how it was possible for transmitters operated on particular frequencies in the 1.7 and 3.5 mc bands to produce beats in domestic BC receivers using the normal IF of 465 kc. A number of such frequencies was given to avoid local BCI. Consequent upon the BBC’s recent changes in the medium-wave band, G2DHV has re-calculated these frequencies, which he gives as: 1759, 1778.5, 1795, 1816, 1838 and 1911.5. In the London area, it is a fair assumption that operation on any of these frequencies, and probably the appropriate second harmonics in the case of QRO transmitters in the 3.5 mc band, will produce QRM on BBC transmissions in the medium-wave band, due to IF mixing. If you are troubled by apparently ineradicable BCI, this may give you a clue, even if you never saw the original article in the Magazine.
VOICE SWITCHING CIRCUIT

Simplified Control System

By E. A. KNIGHT (G3BNZ)

Having read the excellent material on "Voice Controlled Transmission," by G3AAT, (Short Wave Magazine, October-November, 1949), the writer recalled a system that in 1938 worked effectively on the 7 mc band. The transmitter was entirely controlled by voice operation; that is, it was only necessary to speak to switch on the transmitter, and to switch off the receiver. No relays were used and the whole control was effected by the addition of only one extra valve. In the first instance, the idea came as a possible method of duplex operation with another station similarly equipped, with both using a common frequency. In actual fact, many such QSO's were enjoyed with G4BH in those days, who had the same voice control built into his equipment.

Early Equipment and Results

In the pre-war transmitter, the control valve was an MH4 and this acted as a relay in the screen supply to a 6F6G crystal oscillator; conducting on modulation, and "opening" when the modulation ceased. The crystal oscillator drove a buffer stage (6L6G), which had a certain amount of cathode bias, and the final valve was an HY25. This is a high mu triode, and without bias and without drive, only drew a small anode current, so that the transmitter was quite safe when the crystal oscillator was not running. The HY25 was anode modulated by two triodes in push-pull. The receiver was muted when the transmitter came on, and operated with a separate aerial to avoid change-over complication. All one had to do was just talk, and in the pauses listen for any comment from the other station. So much the better if the other station was also equipped with similar control, or could operate rapid break-in. Bad receiving conditions, due to interference or fading, could be instantly reported with a request to stand by, if necessary. A switch was fitted to cut out the control valve, so that a normal signal could be emitted for initial tuning-up purposes (constant carrier) at the beginning of a contact.

Such, then, was the pre-war equipment at the station of G2LP, and it performed very well. It was sensitive, and yet not critical to adjust.

Some Working Circuits

Now for some suggestions for adapting an existing transmitter. It can be seen from the circuit diagram, Fig. 1, that few parts are required; any medium impedance triode can be used, and the adjusting procedure is as follows: With no modulation apply sufficient bias to the triode V2 to effect complete cut-off, and as a consequence, stop the oscillator stage from working. Next, apply modulation and vary the series resistance R3 until the transmitter will switch itself on at about a 10 per cent. modulation level, and is "clean" in switching; that is, no undue hesitation in coming on or going off, as is likely to happen if the bias is not quite enough, or too much audio is being fed into the grid circuit, which

This is another very interesting discussion on the problem of voice-controlled telephony working; the circuits suggested are practical, they should be effective, and are quite easy to try.—Editor.
would mean that resistance R3 requires setting to a higher value. It should be possible to strike a balance for one's normal operating voice, not requiring undue shouting to bring the Tx on and yet not be so sensitive that the station clock ticks and other noises off "tease" the transmitter.

The condenser C2 is to by-pass the audio to earth and to effect a time constant which prevents a rapid variation or surging effect to occur. The actual time delay is dependent on the circuit conditions, i.e., HT supply voltage and the screen current, also at what voltage the oscillator valve V1 commences to function. In general the capacity is optimum at around the values given. Any audio that is fed through into the screen circuit of the oscillator is of little consequence, provided it does not cause any frequency modulation. Increasing the value of condenser C2 should prevent this effect occurring, so long as the time constant is not excessive.

The audio power absorbed by the control valve is very small, and in a QRO outfit can be ignored completely. The transformer T1 is mainly to give isolation from the modulator feed and to provide a useful step-up of the audio voltage at the same time. A midget type could be utilised but due care must be taken with the insulation between the primary and secondary windings if the audio feed line is at a high voltage above earth. Alternatively an additional condenser can be included in the feed line as shown dotted (C4) in Fig. 1. This condenser, and that in series with the potentiometer R3 must be safely rated. A resistance of about one megohm (R2) should in this case be connected from one side of the transformer primary winding to earth, to prevent any stray leakage from building up a voltage charge relative to earth at this part of the circuit.

The transformer step-up ratio can be anything from about a 1:5:1 to 7:5:1 and the primary impedance about 50,000 ohms. Frequency response does not matter for practical purposes, and an antique component can be put to this service.

It is necessary to use telephones when operating a voice-control system such as this, because a motor-boating effect will occur if the loudspeaker is left connected to the receiver. The receiver, by making a noise, will start the

**Table of Values**

This table gives values for all circuit elements marked in Figs. 1-4, 6 and 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.01 μF, RF by-pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>2.4 μF (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>0.005 μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>0.01 μF (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>0.001 μF, Mica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>22,000 ohms, 1-watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>1 Megohm, 1-watt (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>&amp;megohm pot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>10,000 ohms, approx.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>100,000 ohms, approx.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>200,000 ohms, 0.2-watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>680,000 ohms, 0.2-watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Audio coupling transformer, 1:5:1 to 7:5:1 ratio (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Audio coupling transformer, 1:1 ratio (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Monitor headphone jack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Stabiliser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>Osc. valve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>Control valve. 6J5,6C5 or similar medium-impedance valve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3</td>
<td>Buffer amplifier valve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4</td>
<td>PA valve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V5</td>
<td>6Y6,6V6 or 6F6, or similar &quot;power&quot; type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V6</td>
<td>Buffer or PA valve (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Battery: Two 9-volt GB batteries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
transmitter, which in turn switches itself on and in so doing switches off the receiver, but as there now is no further noise forthcoming from the loudspeaker to keep the transmitter on, it goes off, and so on and so on... amusing, but not very useful.

Fig. 1 refers to the control valve as fitted to a crystal oscillator and using a battery. A few alternative arrangements and possible applications of the system with VFO and all-mains operation may be found useful.

**Table of Values**

Fig. 5. Circuit complete of the Control Unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>4 µF, paper or elect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>2.4 µF, paper (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>≈ 0.005 µF, 1,000 volts (voltage rating as required)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>≈ 0.01 µF (voltage rating as for C3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>8 µF, electrolytic, 150 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>8 µF, electrolytic, 250 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>22,000 ohms, 1 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>1 kΩ, 1 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>0.5 kΩ pot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>4,700 ohms, 1 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>50,000 ohms pot., 2 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rn</td>
<td>Resistance of suitable value (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Audio coupling transformer, ratio 1.5 : 1 to 7.5 : 1 (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Mains transformers, supplying suitable LT and 40 to 100 volts at 10 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Selenium or copper-oxide rectifier, capable of 100 volts output at 10 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>6C5, 6J5 or similar medium-impedance valve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Single pole switch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 shows a control valve fitted in the anode of a Clapp oscillator. It is not believed that there will be much shift in frequency with change in anode volts, although the writer has not had the opportunity of trying this out. Any neon stabiliser that may already be fitted can be left in circuit with advantage, as it will limit the maximum HT swing—as well as acting as a visual indicator when the transmitter is on. As the control valve current is limited to a few mA, it is essential that V1 does not consume more than some 3 or 4 mA—it may perhaps require higher HT to allow for the voltage drop through the control valve.

The circuit in Fig. 3 shows how the same sort of control can be applied to the bias supply to a buffer stage, assuming that the oscillator is sufficiently screened to prevent it being heard in the receiver at R9 plus. It can be seen that the buffer stage is biased to cut off and that the control valve reduces the bias on modulation, so bringing the stage into operation. Adjustments of the control valve are carried out in just the same manner as before.

**PA Considerations**

Now, a few words concerning pentode and tetrode PA stages, particularly those that are not neutralised. If one is in the habit of keying in the final stage and the screen voltage is
fixed (or semi-fixed such as by a potential divider), this arrangement would be satisfactory for voice operation. But if as is usual for phone operation, the screen is fed through a series resistance from the modulated HT, it becomes vital to provide some means of preventing the screen voltage from going high when the drive is cut off. An easy means of achieving this is the use of an additional valve which draws current from the screen circuit only when the drive is cut, but does not in any way affect the PA stage when the drive is on. Fig. 4 shows how this can be done. In addition, this extra valve can save the bother of having to supply any additional grid bias if the bias derived from the grid current is sufficient for normal working, and in most cases this can be arranged to be so. Incidentally, this circuit is given in later editions of the ARRL Handbook, and it does prevent voltage surges which in the case of an 813 stage (with 1,200 volts HT supply), can reach 950 volts under certain conditions. It will be appreciated that voltage swings of this magnitude could be the cause of much splatter and spurious radiations.

Practical Control Unit

We come now to the design of a compact control unit that can be complete in itself. Fig. 5 shows such an arrangement, and by using small components it can be assembled into a very small space. It might well be an advantage to make the unit up into a metal box, which could be mounted in the transmitter rack, the various leads coming out of the box and going to the different sections of the transmitter. A switch may be fitted so that the control unit can be switched into use when required—for this purpose, a resistance of the optimum value being merely substituted for the control valve.

Use of the control valve for remote operation has not been mentioned but it is only necessary to extend the microphone leads to the operating position to be able to do this. A press-switch arranged to short or open the microphone line would enable the loudspeaker to be left in circuit for ordinary operation purposes.

Receiver Muting

The receiver can be muted by using some of the grid current from a stage in the transmitter. Probably the most convenient point at which sufficient voltage is developed is the PA stage; this voltage can be fed into the AVC line of the receiver, inserting a resistance in the line to keep out any possible RF—see Fig. 6.

For monitoring purposes, and for receiving, it is convenient if the headphones do not have to be switched also it would be difficult and tedious, to say the least, to do this when voice operating. The writer prefers to monitor every transmission and a mixing arrangement can be employed whereby both receiver and monitor outputs are fed through to the phones. This can be done by employing a transformer (1:1 ratio) connected as shown in Fig. 7.

DATA ON RCA PRODUCTS

Many readers are the possessors of RCA equipment of various types, on which they are without the necessary technical literature. Messrs. RCA Photophone, Ltd., 36 Woodstock Grove, London, W.12, are in the position of being able to supply various publications and to give technical advice on RCA products—but they cannot provide replacement parts.
MODULATION-LEVEL INDICATOR

For Direct Connection

By H. BARNETT (G2AIQ)

For the amateur who has neither time, inclination, knowledge nor cash with which to build himself a cathode ray oscilloscope for modulation checking—and for those who have, but who would like a visible indication of modulation depth at all times without the need to rig up the oscilloscope—the simple circuit described here is offered.

The few components required, which can be found in the average junk box, consist of one watt resistor, one variable potentiometer, a changeover switch, a rectifier and an 0-500 µA meter.

Referring to the circuit diagram it will be seen that when S1 is in the S src position, the micro-ammeter will act as a DC voltmeter, and the degree of deflection may be controlled by R2. If the meter is set at 400 µA and this point taken as the 100 per cent. modulation mark, it follows that 200 µA will indicate 50 per cent modulation.

Action and Adjustment

When S1 is put over to MOD, the meter, in conjunction with the rectifier, will act as an AC voltmeter, and will measure the audio volts appearing across the secondary of the modulation transformer. When this AC voltage is the same as the DC volts on the plate of the power amplifier, 100 per cent. modulation will be effected. Thus, once set up as shown above, the meter will, at all times, give an indication of the depth of modulation being obtained.

For those who possess a CRO, the meter can be adjusted, with S1 in the MOD position, whilst observing the carrier envelope on the oscilloscope. But for all practical purposes, setting up the meter by this method, or by using the DC voltage on the power amplifier anode, will not result in any appreciable differences. As a refinement, the scale can be marked up in red at the 50 per cent. and 100 per cent. levels.

The circuit as described has the disadvantage that the meter needle is continually “flapping” over the scale as one speaks into the microphone. This may be overcome by inserting a condenser C, as shown in the dotted lines on the circuit diagram. With this condenser in circuit, the needle will rise rapidly on peaks of modulation, but will return to zero more slowly, thus giving a more average indication of modulation. With the circuit shown, a paper tubular condenser 0·25 µF, rated at 500 volts, was used.

The values shown in the circuit diagram are for use with a PA anode voltage of 350 volts and a 0-500 µA meter. With other anode voltages and different meter scaling, R1 and R2 would have to be made suitable values and rating, and precautions taken to prevent damage in cases where high voltages are involved. The method of operation, however, remains the same.

MAIL ORDER CATALOGUE

Coulphone Radio, 53 Burscough Street, Ormskirk, Lancs, offer a comprehensive 50-page catalogue (with a 12-page monthly stock list supplement) covering a very wide range of equipment and parts. The catalogue is well illustrated and laid out in such a way as to be of the utmost assistance to the postal buyer, since Messrs. Coulphone specialise in a return-of-post service for mail order customers.

SOME TV FREQUENCIES

It is reported that the following frequencies have been paired for the new television services: No. 1, 41·5 mc S and 45 mc V (London); No. 2, 48·25 mc S and 51·75 mc V; No. 3, 53·25 mc S and 56·75 mc V; No. 4, 58·25 mc S and 61·75 mc V (Sutton Coldfield); and No. 5, 63·25 mc S and 66·75 mc V.
DUAL PURPOSE MODULATOR

Construction of 100-Watt AF Stage, and Testing Units

PART II

By J. N. WALKER (G5JU)

Although inevitably somewhat bulky, the high-power unit is of straightforward construction, much of the "works" already being provided in the first chassis. (See Fig. 7.) The unit consists of two output valves with the necessary output transformer, and two rectifier valves, with their associated mains transformer and smoothing components.

The layout of the various parts is given in Fig. 5 (Chassis "B"). As before, the drawing is based on the chokes and transformers being mounted for sub-chassis connections—the mains transformer has connections at the side and leads for the primary and for the panel light are taken down through holes in the deck. The high-voltage terminals connect direct to the valve top-caps.

Further details of the construction can be gleaned from the photograph of the top deck of the chassis. The components beneath are few in number and size and a picture would give but little aid to the constructor. Tag strips are used to hold the junction of R32 and R33 and the junction of R34 and R35. Lead-through insulators, close alongside C19, carry HT through the chassis from CH4 and back from the meter to the modulation transformer. The EL31 anode leads are insulated with two lead-through insulators, and another pair in the rear wall of the chassis form the audio output terminals.

A point here—the mains supply should be connected across the whole primary (i.e. the 250-volt terminals) to reduce the secondary HT voltage during initial tests.

Output Transformer Matching

With the Woden modulation transformer is supplied a chart giving the connections representing various input and output impedances. The input impedance is set by the conditions under which the output valve(s) operate—in the present equipment, the QQVO4-20, with about 400 volts on the anodes, closely matches into 6,200 ohms and the EL31 valves, with 800 volts, match into 10,000 ohms.

The secondary impedance depends on the resistance presented by the PA valve(s). In the writer's case, the modulator is used with a transmitter running at 500 volts 100 mA, which, using Ohm's Law, gives a value of 5,000 ohms, and the transformer tappings are wired accordingly. The actual connections are:

Valve anodes to tags 8 and 11, with HT to 9/10 (connected together), output terminals to tags 2 and 6, with 3/4 connected together. Other secondary connections may be necessary, according to individual requirements.

Turning to the EL31 valves, the working figure for the PA valve is 6,666 ohms (1,000 volts, 150 mA) and the connections to the UM3 transformer are as follows: Primary: anodes to 1 and 6, tags 3/4 connected together and to HT. Secondary: 8 and 9 with 7/12 joined.

Two points arise. If modulation is applied to both anode and screen of the PA, the screen current must be added to the anode current.
to obtain the correct load resistance. For example, in the first case above, there is possibly a screen current of 20 mA, making the total drawn by the PA valve 120 mA. The value then becomes 4,166 ohms. (The writer generally uses the system in which the screen is fed from a separate HT supply through an audio choke, allowing the screen to follow the changes of audio potential applied to the anode.)

The second point is that when it is not possible to obtain an exact impedance match (and such is usually the case unless the PA current is adjusted very accurately) it is always wise to choose secondary tappings which reflect a lower impedance than the one called for.

PRELIMINARY TEST OF LOW-POWER UNIT

On switching on, the VR 150/30 stabiliser (V5) will glow almost immediately and as the valves warm up, the larger meter will indicate a current. As mentioned earlier, this current is the total of anode and screen feeds to V4 and of that through V5. The combined stabiliser and screen current remains constant at 35 mA and the anode current should be adjusted to 20 mA—a total meter reading of 55 mA—by rotation of the bias control R26. The grid bias voltmeter should then indicate a value near 15 volts.

On full output, meter M1 will kick up to approximately 175 mA, representing an increase of anode current to 120 mA.

The extent to which preliminary tests can be carried out depends on the amount of equipment available for the purpose. During and after construction of the modulator, extensive tests were made with the aid of an audio oscillator and oscilloscope to check such points as the introduction of distortion and hum, parasitic oscillation and overall frequency response. Provided the detailed design is followed, the constructor can rely on obtaining results equal to the original equipment.

The simplest test is to connect an ordinary 25-watt lamp (200/230-volt type) across the output terminals (ideally, the transformer tappings should be altered to give an output impedance of about 2,000 ohms, but this is not important). On speaking into the microphone with both gain controls partly advanced, the lamp should glow brightly on sustained syllables. (This is simply the familiar RF test lamp but in the audio application.)

The performance can be assessed much better if the test circuit given in Fig. 8 can be assembled. R1 is a 5,000-ohm wire-wound resistance of at least 10 watts dissipation. The amplifier gives up to 30 watts output but this power is not constant or maintained over a lengthy period and there is no necessity to use a resistor of equivalent rating.

R2 is 100 ohms, 1 watt, and across it is wired a loudspeaker (with matching transformer) or a pair of telephones. If an oscilloscope is available, the leads can also be connected across R2.

Across the output terminals is placed an AC voltmeter reading to 500 volts or more—any reasonably accurate testmeter with a suitable AC range can be used in this position.

It is desirable to have available a constant and controllable voltage, which is injected into the microphone socket through a resistor, simulating the impedance of the microphone to be used—about 1 megohm for a crystal type and 50 ohms for a moving-coil.

Potentiometer R7 controls the gain following the microphone and R17 the voltage applied to the driver valve. The maximum value of this voltage is fairly constant because of the action of the clipper circuit and R17 has to be adjusted so that the voltage applied to the driver valve, and hence to the output valve, produces the correct amount of audio power for full or nearly full modulation of the PA stage.

It is difficult to give brief instructions about setting R17. In general, this control should be well advanced, and retarded when indications of over-modulation are evidenced—for example, by variations of PA grid or anode current.

R7 is adjusted to give full modulation when speaking in a normal voice. The peaks in speech waveform will be cut off without introducing noticeable distortion but advancing R7 too far (dependent on the microphone sensitivity) will result in appreciable distortion.

Using an oscilloscope and a sine-wave input in the test circuit, advancing R7 will result in the picture on the screen building up faithfully until a point is reached at which the peaks commence to square off. Just below this point is the one for correct operation.

The power output can be assessed from the voltage shown on the meter, using the formula

\[
\frac{E^2}{R} = W, \quad R \text{ being } 5,000 \text{ ohms.}
\]
A voltage of 300 represents 18 watts input and 400 volts (about the maximum possible with low distortion) 32 watts.

The speaker or telephones will enable the quality to be judged and will also show up any hum—a very slight amount will probably be heard in this way but can be considered entirely negligible in proportion to the total output power developed.

TESTING THE HIGH-POWER UNIT

Before testing the high-power unit, the RG1-240A mercury vapour rectifier valves must be run for 30 minutes without HT applied, which means that one primary lead to T4 must be disconnected.

The adjusting screws on the Varley thermal delay switch should be set so that, during subsequent operation, a delay of one minute occurs after switching on before T4 becomes energised. The panel light will not glow until the primary circuit of T4 is closed.

The bias required by the EL31 valves is 26 volts with 800 volts applied to the anode and 400 to the screen. The bias control R28 should be adjusted accordingly when the anode current meter M3 will indicate a standing current of about 60 mA. Meter M2 measures the screen current but, under static conditions, this will be very small.

The same procedure outlined above is used for testing the high-power unit. The resistor R1 in Fig. 8 must be increased both in value and wattage rating—6,000 ohms (possibly, two resistors in series) and 40 watts will be suitable. R2 is reduced to 47 or 50 ohms. A much higher output voltage is developed (100 watts output corresponds roughly to 750 volts) and
it may therefore be necessary to measure the voltage across part of the resistor and not across the whole. In this case, it is well to use two equal resistors for R1, so that the power measured in one can be doubled to arrive at the total output.

Since the grid swing required by the EL31 valves is less than that called for by the QQV04-T0, it will usually be necessary to retard R17 when changing over to the high power stage.

On application of the modulating signal, both meters will kick up—M3 to 200 mA or more, M2 to 50 mA or so. This relationship of about four-to-one should be maintained with the modulator adjusted to give varying degrees of power output. Should the screen current rise to higher values, accompanied by a reduced degree of increase in anode current, it is a sign that the output impedance is not correctly matched. The transformer tapings should be altered, probably in the direction of obtaining a lower secondary impedance.

When operating satisfactorily, the primary connections to T4 (the high voltage transformer) can be altered to suit the local mains voltage (it was earlier recommended that the whole 250 volt primary be utilised during testing) but this will not be necessary unless the full output of which the modulator is capable is required.

Putting the Modulator into Operation

The cable connecting the two chassis
less, it is wise to keep the latter short and out of the RF field.

If trouble is encountered, it is probable that the RF is reaching the modulator through the mains leads or via the lead connecting the modulator to the transmitter. Such stray RF may be caused by direct leakage from the transmitter or by the leads picking up radiated RF.

In these cases, 0.02 µF condensers (mica type) rated at 500 volts working should be connected from each side of the mains input socket to chassis. Condenser C10 in the low-power stage should be removed from across the output terminals and two similar condensers wired from each output terminal to chassis. RF will then be by-passed but the "building-out" effect maintained. C18 in the high power stage should be altered similarly.

NOTE TO BEAM USERS

The following interesting information was received from David Mitchell (ZL1MP):

"When using a great circle map centred on London for the purpose of directing beams at New Zealand, most people are under the impression that the cape at the top of the map, jutting out towards the meridian, is the North Cape of New Zealand. This is not so; actually it is East Cape, which is at the eastern end of the Bay of Plenty and many miles from North Cape.

"Of the three other capes in the North Island of New Zealand, the first, 'nearest Auckland,' is North Cape, the second Cape Egmont, and the third, 'near Wellington,' is Cape Palliser. Few azimuthal projection maps ever name these points and this can result in a bearing error of over 15 deg. in the case mentioned. It is suggested that amateurs should mark these points on their maps to avoid confusion."

DIRECT SUBSCRIPTIONS

Casual readers are reminded that they can obtain the Short Wave Magazine regularly on publication at the subscription rate of 20s. for a year of twelve issues, post free. We can also accept gift-orders for overseas contacts at the same rate. Orders, with remittance, to the Circulation Manager, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 53 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
We frequently come across people, both on the air and off it, who like to go out of their way to let us know that they don't work DX. Furthermore, they affect to regard an interest in DX as an adolescent enthusiasm which has always been beneath the dignity of a real amateur. It's all very well, they say, to work New Zealand just once, but having done that, of course you know that your signals are covering pretty well the whole world, and there's no point in continuing with such childish nonsense.

The only real clue we have ever been able to get on this outlook is "sour (or, at any rate, slightly acid) grapes". The genuine experimenter either keeps to himself, or lets his baser nature indulge in an occasional week-end of DX; the real all-rounder knows what's what in most branches of his hobby, including DX; the QRP fellows or the self-confessed poor operators rather wistfully say "I find it very hard to raise the good ones", but they go on trying just the same. And that leaves the types we have already mentioned; the pity of it is that there seem to be so many of them.

Our private opinion is that they are the adolescents. They have worked their W's, VE's and VK's early on in their amateur life, and assumed from that that they are fine fellows who can raise everything they call (after all, their signals must be getting there, and so on); and when they find that rare pieces of DX crop up, are worked by the hungry pack, and pass on without leaving even a clue for them, they become extremely snooty and take that line about "Anyone can work DX—it's only the childish ones who bother."

Why Work DX?

Now this argument is bunk of the first order, nor can it be accepted that anyone really believes it. Certainly, anyone can build a 150-watt transmitter, put up a good aerial, and then say "My signals cover the world—they must, because this morning I got S7 from New Zealand." Agreed; but one of the main objects of Amateur Radio is not merely to cover the world, but to establish communication (two-way) with several parts of it. To do this you need to be an operator—and under present conditions on the bands, a good operator.

We have never argued that working DX is anything but a test of operating ability (having taken it for granted that there is sufficient technical knowledge there to build equipment that works). These DX-deriders can be quite right when they say that the ability to work DX doesn't show that one is a technical wizard; but who has ever claimed that it does?

Apart from all this, it would be folly to belittle the importance of the operating side of our hobby; it can fairly be said that it is one of the main reasons why our licences are
granted at all. So let us see some of those who call DX work a childish pursuit demonstrating that it is child’s-play to them, and then we may believe it.

In leaving this subject let it finally be said that we would be the last to claim that the keen DX-man is the salt of the earth; but he does represent one very important aspect of the hobby of Amateur Radio. So glance at the title of this feature, and you will see who it is intended for. If you’re not interested, please don’t read on!

Top Band Section

We could almost run a full-scale Commentary on the Top Band news received this time. The DX plums of the month have been HZ1KE, EK1AO and ZB1AR, and we have heard from all of them direct—as well as hearing from practically everyone who has worked them! Let us settle with Asia first.

Ken Ellis of HZ1KE had never logged an amateur signal of any kind on the Top Band until 0240 on March 5, when he received GM2HIK (Forfar) at 229/349. He raised him and got a 569 report. Forty minutes later he heard GD3UB at 239 and worked him too, with another 569 report back. Ken adds that he noted several G stations calling him on his own frequency, although he stated QLM. He was using 50 watts to a one-eighth wave vertical with capacity top, and the receiver was an S.640. Ken thinks these contacts were the first post-war QSO’s between Asia and the U.K., and would like to hear of any pre-war contacts of the same kind. (ZL1MP tells us he worked Asia when he was GW6AA, but we don't know who the other station was). Very fine work on Ken's part, proving that persistence does it in the end.

EK1AO (Tangier) sends a card to say that he worked 5 G’s a GD and a GM on February 19, and 18 G’s, a GI and a GM on February 26. Very nice, again.

Next comes ZB1AR (Malta), who was persuaded into Top Band activity by G3NT (Northallerton). The funny thing is that ZAR says it was G3NT who introduced him to Amateur Radio ten years ago, but the first QSO he has ever had with him was on the Top Band on March 12 at 0100. This is believed to be the first ZB-G contact yet made on 1.7 mc. Certainly it must be the first post-war. ZB1AR then went on to knock off several other G’s and, at 0400, GM3ATV and GM2HIK. Thus he collected the first ZB/GM as well.

G3NT has a further distinction; when G3AKU’s card arrives from Hunts (as it certainly will), he will have All English Counties confirmed, though not, of course, in our private Marathon which started on August 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOP BAND LISTING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Starting August 1, 1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2YS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6AB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4LX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6ZN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM2HIK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2AJU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6HD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2AOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3FZW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3GDW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G5XF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3AGQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW3CBY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3EJF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3BTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8NF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3ATU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3BEX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3NT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2ABT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3FGT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2CZU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2BON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3ALE/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6OM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3GNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZB1AR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the same night that HZ1KE first broke through, a wonderful seven-country contact took place on the band. Participants were G, GC, GD, GI, GM, GW and EI! GC2BMU (Alderney) had to pull out of it at midnight, because the island’s mains cease to function at that hour.

Incidentally, by the time you read this there will no longer be a station on Alderney—so you’ve had that one. GC2BMU is moving to Westmorland, so he will still be in great demand on the Top Band.

G3ALC (Oakham) is putting Rutland on the map on 1813 kc; the main snag now appears to be Cumberland and Westmorland. G2YS (Chester), whose score since August 1 is now 58 (and top of the list) has WAEC except Cumberland. ‘YS suggests that HB2IW must be classed as a phoney, since
G3AWP (Winton, Bournemouth) runs a pair of 807's in push-pull modulated by p/p 807's in AB-2. The receiver is a BC-342 with a converter for Ten, on which band the station is mainly to be heard; a 3-element c.s. beam completes the outfit, and by early February the score was 123C in 37Z, with 95C confirmed.

nothing more has been heard of him and the call was, to say the least, peculiar.

G4LX (Newcastle) is among several who have heard KV4AA on the band, but he says that when such DX as W1BB, VE1EA, KV4AA and HZ1KE have been available, the behaviour is pretty thoughtless. He does add, though, that it is not deliberately obstructive as on other bands, and that the Ham Spirit still exists.

G3AKU (St. Ives, Hunts), asks G3EJF to note that it was the latter's remark in this column that got him up on the band. Many of his contacts have been duly grateful.

G6OM (Manchester), has made a fresh start on 1.7 mc and sends in his score. He has just celebrated his 25th anniversary as G6OM!

G2AJU (Ipswich) has the funniest story of the month. He heard "W7MGI" on phone on 1912 kc (March 5 at 1930), calling CQ DX, with a genuine "West Coast American" voice and all. Surely some joker was receiving him on 28 mc and relaying him on the Top Band? We can hardly believe any other explanation, especially as the 28 mc band did happen to be full of VE7's and W7's at that time. 'AJU, with his QRP, has raised E71AO and ZB1AR. Not so bad for 3 watts!

GW3CBY (Swansea) worked ZB1AR on March 13, for what he hopes was the first ZB1/GW contact. G5AB (Holland-on-Sea) also raised ZB1AR, and now asks for some activity from Westmorland and Hereford.

G3FZW (Lichfield) remarks that contacts with Club stations have all failed to produce a QSL, although private stations operated on behalf of Clubs (during MCC) have all come across with one. He has worked four OK's and received two cards back already.

GM3FBA (Helensburgh, Dumbarton) says he gets a queue on him sometimes, but quite orderly. His trouble is Fish-Fone and other maritime mutterings. 'FBA made a 400-mile contact with G2DJP (Herts) as early as 1900 one evening, and he got nicely down into Sussex late one night for his first contact with our delightful county. (Yes, it was G6QB !)

G5UM (Knebworth) asks us to state, for the benefit of certain types who think there is all sorts of honour and glory attached to DX contacts on 1.7 and 3.5 mc, that such contacts are to be expected at the present time, owing to the state of the sunspot cycle. Further, he reminds us that the pioneers did similar work more than 20 years ago. He's quite right: there is no honour and glory about it, but DX of this sort does give a pleasant warm glow to a lot of people who have not done it before! As we stated right at the beginning, it's one thing to know that it
We have pleasure in offering this month a comprehensive range of goods covering every aspect of Amateur Radio, at prices within the reach of all. Some exceptional bargains are on offer for the Transmitting Ham, the new range of Thermador material is exceptionally good, the R.C.A. range has also been extended, and a careful study will reveal many fine bargains that are unrepeatable. ALL Goods on offer are new except where stated otherwise, and our usual guarantee applies to all items.

THERMADOR. Plate Transformer, 2280/1725/1420/0/1420/1725/2280 at 800 mills. to give 2,000v at 800 mills. with Choke input, plus 400 mills, at either of the available taps. Primary 210/250v. 50 cy. Secondary test volts 5,000. Porcelain stand offs, and completely screened. Usual Thermador finish in Grey Cellulose. In original crates, net weight 150 lb., at £7/10/-, carr. paid.

THERMADOR. Plate Trans. Input 210/250v, 50 cy. Output 680/0/680 at 225 mills. 64" x 5" x 4", 50/-, carr. paid.

THERMADOR. Fil. Trans. Input as above, output 10v or 8 amp, 10v or 10 amp. 2,000v. Size 7" x 5" x 4", 30/-, As above, output 2½v or 8 amp twice at 10 amp each winding for a pair of 808s. Porcelain stand offs. Secondary test volts 7,500, 6" x 4" x 4½" at 30/. As above, Output 6½v or 6 amp plus 5v 6 amp ct. 6½" x 4" x 4½" at 25/-, As above, Plate trans. Output 150v/0/150 at 150 mills. 5v 3 amp, 6½v 3½ amp, 30/-, As above, Plate trans. Output 250v/0/250 at 40 mills., 5v 3 amp, bilas trans., 22/6.

THERMADOR. Driver Trans. 500 ohm line to Split Sec. 808 grids. Flat from 400/4,000 cy. ratio 1 to 2-7 at 20/-, As above, output tran. Primary 5,000 ohms plate to plate load, Sec. 5, 7½, or 15 ohms, and 500 ohm line, 20/-, As above, Speech Input Trans. Primary 30, 250 ohms, split at centre with impedances symmetrically arranged either side centre, 25 mill. D.C. both halves of primary. Electro shielded level minus 65 db., 15/-.

THERMADOR. L.F. Choke, 10 hy at 225 mills., D.C. res. 84 ohms. 5" x 4" x 4½" at 20/-.

THERMADOR. Mod. trans. 400 watts. Prim. 6,700 ohms ct. Sec. 4,500/5,000 or 5,500 ohms. Freq. ± or = 1 db, 400/4,000 cy. 7" x 6" x 5" porcelain stand offs and completely screened, 50/-.

All the above Thermador Components represent the cream of American production, finish is beyond reproach in grey cellulose, many hundreds of Hams have already testified as to their fine performance.

R.C.A. Plate Trans. Input 230/50 cy. Output 2,000/1,500/0/1,500/2,000 at 800 mills. 12" x 12" x 12". Weight 1 cwt., £4/10/-, carr. paid.

As above but with 110/115v primary, ideal for BC610, 70/-, carr. paid.

R.C.A. Plate Trans. switched 110/230v 50 cy primary. Output 300/0/300 at 250 mills. 5v 3 amp, 6½v 6 amp at 30/.

MET-VIR. Plate Trans. 230/50 cy single phase. Output 19,000/0/19,000 at 4½/6 kVA. Oil filled, 6" ceramic stand offs, weight 5 cwt. Brand new, £10.

R.C.A. Fil. Trans. 200/250v Primary. Output 10v ct twice for a pair of 813s. Completely screened at 25/- each, or £12 per doz.

R.C.A. Swinging choke, 5/15 hy at 450 mills. Weight 30 lb. at 20/- each, or £10/10/- per doz., carr. paid.

STANCOR. L.F. Choke, 10 hy 300 mills. Potted, Black crackle, 17/6 each.

NATIONAL. 17 hy 80 mills, 7/6. Thordarson 8 hy 80 mills, 4½, Parmeko 8 by 50 mills., 3/6.

MINIATURE L.F. CHOKES by Thordarson, Stancor, etc. One doz. well assorted, a really good buy at 12/- doz.

1131 R.F. POWER UNITS. Brand new and boxed. Standard rack mounting, output 1,000v at 450 mills. Bargain price of £7/10/- each, slightly soiled at £6, carr. paid.
Comprehensive Range


R.C.A. Transmitting H.F. Chokes, 2 kw. ceramic mounting pillars, 3 section. Pie wound, 4" overall, 5/-, Ditto R.C.A. or National 4 section 125 mills., 1/6.

R.C.A. Screened H.F. Chokes, 500 Microhenry single Pie, 9/- doz., ditto, unscreened, 6/- doz.

R.C.A. CERAMIC TRANSMITTING SWITCHES. 5 Bank, 9-way each bank. 10½" overall. 5" ceramic wafer, ceramic construction throughout with 1½" ceramic spindle. Long shaft for 1½" knob. Heavy silver plated positive contacts for up to 2 kw. of R.F. The last word in final tank switching. R.C.A. Part No. 429128-1. Brand new and boxed. Will switch completely anything up to 9 bands including link and centre tap. Another 3SJ special record-breaking price, 12/6. As above, single bank 9-way, 7/-, As above, 5 bank 2 position, 8/-. Spare 5" wafers available for all the above.

CERAMIC SWITCHES. Single bank 4 position. 2½" x 1½" ceramic wafer, 2/-. CERAMIC SWITCHES. Single bank 11-way, 3/-, Do. Single bank 3 Pole 6-way, 3/-. B.C.610. Complete with 616 speech amplifier and all coils including 10m. along with Asto Transformer, £150. Two only, buyers collect.

1131. Complete in perfect working order ready for the air, £32, buyer collect.

TRANSMITTER LOADING UNITS. By Bendix, MT36C-24. In grey cradle case, 16" x 12" x 12", handles up to 2 kw. of R.F. 0/3 amp R.F. meter, Price Bros. change-over relay incorporated. Beautifully constructed throughout, £5, carr. paid.

ANT. DOUBLE POLE DOUBLE THROW RELAYS. The last word in relays, by Price Bros., Maryland. 19 to 25v D.C. Pigeon cylinder action up to 2 kw. of R.F. On 7" x 3" steel base with 2" ceramic stand offs. Heavy self-centering silver plated contacts, list 18 dollars. An exceptionally fine job at 35/-. Brand new and boxed.

JOHNSON. Continuously variable Ant. loading unit or tank coil. 8 turns on 3½ dia. ceramic former, with 5" x 2" ceramic end plates. Standard 1½" shaft, adjustable to zero. 500 watts R.F. Suitable for 10 and 20 Another unrepeatable 3SJ special at 7/6 each.

VALVE HOLDERS. All ceramic. Octal 1/, 10/- per doz. 907 1/3, 12/- doz. British 7-pin 5/- per doz. Johnson 4-pin UX lock in 4/-, 813 6/-, UX Jumbo lock in 6/-. BG8 with clip and shield 8/- doz.

VOLUME CONTROLS. R.C.A. or sub-contracted R.C.A. 20K 2 watt, 5K 2 watt, 75K 2 watt, 25K 2 watt, 500K 2 watt, 1 meg. 2 watt, all at 1/6 each. For filament control 300 ohm, 75 watt, 10 ohm 25 watt, ohmite, 2/- each.

Claristat 10K + 10K dual 12 watt, 2/6. R.C.A. or Centralab 50K + 50K dual with switch, 1/9. Selection, 1 doz. assorted volume controls including wire wound, all long spindle, 12/-, Ditto, short spindles, 6/- per doz.

RESISTORS. 4 watt to 20 watt, 100 well assorted, 10/-. Erie 10K 5 watt at 6/- per doz.

BLEEDERS. A fine selection of 1 doz. 50 watt to 250 watt 5K to 75K, 12/.

BC.610 BIAS BLEEDER 2,500 ohm. 150 watt with sliding tap, 4/6.

BLEEDERS. Every conceivable value and wattage in stock, for your assorted doz. we will include your own chosen values, many tapped varieties available from 200 ohms to 10 meg. 50 watt to 250 watt.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS. Hammerlund Air Trimmers. For I.F.s etc. Slot adjustment. 50pf, 72pf, or 100pf, 1/- each, 10/- doz.

MINIATURE ASSORTED. Mostly U.S.A., 10/- per well assorted doz. all ceramic, 100pf long spindle. 12-, 15pf Ant trimmer, 1/- Normal size RX type car. 25pf, 50pf and 100pf at 2/6 each. 30pf 3-gang 1,500v, 7/6.

BC.453, 3-gang 00045, with air trimmers. New and boxed at 5/- and complete with all gearing. Eddystone 100 + 100 butterfly, 1/6. G.I. 100pf, 2/-.

VARIABLE CON. TX. Johnson. 35+35 Split Stator, 13,000v wkg, 19½" x 6" x 6½". 1" Air gap, ceramic insulation, 50/- post free.

JOHNSON. 100pf 1,000v wkg, 5/-, Hammerlund 100pf 1,500v wkg. 5/-, Eddystone 26pf, 750v wkg, 2/6. Cyldon 200pf, 1,500v wkg, 4/-.
FILAMENT CONTROL. Why change your Filament transformer? Heavy duty var. resistors, for accurate adjustment of voltage up to 10v at 25 amp, bakelite mounting, 7/6 each.

PYE PLUGS AND SOCKETS. 5/- doz. complete.

BLOWER MOTORS. U.S.A. Western, etc., 24/28v with fan enclosed in bakelite housing, 7/6 each. As above 115v A.C., 12/6. B.C.453, etc. Dynamotors, 7/6.

XTALS. Marconi, etc. still available, 500 kc/s, 7 41/2 pin spacing. 6/-.

SOMERSET BLILEY, VALPY. 1,000 kc/s, 7 41/2 pin spacing, 20/-, £10 per doz.

R.C.A. OR BLILEY. Sub-standard 100 kc. New bulk purchase, 17 6/6 each, 89 per doz.

SPECIAL OFFER. One month only, 7200, 7225 and up in 25 kc steps to 7500 all for quadrupling on 10 your choice of freq. FT 243 7 41/2 pin spaced holders at 7 6/6 each, post free. 72/- per doz. These are all by R.C.A., Bliley, Valpy, Stand, etc.


21 meg. BAND. Quadruple, 5327.5 kc or 5295 kc, 7 6/6 each, 72/- per doz. 2 TO 10 meg. Quotations by return for any freq.

AUTO TRANSFORMERS. All 230/115. Weston 100 watt, 20/-, Met-Vik, 500v amp completely screened in separate metal case, 25/-, Ex-Admiralty 2 kVA, £2, 2 3/4 kVA, £5, All carr. paid.

WODEN MODULATION TRANSFORMERS, PM1, 54/-; UM2, 72/6; U3M, 90/-; UM4, 215/6. Immediate delivery from stock.

VALVES. RX. 6V6G, 6K7, 617, 6C5, 615, 6X5, 5/- each, 48/- doz. 80, 7/6, 5U4, 6/-; 5R4GY, 4/- or 36/- doz. 90/1, 90/4, 955-3/4, 717A, 6/-. 6/-. 25/-, 72/- each, 72/- per doz. 2 TO 10 meg. Quotations by return for any freq.

VALVES. TX. 866/866A, 10/6; 805, 25/-; 832, 16/-; 100TH, 25/-; 813, 32/-; HK2570, 32/-; 807, 6/-, or 60/- per doz. 1625, 4/-, or 36/- per doz. 304T, 39/6.

VALVES. FT. 7225, 4/- each, 48/- doz. 80, 7/6, 5U4, 6/-; 72/6.

VALVES. IN21 SYVANIA, £16499, 12/- doz.

WESTON Thermistor. D 167332, 12/- doz.

SPEAKERS. 10" Rola, 19/6: 5" Plessey with Trans., 12/6; 12" Truvox, 40/-.

OUTPUT TRANS. for 5 ohm speech coils, 4/-; Heavy duty P.P. 6V/ron to 5 ohm, 7/6. R.C.A. potted push-pull to 3, 5 or 7 ohm speech coils Min. type, 3/-.


MICROPHONES. T17, 5/6; Moving coil Nr 13 push to talk, 5/6; Nr 8 Push to talk carbon, 4/6. U.S.A. Lip. 2/6, T30 K insert, 1/-, 9/-, doz. Shure Bros. Insert with lead, 1/6.

P.O. Desk, 8/6, complete with 6 ft, screened cable and standard jack.

U.S.A. JACK PLUGS. For BC342, etc., 8d., 6/- doz.

METERS. Simpson 0/10 mills, m/c 2 1/2" round flush, 10/6. Met-Vik, Weston, etc., 0/200 mills., 3" m/c round flush, 10/6. Ferr. Electrostatic voltmeters, 0/2000 3" round flush, 15/-. Sparron 0/300 mills, m/c 2 1/2" round flush, 10/6. Turner 0/12v D.C. 2" square m/c, 5/6, 6/250v A.C. Rec. Instrument m/c 3" round flush, 25/-. R.F. Thermocouple 0/1 amp, 2" square flush, 3/-, R.F. Thermocouple 0/4 amp. Completely enclosed in Bakelite case and incorporating shorting switch, 10/6, 0/2 amp m/c 6" projecting, 3/-.

A few only National H.R.O. S meters, 35/-.

A few only Basic 4" and 6" flush, for Weston analysers, fully calibrated P.S.D. 500 microamps, 40/-.

Sparton Canada, 0/300 mills, m/c 2" round flush, 7/6. Sun 0/1 mill, 2" round flush m/c, 10/6. Simpson 0/15V A.C. m/c 2" round flush, 7/6. 0/500 microamps 2" round flush m/c, 10/6.

BC.221s. New only, complete with spare valves. Mostly model A.C. and A.H. 30 only. Early application essential, £17/10/-.

MICRO WAVE FREQUENCY METER. TS-127/H. 375/725 meg. Accurately calibrated throughout the range. Modulation switch, gain control, 'phone jack for monitoring. 0/200 3" Westinghouse Micro-ampmeter. Automatic time switch for filaments. Micrometer dial with 100 divisions to 1 division of the main dial. Individual calibration chart. Button base valves, operates entirely all dry. Require only batteries for immediate and accurate operation. This is a high class laboratory instrument. In grey crackle steel cases, 11" x 8" x 8" with carrying handle. £7/10/-, carr. paid. Manufactured by The Lavoie Laboratories, New Jersey.

BATTERIES. Lape type cells for Walkie Talkies, etc., 90 + 1 5v in hermetically sealed cases, all are from tropicalised cases and guaranteed fresh, 7/6.

R.C.A. Transmitting H.F. Chokes, 2 kW. ceramic mounting pillars. 5 section, Pie wound. 4" overall, 5/- doz. Ditto R.C.A. or National 4 section 125 mls., 1/6.

R.C.A. Screened H.F. Chokes, 500 Microhenry single Pie, 9/- doz., ditto, unscreened, 6/- doz.

R.C.A. CERAMIC TRANSMITTING SWITCHES. 5 Bank, 9-way each bank. 10½ overall, 5 ceramic wafer, ceramic construction throughout with ¾ ceramic spindle. Long shaft for ¾ knob. Heavy silver plated positive contacts for up to 2 kW of R.F. The last word in final tank switching. R.C.A. Part No. 429128-1. Brand new and boxed. Will switch completely anything up to 9 bands including link and centre tap. Another 3SJ special record-breaking price, 12/6. As above, single bank 9-way, 7/- As above, 5 bank 2 position. 8/- Spare 5½ wafer available for all the above.

CERAMIC SWITCHES. Single bank 4 position. 2½ x ¾ ceramic wafer, 2/-.

CERAMIC SWITCHES. Single bank, 11-way, 3/-, Do. Single bank 3 Pole 6-way, 3/-.

B.C.610. Complete with 614 speech amplifier and all coils including 10m. along with Auto Transformer, £15.0. Two only, buyers collect.

1131. Complete in perfect working order ready for the air, £32, buyer collect.


JOHNSON. Continuously variable Ant. loading unit or tank coil. 8 turns on 3¼ dia. ceramic former, with 5½ x 2½ ceramic end plates. Standard ¾ shaft, adjustable to zero. 500 watts R.F. Suitable for 10 and 20 Another unrepeatable 3SJ special at 7½ each.

VALVE HOLDERS. All ceramic. Octal 1/-, 1½/- per doz. 307 1½, 12/- doz. British 7-pin 5/- per doz. Johnson 6-pin UX lock in 4/-, 8/-, UX Jumbo lock in 6/-, BG8 with clip and shield 8/- doz.

VOLUME CONTROLS. R.C.A. or sub-contracted R.C.A. 20K 2 watt, 5K 2 watt, 75K 2 watt, 25K 2 watt, 500K 2 watt, 1 meg. 2 watt, all at 1/6 each. For filament control 500 ohms, 75 watt, 10 ohm 25 watt, ohmite, 2½ each.

Claristat 10K + 10K dual 12 watt, 2/6. R.C.A. or Centralab 500K + 500K dual with switch, 1/9. Selection, 1 doz. assorted volume controls including wire wound, all long spindle, 12/- Ditto. short spindles, 6/- per doz.

RESISTORS. 5 watt to 20 watt, 100 well assorted, 10/- Erle 10K 5 watt at 6½/- per doz.

BLEEDERS. A fine selection of 1 doz. 50 watt to 2½ watt 5K to 75K, 12/-

BC.610 BIAS BLEEDER 2,500 ohm. 150 watt with sliding tap, 4½.

BLEEDERS. Every conceivable value and wattage in stock, for your assorted doz. we will include your own chosen values, many tapped varieties available from 200 ohms to 10 meg. 50 watt to 250 watt.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS. Hammerlund Air Trimmers. For 1.Fs etc. Slot adjustment. 50pf, 75pf, or 100pf, 1/- each, 10/- doz.

MINIATURE ASSORTED. Mostly U.S.A., 10/- per well assorted doz. all ceramic, 100pf long spindle, 1½, 15pf Ant trimmer, 1½, Normal size RX type ccr. 25pf, 50pf and 100pf at 2½ each. 30pf 3-gang 1,500v, 7½.

BC.453. 3-gang 00045, with air trimmers. New and boxed at 8½ and complete with all gearing. Eddystone 100-100 butterfly, 1½, G.I. 100pf, 2½.

VARIABLE CON. TX. Johnson. 35±35 Split Stator, 13,000v wkg, 19¾ x 6½ x 6½. 1½ Air gap, ceramic insulation, 50/- post free.

JOHNSON. 100pf 1,000v wkg, 5½, Hammerlund 100pf 1,500v wkg, 5½ Eddystone 26pf. 750v wkg, 2½. Cyldon 200pf, 1,500v wkg, 4½.
For those who may have worked VP8AK, Falkland Is., this is how the station looked. The operator is now back in England as a G.

can be done and another to do it for oneself.

Just as this issue closed for press, a piece of really hot Top Band news (though as yet unconfirmed) came in to the effect that G8OK (Halifax) has been reported heard on 1.7 mc phone in the ZL3 area of New Zealand, on or about March 10. This is by no means impossible, and it is hoped to be able to give further details in this space next month. We are certainly re-discovering the LF bands!

DX on 28 mc

"Ten" has remained mostly a phone band, to the annoyance of the CW enthusiasts, although one or two interesting CW stations have arrived from time to time. G6XS (Ashton-under-Lyne) tells us that he has gleaned his WAS and more than 100 countries on Ten CW, but has now migrated to 14 mc for the first time in his life! G3FXB (Hove) also protests about the CW shortage; on one occasion the phone band yielded SV, MP4, ZC6, VP4, ZD4, PY, LU, HC and the like, while CW showed up with a CO, an FA8 and W's—nothing else.

G3AKU (St. Ives) collected HH2W and HZ1AB for new ones, plus W7's and the like; G2BJY (West Bromwich) mentions AP4A, AP5B, VQ5DES (using 6 watts), YU1AA, FF8JC, ZD4AB, and W's in Delaware and Idaho.

G2WWW (Penzance) worked PK5HL, some PK3's, HC's, VE7 and VS6 on phone, plus KR6DL on CW. He remarks that it is nice to find the band opening so early in the morning—time for a "quick one" before going off to work. At those times, as he says, a CQ call pays dividends; when the band is obviously open, but not full of signals, it may be that they're all like you—just listening.

G3AWP (Bournemouth) mentions that HC8GRC is the call allotted to the Guayaquil Radio Club's Expedition to the Galapagos Islands. A little bird suggested the frequency of 28430 in this connection. AWP has found Central Americans very good, and mentions a QSO with HP1HW, who was using 10 watts to a folded dipole (we happened to work him as well, and he was doing fine). FM7WE was heard at S9 plus, and seems genuine enough. DX from G3AWP was CR4AC, HC, HK, HP, OA, PK, PZ, VP2GG, VP5FR, VS6, UX, and YN—all 28 mc phone.

G2HIF (Wantage) had a nice bag including OX3BD, VE7's and W7's, TF3MB, VS6's, CR7, PK4, CX and finally CPIJK and HI6EC—all phone. OX3BD explained the rarity of OX-G contacts by saying that most of the OX boys are Americans who have put
up fixed beams for USA. In any case rotaries don’t survive the gales up there. ‘HIF asks if anyone has collected SV5UN yet? The answer is distinctly yes—we worked him on a Tuesday and received his card direct on Saturday morning! The present operator is Swedish, and much keener on Amateur Radio than the last one, who stuck to his commercial job and didn’t use the amateur rig at all. SV5UN should be regularly on the air from now on, but probably on Ten phone only.

Other small pieces of news gleaned over the air: the KR6’s are often excellent between 0930 and 1200, above 28-5 mc; for those who still want Iwojima (we did!) KG6IE may be found in among them; and ZD2FAR has been very active on CW. VE7’s and W7’s have roared in, quite in the old style, on rare occasions. When there is a West Coast party they all soar up to S9 or better.

The 14 mc Band
G3ATU (Roker), always informative about this band, has worked two new ones (ZS3Q and KX6BA) but has heard the following: KC6WC, KJ6AH, FB8XX, ZS7B, ZS6DO/ZS7, VP5BF, VSSKEA, CR5AM and CR4SS. He was amused to hear the latter putting out long CQ’s, which seemed to be completely ignored. What a wonderful thing is publicity! And he adds that FB8XX listens either HF or LF without saying which, and is frequently blotted out by crowds on his own frequency who just haven’t a hope.

New ones for G2FYT (Bristol) were GD, KG6, PJ5, UP2, VR2 and YV. ‘FYT adds that FM7WR appeared, but sounded a bit suspicious and may well have been phoney. G3FXB has a Zepp., NNE by SSW, which works VK and ZL excellently but still gives great difficulty with South America. However, he called a KP4 and T12PZ came back, so he keeps cheerful. He thinks 14 mc is still a very good band but the competition is getting a bit hot.

G2WW collected phone contacts with EA8HS, VQ5AI, OQ5DZ, KH6, VE7 and VS7, and CW with UF6, FF8, CR7 and VE7. G2BJY was pleased to work ZS3Q, YI2UW (who is G2UW), M13ZB, VS6BL, OX3MF, CR6AQ and M1B.

Coming in for special mention by G6TC (Wolverhampton) are CX6AD (2125), UA0KFD (0910), KH61J (0730), VU2RX (1940) and KX6BA (1930). G3AKU weighs in with a formidable list including FB6Y/ Corsica, KM6AP, EA6AF, CR5AM, YI3DYN, T12PZ, TA3GYV and others. In 30 minutes’ listening he logged VR4AA, ZS7B, FB8AN, KX6BA, KP6AH, KM6AP, CR5AM and FM8AD—a mouth-watering list for you, and typical of Twenty round about dusk on a good day (if you have a receiver!)

G6QX (Hornchurch) still has his doubts about C8FP, who gave quite a few G’s a
Christmas QSO, supposedly from Zone 23. Even the arrival of a card hasn't dispelled his suspicions, although CQ accept it for WAZ. (This strikes us as a bit hard, seeing that they won't accept our own card from AC4RF because they think he was operating from outside Tibet!) 'QX has also had his card from FM8AD (via W4AZK). Contacts he mentions are with VK6DJ, F9QV, IS1AHK and PJ5CW.

G8PL (London, N.W.3) has worked HP9FS/M three times, and he is genuinely a Panamanian ship, but he does not QSL. W7EJU/AC turned out to be an aircraft over the Red Sea (QSL via W7EJU). SM8AZX was a Swedish op. on a ship in the Persian Gulf, and SV1VS/MM is pretty well known by now. Best QSO for G8PL was with ZD6HJ (see panel for QTH), who came across promptly with a card.

G3FLO (Norwich) reports for the first time; after ten months with the first all, on 14 mc CW, he has collected 48 countries and all continents. Recent ones were VK3VJ (2115), VE8OE (1525) and VQ4KRL. 'FLO considers QRP a lot of fun. G3BNE (London, N.W.3) has found the band exciting, and at one single sweep at 1500 one day he heard CR10AA, PK1, PK2, VK9, VS1, 2 and 6. An hour later he found KX6BA and a KJ6. He remarks on the way conditions vary—to such an extent that dusk on one day will bring in the Asiatics, next day the South Africans, and next W's and South Americans. 'BNE wants an HC or OA for his fortieth Zone, before moving to a QTH where there is a ban on aerials.

G6XS struggles along on 14 mc with a dipole 10 ft. high one end and 16 ft. the other, and an input of 35 watts. He sadly remarks, "I don't stand a smell when the gang rounds up on one I've found for myself!" But he managed VS6 and ZS 3 one evening, and has a lot of fun doing it the hard way and losing no sleep. 'XS is not sure that CR4SS and FM1SS are the same phonies; he has a hunch that one drifts and the other doesn't.

G5WC (London, S.E.19) continues to wield his indoor dipole and it caught VS6AC, FK8AC, CR9AG and UA9KOH. He asks for the QTH of ZD4AV—see list.

DX on Forty

Not so much 7 mc news this month, from which it would appear that Forty is getting difficult. G3AKU has collected VK, Trieste, YU, 4X, Corsica, SP and W's, but says the band is not so hot. G6ZD (Horbury) forsook the Top Band with his QRP and found a quiet spot on Forty. His CQ brought back VE1GU, followed by VE1CY, VE3BBR and W1HXC—all on his customary 3 watts.

Since then he has snagged Trieste, YU, UQ2, KP4, 3V8 and other W's and VE's. Wouldn't it be lovely if we all used 3 watts?

G3FXB worked YU3FMB (QTH in list) and "the usual stuff." G6AT (Hampton Hill) also collected Trieste (seems popular up there) and PY8MG—the first Py he had ever heard on 7 mc. He is busy gunning for a ZD or ZS as his only African on the band is an EK. 'AT asks for information on FK8AA; all we know is that he says he is in "the French zone of Vienna."

Exit Eighty?

No news of 3.5 mc at all except from G3EIZ (Liverpool), whose 25 watts have now raised ZL3GQ and EK1AQ. He also had a 40-minute QSO with H4SB, which 'EIZ thinks must be a record penetration of the Iron Curtain. He heard KP4KD, KZ5DE, PY1IGJ and VP5BF, and VP6SJ was being called on the band. We know that quite a lot of DX is still being worked on Eighty, and our top scorer is now W2QHH with 67 countries, 62 of them confirmed. Some of his rarer ones are YS, FM8, all the brands of VP5, TA3, ZS, VK, OH and SP—all with a maximum of 35 watts to an 807. Howy says
DX OTH's

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EA6AF</td>
<td>Bartolome Pina, Casa de Espana 2, Palma, Majorca.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA6IM</td>
<td>Box 324, Palma, Majorca.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA8HS</td>
<td>Box 16, Tenerife, Canary Is.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA8RK</td>
<td>Box 215, Tenerife, Canary Is.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF8JC</td>
<td>Box 209, Dakar, French West Africa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM7WE</td>
<td>Box 281, Fort de France, Martinique, F.W.I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC7KD</td>
<td>Box 340, Quito, Ecuador.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS1SS</td>
<td>King, c/o American Embassy, Bangkok, Slan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP4BAO</td>
<td>Box 333, Awali, Bahrein Island, Persian Gulf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP1KM</td>
<td>Box 320, Poznan, Poland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV5UN</td>
<td>Radio SV5UN, United Nations, Rhodes, Greece.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T12SA</td>
<td>Box 1266, San Jose, Costa Rica.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP6RJ</td>
<td>Box 92, Barbados, B.W.I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YU1FMG</td>
<td>Box 48, Belgrade, Yugo-Slavia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YU1AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZBIH</td>
<td>Cdr. (L) G. C. Turner, R.N. (G5IH), Metropole Hotel, Sliema, Malta, G.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZD1KO</td>
<td>Sierra Leone Signal Squadron, Freetown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZD4AC</td>
<td>Box 933, Accra, Gold Coast.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZD4AV</td>
<td>Capt. H. M. R. Mallock, Gold Coast Signal Squadron, Giffard Camp, Accra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZD6HJ</td>
<td>H. H. Jones, P.O. Dowa, Nyasaland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZE3JF</td>
<td>Box 596, Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

he feels sure that 100 countries on 3.5 should be within the bounds of possibility.

Stop Press

The following 3.5 mc news comes by radio from ZL1MP. ZL2AIT heard G2PU (Cambridge) on phone on the morning of March 12. G2PU was S5, and ZL2AIT asks G stations to listen for his phone at the HF end or near their own frequencies. ZL1HM has worked LU3EL, and heard F91Z, F9RA, G8JR, HB9CT, HC1PL and PK6AL.

Miscellany

On the QSL subject, lots of people have thought EA9BB to be phony but have been pleased to receive his card. G4FN (Westcliffon-Sea) seems to be about the unluckiest one for QSL's that we've ever heard of. He sends a long "black list" and although he has worked 178 countries he can't yet produce 100 confirmations. On the subject of "bugs" and keying in general, he suggests that the dislikers of bugs should listen to OZ4FT, OZ7BO, W2KEZ, W4OPG, KV4AA, TA3FAS, ZS5YF, ZS6KK or F8EO (which gives them a fairly wide choice). Of course, some of these use electronic bugs, on which you can't send badly without being practically unintelligible! 'FN has a big moan about G stations who call CQ excessively, and says that long period listening and waiting for the DX have revealed the colossal waste of time and power put in by some of the CQ-ers, who usually end up with nothing. (Strangely enough we have raised five new countries this month, all on CQ's; ZS7C, among others, is so fed up with the treatment meted out when he calls CQ that he just sits and waits and then calls someone he likes the sound of. At least he gets one QSO that way without being called by 500 W's.)

G3ID (Dawlish) has had 100 per cent replies from his LX contacts, and also a card from M1B; he remarks that it is very often the suspected phoney who comes across with a card and dispels one's doubts. G3CRK (Southall) has had a 7 mc card from UA0AA, who states that he is on the East Siberia Expedition. He asks for the QTH, which we have as Krasnoiarsk in Zone 18.

The Sussex Top Band League, organised by G3DRG (Worthing), is publishing a duplicated League Table showing the entrants' scores in counties and countries, confirmed and unconfirmed. County Leagues might be a good idea, but don't let's have any Pools, please! G6CB (Wimbledon) wants HZIKE to listen for him on 28 mc, as 'CB is still using one of Ken's old transformers! He takes OX stations off his list, having had a card from OX3UF, rather belatedly.

G3GAT (Workington) asks whether AG2AG is genuine. We imagine that he is. But the operator in question comes in for some slanging, as he apparently makes a contact and then does a QSY, as soon as he has received a report, and proceeds to make another QSO, leaving the first one unaware that the door has been slammed in his face. 'GAT has only been on for three months' intermittent work, but has notched up 35 countries in 4 continents, all on 14 mc.

G2HKU (Sheerness) removes himself from the ladders, and from the air, for a while. Studies are the reason... Requests for a "Worked All English Counties" certificate come from places as far apart as Swindon (G3EIJ) and Tauranga (ZL1MP) ... This WAEC will have to come! G5MR (Hythe) forwards another of these comic cards from a Bulgarian receiving station, which, of course, doesn't check... G3FWE (Sandown) asks whether Cyprus counts as Asia for WAC. Alas! no... we call it Europe.

From G5UX (London, S.W.18) we hear...
that W6LRU is concerned with the formation of an International DX Club open to everybody but with the stipulation of 100 watts maximum. The Southern California boys very much want the reactions of the G operators to this scheme, which might even be responsible for bringing some of the W6's down from their full gallon to a mere pint or so. If you approve and are really interested, drop a line to GSUX or W6LRU.

Overseas News

VK3IL (North Balwyn, Victoria) is ex-G3NP and wants to be remembered to the Southend chaps, who are asked to look for him on 14 mc CW. His first G was G3BDS (Worcester). SV0AL sends his "obituary notice" and is departing from Greece. He says that all his past QSO's will be QSL'd, so don't be anxious. OZ2NU (Aalborg) is very interested in the WAEC idea, and already has 50 of them confirmed. By January 1 this year he found that he had worked 1,700 U.K. stations in 3,000 QSO's. He says "Thanks, boys, for many hours' unforgettable work across the North Sea."

VS6JH (G2FSR in Hong Kong) says "Watch out for a phoney AC4RF, AC4SQ and other calls, all the work of a Chinese communist in Peiping." 'JH says it's wonderful to hear and work CR10AA at S9 — also HS1BY. His proposed trip to VS4 and VS5 seems very remote, but he still has hopes. He may be on as CR9JH for a few hours.

4X4BF (Tel-Aviv) is leaving Israel and hopes to be on from Croydon as G3CBF. He adds that ZC6JA is already home, and their QSL situation will be dealt with jointly. ZD4AV (see list for QTH) has a receiver problem but hopes to acquire an AR88 shortly. On 14 mc he never heard a G, but ZD4AU sold him the idea of 28 mc, on which he now works. He will probably return to 14 mc when he gets a good receiver.

HC2JR (Guayaquil) reports that about April 12-15 he will be going to the Galapagos Islands for a fortnight or so, and will be on Ten and Twenty phone, signing HC8GRC. He will be genuine, he will QSL and in particular he will be looking for G contacts.

G2NW, writing from R.A.F. Habbaniya, says that there are good hopes of official YI activity quite soon, martial law having been rescinded in Iraq. ZB1IH (G5IH), operating from a "bed-sitter" in a Sliema Hotel, is on with a QRP rig for Twenty, Forty and Eighty, and says that often 3 or 4 stations come back to his CQ's; most of them say he is their first ZB1 and press the QSL aspect, whereas Geoff himself is looking for contacts with (1) Old friends, (2) G stations, (3) Anyone who wants ZB1IH, and (4) DX for DX sake. He has had several amusing experiences since starting up again, including having been suspected as a pirate by a local ZB1; and a long contact with an R.N. friend in Corsica signing a /P ZB1 call also led to things being said. ZB1IH can be found rock-bound at 5354, 7010 and 14080 kc.

ZD4AX has moved from Elmina Castle to Kumasi/Ashanti, which is not such a good location. He is on the air with juice from a petrol-driven generator, and hopes to keep on the air as long as the said "genny" lasts. Look for him between 28300 and 28390.

From VQ3SS (Dar-es-Salaam) comes a comment on the note in the February issue regarding EA9AI; 3SS has his card and thinks the EA9 is after new countries for DXCC. Others worked or heard at VQ3SS have been KX6BA (QSL via W6PZ), KR6DH, FF8JC and CR6AQ on 14 mc, who is suspected of having a poor receiver. VQ3 cards are being handled by VQ3SS (P.O. Box 457, Dar-es-Salaam, Tanganyika, East Africa) and the stations active on Twenty in those parts are (on CW) VQ3AK, 3BNU, 3JTW, 3SS, with VQ3AA also on phone.

And that's the lot for now. Please note that next month's deadline is early again — first post on April 11. Let us have all the news by then, addressed "DX Commentary," Short Wave Magazine, 53 Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S.W.1. And for the benefit of our overseas clan, the closing date for the June issue will be May 16.

Your logs for the "DX Dozen" Contest should have reached us on April 4, before you read this (see rules last month!), but we hope you all had a good time and shall be glad to hear what you thought of it all. We'll be doing another one soon. Until next month, 73 and BCNU.
Thanks to his knowledge of Morse and his ability to read “blinker,” one of the more senior members of the Club was recently instrumental in helping to save the lives of the entire crew of a Norwegian ship which, having lost her rudder in a gale, drifted in on a lee shore. The local lifeboat could not reach the ship, and eventually contact was made by breaches buoy. To quote from the official account: “The only contact with them now was being maintained by a local amateur, S. Young, who kept sending and receiving lamp signals from the ship.” The crew of the s.s. Rask, after eight hours’ exposure to the storm, have a very high opinion of amateurs in general and of G2YY in particular.

DX Contacts

The membership list of the F.O.C. shows a wide dispersion of callsigns. A member of the Club claims to be the only one to have worked all but one of the F.O.C. DX stations. Is there any member who can contest that?

The March issue of the Magazine shows that, once again, members continue to uphold the honour of the Club in all spheres of amateur activity. In the achievement tables in “DX Commentary,” G2YS takes first place on the Top Band, W2QHH and G3ATU are first and second in the Four-Band Table, and G3ATU is also second in Zones Worked. In the VHF section, members are likewise there, even if not in the lead. And in the new “Portrait Gallery” feature, we are glad to see that the first to appear is also an F.O.C. member.

On another theme, the Club has evidently been getting wide publicity from a not-so-young G3 who is saying that members of the F.O.C. are the only operators who will QRS when he asks for it, and at a speed with which he can cope. This is no more than is in accord with the standards of the Club, but it is interesting to know that it is being appreciated. This might be a suitable opportunity to ask each and every member to re-read his copy of the Rules and By-rules. There are some small but important additions and amendments in the latest sheet issued. As many changes of address and new members’ QTH’s have been notified in Circular Letters, all concerned are urged to keep the master membership list up-to-date, and to consult it before writing other members.

Circular Letters

It is still the object to make this as rapid and as certain as possible, and the rota system is constantly being revised. In theory at least, every C/L ought to be back to G5PS with comments within three weeks. Any member who has not seen a C/L by the last week in each month is asked to notify G5PS, so that the delay can be investigated. This is rather important in order to ensure proper circulation of the monthly outpourings on F.O.C. matters.

Election Notice

In accordance with the Rules of the Club, the following are declared elected to the active membership list of the F.O.C.:

M. Smit, PA0LR (Santpoort); J. C. White, VS7NX (Colombo); E. J. R. Cowles, G2AJU (Ipswich); T. C. Bone, G3DTF (St. Albans); S. A. G. Cook, G5XB (Balmain); E. Pethers, G6OC (Loughborough); F. J. Lapham, VK4RF (Dalby, Queensland); and E. Doran, GI3DOE (Belfast).

All communications respecting the First Class Operators’ Club should be addressed direct to Capt. A. M. H. Fergus, G2ZC, 89 West Street, Farnham, Surrey. (Tel: Farnham Surrey 6067.)

K2UN

We hear from Peter Lovelock, our New York correspondent, that K2UN, after being completely overhauled, has been tested on the air a few times. Otherwise, progress towards getting back on a regular schedule seems painfully slow, discussions on reactivating the station having been started last August.

CALLSIGN SERVICE

As already announced, we are now the official forwarding agency for all G callsigns for the Radio Amateur Call Book, the world’s standard directory of amateur station addresses. Send your new Callsign Allocation or Change of Address to “New QTH’s,” Short Wave Magazine, 53 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1—and please print it in clear block capitals!
MATCHING FEEDER LINES

Discussing the Use of 300-Ohm Flat-Twin

By F. TILLOTSON (G6XT)

This article is written in the hope that it will interest and help the many amateurs who are experimenting with aerial systems and methods of feeding them. Perhaps it will induce some to study the various excellent text-books on the subject and start from rock-bottom in radio, that is, AC theory, so that greater advantage can be taken of recent advances in the study of propagation.

Feeder lines with polythene dielectric have come into prominence in recent years and it can be safely said that many present-day amateurs are using this in some form or another, particularly on the higher frequency bands.

The old order changeth and technique has to be adapted to meet the modern innovations. The resonant feeder line with its tuning condensers and lamp indicators is giving way to the so-called Flat Line. Unfortunately, it seems to be taken for granted that this moulded-pair feeder can be hitched on anyhow and that matching becomes an automatic certainty.

This is not so, and if the operator hopes to get the best out of his equipment a little thought and a few hours' work will vastly improve matters. The following method of matching is applicable to moulded pairs and is suitable for beams, doublets or folded dipoles.

Wave-form on the Feeder Line

Briefly, the idea is to utilise the Standing Wave Ratio (SWR) as an indication of match or mis-match, so perhaps it will be better to run over, very simply, the production of a standing wave on flat line feeder so that the reader can follow the argument and see what it is all about.

The generation of an RF wave produces a current which is alternating in character and is expressed in diagram form as the familiar sine wave. That is, cyclic variation horizontally and amplitude variation vertically.

To simplify matters, only one leg of the feeder will be shown, it being understood that the other feeder leg will have the same waveform, only opposite in phase.

There are three waveforms to consider—all have the same frequency but differ in their amplitude and phase.

(a) The generated wave, travelling towards the aerial.
(b) The reflected wave, coming back.
(c) The standing wave, which is the addition of the first two.

How near the standing wave approaches a “flat” form depends on the amplitude and phase difference of the reflected wave. This phase difference may be anywhere between 0 deg. to 90 deg. and is the result of matching at the impedance of termination. The diagram (Fig. 1) will explain further.

It cannot be stressed too much, and the reader must be clear in his own mind, that the feeder line with an insulant as dielectric is not tuned to resonance, and furthermore, the aerial itself or “top” IS a resonant line and carries a standing wave or waves, depending on cut length.

The purpose of this matching of impedance is to put the standing wave on the aerial itself and not on the feeder line, which should be considered as nothing more than an RF pipe. As frequency is involved in impedance formulae and resonance, it is essential that the aerial resonant frequency be known with certainty and that all adjustments and readings be made at that frequency. This will then ensure that a complete waveform or half-wave, as the case may be, will appear on the “top” so that our calculations will not be upset.
A grid dip meter is a useful auxiliary piece of equipment in this respect. Do not rely on the accuracy of formulae for cutting your aerial length: they are very near, but quite easily upset by local conditions and material used for construction. Use these as a starting point, but check after erection and use the resulting figure, after measurement with the grid dip meter, even if the figure is not the frequency you intended. Anyway, it won't be much out.

Reverting to our standing wave—we can now concentrate on reducing this to a minimum on the feeder line and thus produce maximum energy in the aerial, where it is wanted.

The method advocated is easily carried out and needs no elaborate apparatus or involved mathematics. Just plain common sense and a few hours' work will produce good results.

Method

Items required are: Two thermo ammeters, preferably same make and type. Scale to be suited to your maximum input, so that the readings will not be confined to a small portion at the front end of the calibration. Another requirement is sufficient excess feeder line to enable you to carry out considerable cut-and-try adjustments. This excess will depend on the frequency you are using, but if you have at least a half-wave spare, this gives you some latitude. A field strength meter is not essential, but is a valuable aid in checking results as you go along and if your aerial is a beam, it is invaluable in lining up. Pencil and paper should be handy so that results of your stage-by-stage matching can be put down in chronological order and you really see, in figures, what you are achieving.

One word about moulded feeder lines before going further with our matching method. Owing to the insulating material separating the two wires not being air, the expression Velocity Factor comes into the picture. This is due to the combination of capacity and inductance and alters the distribution of the waveform on the feeder line as distinct from the aerial line. In order to make our task easier we will base our explanation on 300-ohm flat line which has a VF of 0.85. Therefore, if your half-wave results in a length of, say, 16 ft. for a frequency of approximately 29 mc, then a half-wave of feeder would be 0.85 of that length. So, when you start to “cut and try,” this must be borne in mind.

The SWR, expressed as a figure, is the result of comparing two figures. In our case, maximum current and minimum current on the feeder line. If the figures are widely different the SWR is high, such as—14 to 2 is a SWR of 7, while 4 to 2 is a SWR of 2.

The perfect result of unity, or SWR of 1, can only be achieved at the resonant frequency. It will be seen that if we have a SWR of 1, the line will be absolutely flat and, acting only as an RF pipe, current indication will be equal at all points up the line. One says indication, because in actual fact our generated wave has still the same amplitude but matching alters the disposition of waveforms and the addition resulting determines our indication on the meters.

Points to Watch

Referring to the diagrams it must be emphasised that accuracy in determining the quarter-wave section separating the two ammeters affects the result. The VF must be considered here, but cut on the long side by local

Fig. 2. The adjustment is to alter the length of feeder from point X until Ammeter 1 registers maximum reading. (See text.)

Fig. 3. Ammeters 1 and 2 placed at ends of a quarter-wave section, taking the velocity factor as 0.85.
and then adjust by cut-and-try. This length when accurately worked out remains constant, but only at the resonant frequency. The starting point for all these adjustments is thus the resonant frequency, which indicates the use of VFO as control.

Set the transmitter on the resonant frequency and tune to your maximum input, that is, in PA plate mA. This is after you have made the set-up as indicated in Fig. 2. The spare feeder line which is attached to point X is now used to obtain the wave shift on the feeder so as to bring the maximum reading on to Ammeter 1. Short lengths are cut off until the maximum reading is obtained, not forgetting to retune each time because the loading will alter. It might be necessary to adjust the link, so that you maintain your maximum input.

You will eventually come to a point where the reading starts to reduce instead of increase. You will have now reached the crest of the waveform and the correct length of feeder to keep the reading at a maximum will be known. As we progress and start to adjust the matching device, slight alterations to this length will have to be made, so bear this in mind.

Now that we have got a maximum point, we can insert our quarter-wave section and second ammeter which has to read a minimum. If this has been too long, we can reduce gradually until the point is reached, remembering that minimum does not mean zero but "lowest figure under the circumstances." The setting of transmitter input need not be altered now, because as the section comes to its proper length we shall see the original readings on the input meter and Ammeter 1. ONLY when these ammeter points are determined correctly can we be sure of accuracy when we commence adjusting the matching device. Fig. 4 may explain more clearly how the SWR can be incorrectly interpreted if our two points are wrongly spaced.

Final matching can now be attempted. If the aerial is a beam, then the lining up for maximum gain should have already been done by means of field strength meter, because alterations in spacing and lengths of elements affect the centre impedance.

If the beam is pointed at the FS meter and a reading taken at the commencement of matching, it will be very clear whether progress is being made, and this is where your paper record begins. Make a record like the one indicated and carefully fill in after each adjustment. The final set of figures will prove that correct matching does pay.

The height of a beam does not affect the matching to a great extent, so place it at a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT mA</th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>FIELD STRENGTH READING</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Commencement of adjustment, &quot;T&quot; match 24 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>&quot;T&quot; opened to 28 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>.3</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>&quot;T&quot; closed to 22 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>&quot;T&quot; closed to 21 in. evidently correct direction of movement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Nearing match. Space now 20 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Space now 19 in.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>Now going back. Point * seems nearest.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: These figures are for guidance only. Having obtained the correct adjustment for matching, alter length "A" to retain maximum current reading in Ammeter 1, and then re-check the SWR.
convenient height for reaching the matching device. Assuming this is a "T" match, this should be opened out about 2 in. either side and the reading of the two ammeters checked with the reading you commenced with. If you are moving in the correct direction the readings will be nearer (lower SWR) and your input lower. If the readings indicate higher SWR it will be obvious that your matching space wants decreasing and not increasing. So up the ladder again and reduce by 4 in., taking further readings and recording them. Once started in the proper direction the amount moved each time should not be large because you may pass the point of correct match. When you approach this point it will be shown quite clearly in your figures because your two ammeters will get nearer together in readings.

When you get to this point, your table should indicate lower input, lower SWR, but increased field strength.

**General Observations**

If there was considerable mis-match to commence with, the length of feeder will have to be readjusted, because the waveform will have moved on the feeder line and our maximum position will have been displaced. It may mean an extra length to be inserted or a small portion taken out. Following the same procedure as before, bring Ammeter 1 to the correct place on the feeder line and take readings. Make a final adjustment to the "T" match and record the results.

Depending on how far you were originally mis-matched, your table of figures will be a revelation, especially if you have the F/S readings as well. It must be emphasised again that accurate results can only be obtained if the ammeters are correctly placed. This means ALL the adjustments at the resonant frequency and correct length of quarter-wave section between ammeters.

If you take readings either side of the resonant frequency and record the apparent SWR your readings will become more and more faulty because of the distribution of waveform on the feeder and consequent wrong placing of the two ammeters. This will be easily seen if you compare the feeder length at 28 mc and 29 mc, taking into account the VF and your overall length of feeder, which may contain a number of half waves.

It is recommended that the ammeters be permanently included in the feeder line so that you can see when mis-match occurs due to any displacement of elements during bad weather. The losses that may occur in the metered portions cannot be great at amateur frequencies and they will prove their worth.

---

**XTAL XCHANGE**

This space is available free for the convenience of those readers who may wish to exchange crystals—but buy-or-sell notices can not be accepted for insertion here. Offers should be set out in the form shown below, on separate slips marked "XTAL XCHANGE—Free Insertion," and all negotiations conducted direct.

**G12ARS, Ballyveamore, Ballymartin, Co. Down, N.I.**

Has OCC type P5 3506 kc crystal, mounted and certificated. Wants similar crystal 1755-1770 kc.

**G2FCA, 26 Northolme Gardens, Edgware, Middlesex.**

Has OCC type P5 certificated crystals 1809-5, 7027, 7069, 7155 and 7278 kc, all mounted. Wants 8 or 12 mc crystal of same type for harmonic operation to 145 mc band.

**G3AAJ, 385 High Street North, London, E.12.**

Has crystals 5110, 5880, 6280 and 6550 kc in ¼-in. holders; 3465, 4190, 6497-9, 6522-9, 6457-9 and 8050 kc in ¼-in. holders. Wants crystals in 1-7 and 3-5 mc bands, two of above for one.

**G3FHJ, 34 Wharfage, Ironbridge, Salop.**

Has mounted 3510, 3515, 3540, 3545 kc crystals and so on in sequence. Wants crystals in 8500 kc sequence.

**G3GEN, 3 Kitchener Avenue, Gloucester.**

Has several crystals 6005-6050 kc, ¼-in. pin spacing, for multiplying to 145 mc; state frequencies required. Wants crystals 3500-3550 kc, ¼-in. mounting.

**SWL, 5 Hitherbrook Road, Hayes, Middlesex.**

Has 7055 kc crystal, ¼-in. mounting. Wants any frequency 1800-1900 kc, or 14610-14610 kc, similar mounting.

**SWL, 5 Highwood Road, Parkstone, Dorset.**

Has 3720 and 8100 kc crystals, ¼-in. mounting. Wants frequency 7010-7040 and/or 12000-12166 kc, any spacing, with or without certificates.
By E. J. WILLIAMS, B.Sc. (G2XC)

**GDX on Seventy cms—**

G3EJL/G5BY work 119 Miles,

Sunday March 5, Fixed QTH—

**Conditions and Activity—**

**VHF Season Opening**

At last comes the news for which many of us have been hoping for months past—tropospheric GDX on 70 cm! Yes, it's happened, 119 miles on 70 cm and between fixed stations! As may be expected, G5BY was at one end of the path, but that G3EJL, operating from a flat in Southampton and therefore under much difficulty, should be at the other, probably comes as a surprise to many. However, those who have followed "VHF Bands" regularly over the past year will know that G3EJL is full of resource, and will also have read of the previous contacts made between his station and G3LV (Southsea); this was when the beam at the Southampton end had to be held out on the window ledge! This present success has been well-earned at both Bolt Tail and Southampton. Heartiest congratulations to G5BY and G3EJL on a momentous achievement, and our sincerest regrets that the good work came to such a sudden end when the 832A tripler at G3EJL succumbed, balking them of an actual two-way QSO. This new result is again a triumph for crystal control and stable receivers, and points the way for future development along the lines so often stressed here. It will serve as a much needed incentive to many of us to get going on 430 mc.

And now for the full story. Contact was made between G3EJL and G5BY on 145 mc just before 1530 GMT on Sunday, March 5, and as signals were running S9 plus, G5BY suggested a 430 mc test. The higher frequency equipment was not ready for immediate operation at G3EJL, but by 1545 the receiver was in working order and G5BY called on 435-36 mc on CW. Unfortunately, due to an error in passing the frequency to G3EJL, search was made on 436-36 mc and no signal heard. By 1600 GMT the transmitter was ready at Southampton and G3EJL called G5BY on 436-26 mc. His carrier was heard the moment it came on and was RST 579x. Modulation was R5 S5, clear steady speech out of a dead quiet background. For three minutes the signal was absolutely steady and then for the remaining two minutes of the call there was fading to S3. G5BY replied on 145 mc and crossband contact continued until 1623, when G5BY again called G3EJL on 435-36 mc. This time the Bolt Tail signal was heard, at RST 56/79. G3EJL switched on to reply on 70 cm, G5BY heard his carrier come up, but almost immediately the 832A failed and G3EJL had to return to 145 mc. The contact was witnessed by G3ABH who happened to call at G3EJL just as the fun was starting.

G5BY comments that from 1500 GMT onwards great banks of fog were coming in from the sea and blotting out the sun. At 1600 it was clear sky overhead with a thick black fog bank coming up slowly from the opposite direction from G3EJL. Until the fog enveloped G5BY no variation occurred in the 430 mc signal from G3EJL, but directly this happened, fading took place and the signal never became quite so good again. At 1623 when G5BY managed to get his signal to G3EJL, the latter's transmission had dropped two S-points compared with its original strength at 1600. The weather at Southampton was fine and sunny throughout.

**Equipment Notes**

The converter at G5BY is on the lines of that described by G3MY in the Short Wave Magazine for November, 1949, with certain modifications. Full details of this modified version will be published in the May issue of the Magazine. At G3EJL, the converter uses a crystal mixer circuit, employing harmonic mixing from a 955 oscillator on 200 mc, and an IF of 30 mc fed to a Senior HRO via an EF91 head-IF amplifier. The converter is tunable. It should be noted by those still flogging the dead horse SEO that with this
The 70 cm converter at G3EJL; harmonic mixing from a 955 on 200 mc is used, with a 30 mc IF into an HRO arrangement self-excited oscillators are completely unreadable.

The transmitter at G5BY is a modified T1131 exciter, driving a 145 mc buffer stage (2 x VT62) enabling the 8012 triplers to be driven hard on 430 mc. The G3EJL circuit includes an 832A buffer amplifier on 145 mc and then another 832A trebling to 436 mc.

The feeders at G5BY are 330-ohm open wire, while at G3EJL, 52-ohm coaxial cable is used, with a Balun section. The beam at the Southampton station is a Yagi with 9 directors and a trigonal reflector, and has a measured gain of 17 db.

The photographs of their gear which we are able to present here give some idea of the fine type of equipment used at G3EJL and G5BY. It is certain that the contact will be repeated many times in the future, and your conductor feels equally confident that as soon as similar equipment is installed and operated from other stations all over the country, 70 cm GDX will cease to be regarded as striving for the impossible—or as something reserved for portable operation from mountain tops.

Conditions

There is little doubt that the March 5 contact was the result of an inversion, probably associated with the fog formation which G5BY has reported. Conditions on two metres were also good at the time, and the evening TV from London was well above average strength on the South Coast. Hence, two metres may quite reasonably be used as a pointer for 70 cm conditions. One other factor of interest is that nearly half of the path between Southampton and Bolt Tail lies over the English Channel, and it is a path long associated with exceptionally strong signals on both Five and Two when conditions are good. But there are equally good 2-metre paths in other parts of the country, and we are sure that, following the lead given by G3EJL and G5BY, many of them will be tested for their 70 cm propagation possibilities before many months are past.

Once again, congratulations, both G3EJL and G5BY!

More about Aerials

Further to the comments on aerial gain and directivity which were quoted in this column last month, W2PAU expresses some disagreement with the conclusions which your conductor attempted to draw from them. He points out that the RCA tests to which reference was made were performed under
fairly poor receiving conditions, and the high gain arrays used were generally much sharper than those employed on Two Metres by most of us. The reflections on the UHF bands, says W2PAU, were stronger and much less diffused than those encountered on Two, the arrays were sharper, and the receiving sites chosen were not typical amateur transmitting aerial locations. So it seems as though we must look elsewhere for the answer to the claim for the abnormal superiority of the colinear stacked array.

W2PAU’s own tests with an aerial 50 ft. up in a suburban area, with some possibility of reflections from man-made objects, showed that it did not matter whether gain was obtained by a concentration of the radiation pattern in a horizontal plane or in a vertical plane. All sorts of arrays—some tall and narrow, others short and wide—have been tried, but there is no great advantage either way, except that greater horizontal directivity may reduce ignition noise. His very reasonable conclusion is that gain is gain, no matter how you get it!

This accords well with the opinion expressed by your conductor during the height of the “Yagi v Stack” discussions last year, and brings him once more to doubt whether the difference in performance between these two types of aerial is any greater than orthodox theory suggests. Hence, our continued use of the word claim!

Conditions and Activity
There was good response to last month’s provocative remarks on activity and conditions and surprisingly enough much of it was in support. G3EHY (Banwell) although somewhat critical, was in accord with the principle that it is dangerous to generalise about conditions as a result of observations made along one path. Such generalisation can only be ventured after consideration of reports from many areas. There also appears to be a general understanding that there may be more activity than that which actually reaches DX locations. GW2ADZ says, “From my QSO’s I gather there is quite a lot of activity on the South Coast but very little gets up here.”

General arrangement of the G5BY 430 mc converter; the front end is based on the design by G3MY which appeared in the November “Short Wave Magazine.” A BC-455 (also used on 145 mc for the same purpose) functions as IF amplifier, and the converter itself tunes 431-439 mc. The mixer and tripler cavities are from a surplus R89A/ARNSA glide path receiver, and the BC-455 itself has been considerably modified. Details of the G5BY converter will appear next month.
At G2XC, we are frequently told that ours is the only signal getting into London, yet at the same time some six or more other stations in South Hampshire are active. It is just a matter of the more favourable location of G2XC, which enables a readable signal to reach some 70 or 80 miles to the North-East even under poor conditions. When the other Hampshire stations get there, it is not a sign of increased activity, but rather of better conditions.

To judge from letters received this month and observations on the band, there has been regular activity in London and the South-East, along the South Coast from Sussex to Devon, in Somerset and South Wales, in East Anglia, in the Oswestry district, and in South Lancashire. It is also believed there has been some activity in the Midlands, around Leicester and Coventry. Among the better dates for conditions were March 5, especially in the South, March 6, in the Midlands, and March 10, in the South-East. These are quoted after generalising from all the reports received.

However, in spite of all this there is still plenty of room for more activity; one or two of the more celebrated VHF callsigns have been conspicuously absent from Two Metres for many months. They were, in general, the stronger signals, and their absence is undoubtedly one of the reasons why the band seems less lively at times.

**Around the Stations**

G2XS (Kings Lynn) was unfortunately down with bronchitis for half of February, but comments that a year ago he heard only one signal during January and February, namely, G5UD, whereas this year he worked seven in the last two weeks of February. (A similar check on the log at G2XC reveals, during those same two weeks: In 1949, 22 contacts with 18 different stations; in 1950, 33 contacts with 22 different stations). G2XS is there daily 2000-2030, and 2220-2315. G5UD has also been reported on the band from Kings Lynn.

In Norwich, G3VM, has found things slightly better this month, and has even heard one of those Cambridge stations! On March 6, both G3AHT (Oswestry) and his neighbour GW2ADZ were putting good transmissions into Norfolk, although no Southern signals were heard. (G2XC received G2XS that evening.) On March 10, G6NB (Aylesbury) was an excellent and steady signal. G3VM still finds schedules with DX stations produce signals on an otherwise dead band, and wonders what the real answer is. Possibly the fact that he usually closes by 2200 may explain some of it. G3GLA is testing on the band and G8QR, also of Norwich, should be heard soon. Some 430 mc tests are planned for the very near future in the Norwich-Lowestoft area.

G2CPL (Lowestoft) has been calling and listening every evening but with little reward.

*The output end of the Tx at G3EJL, with the 436 mc tripler stage lower right. It was this 832A which went soft at the critical moment! However, it is abundantly clear that a path has been opened over the 119 miles separating G5BY and G3EJL, and a solid two-way QSO can be expected as soon as conditions serve.*
The nightly schedule with G3VM has provided much interesting data which is being compared with meteorological conditions. G2CFL also quotes March 6 as an excellent evening for Western signals. G6WU (London) has been providing a good signal in Lowestoft; a new converter is on the bench using 6J6 as first RF, push-pull EF91's as 2nd RF and again as mixer with EC53 oscillator, IF being 10 mc. A new 4-ele w.s. beam with improved feeder will be up at 60 ft. (14 ft. higher than the present beam) as soon as weather permits. And a 150 watt PA is also under way.

G2CIW (Romford) has been giving his beam an overhaul, a necessity arising from the effects of the winter's gales, but prior to taking the beam down he found March 10 to be an excellent evening, following on several days of above-average conditions. G2CIW has worked GW3EJM to increase his Counties score. He suggests eliminating from the table all those who are not active on the band. That's certainly an idea, and will be given consideration.

G3FIJ (Colchester) writes to say he is still searching the band and calling, but getting little response. He also thought March 10, the best night for some time.

G4HT (Ealing) finds the pipe-line to Oswestry and Llanyrmech has opened up again and he only missed working G3AHT, or GW2ADZ, or both, on two days during the month. At long last G3EHY has been contacted; but it took 2 hours 30 minutes of calling to do it! In the meantime G3EHY seemed to work every other station in London! GW3EJM was also worked, and now G4HT wants Suffolk! G5LQ (Chiswick) has an improved Rx, with neutralised 6J6 pre-amplifier in front of a much modified RF27. A 6-ele stack is being planned.

G5PY (Clapham Park) finds the path to G2XC of just about the same reliability as it was on Five Metres. He has called GW2ADZ several times, while GW2ADZ also claims to have called G5PY, both without success! The aerial at G5PY is a 12-ele array and the Tx input 15 watts. G3BLP (Selsdon) found conditions peaked around March 5, when G3EHY and GW3EJM were S9-plus signals. They were also good the following day, and G2O1 has been heard on several occasions. Regarding DX records on the band, G3BLP feels that the sea paths are the more likely to produce DX, and he is probably right.

G6XM (Farnborough) has been using a pair of 304A's with 100 watts and a 16-ele stack. The Rx is a 6J6 RF, 6J6 mixer and
TWO METRES

COUNTIES WORKED SINCE SEPTEMBER 1, 1949

Starting Figure, 14.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worked</th>
<th>Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>G3BLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>G2AJ, G2XC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>G4HT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>G20I, G6NB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>.GW2ADZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>G2CIW, G3ABA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>G2XS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>G3FXG, G6VC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>G3EHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>G3VM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>G5UD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>G2CPL, G3EJL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>G3CGQ, G3FIJ, G8IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>G3BHS, G3CWW, G3DCC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Scoring for this Table is cumulative, and it will run for one year to August 31, 1950.

CC oscillator with 12 to 14 mc IF. He asks if there is any activity in Hull? After the comments made above, G2XC hesitates to express an opinion, but actually he thinks not. G6XM has now stripped down the ‘Tx and is rebuilding for 150 watts. G3BHS (Eastleigh) found conditions better than for several months, with March 10, outstanding. G6NB from his new location provides a good signal down at G3BHS.

G4IX (Parkstone, Dorset) is poorly located and is only home for occasional weekends; he has, however, been on two metres for some time. He puts it forward that there is room for experiment on circular polarisation using helical aerials. This, he says, may well reduce the effects of fading and at the same time enormous gains can be achieved by stacking up helicals. According to his figures, these elements stacked, each consisting of five turns, gives a gain of 57 dB! G4IX suggests that a couple of clubs, say 150 to 200 miles apart, might care to put up a really big helical array and blaze some new trails. (There is also interest in this type of aerial in USA, according to W2PAU of CQ, but the gain figures quoted in certain American periodicals have been shown to be much exaggerated; the gain for a helix 10 ft. long and 2 ft. in diameter, with a large ground plane reflector, is about 12 dB).

TWO-METRE ACTIVITY REPORT

G6CL, Kenilworth, Warwickshire.

WORKED: G2ATK, 2FWW, 2I0, 3AHT, 3BLP, 3ENS, 4HT, 4RK, 5ML, 5SK, 6LK, 8OK, GW2ADZ.

HEARD: G20A/K/A, 20I, 3EHY, 4DC, 4LU, 5TP, 6NB, 6VX, 6XM, 8KL, 8QY. (January 8 to March 12.)

G2FNW, Melton Mowbray, Leics.

WORKED: G2IQ, 3BLP, 3CGQ, 3ENS, 4DC, 4HT, 6NB, 6VX, GW2ADZ.

HEARD: G6XM, 8SY (February 16 to March 12.)

G6NB, Aylesbury, Bucks.

WORKED: G2AIIQ, 2AOK/L, 2ATK, 2BMI, 2BHS, 2CIW, 2FNW, 2HCG, 2IQ, 2MV, 2NM, 20I, 2UJ, 2XC, 2XS, 3ABA, 3ABH, 3AEW, 3AHT, 3BHS, 3BLP, 3BOB, 3CGQ, 3ENS, 3FAN, 3FPXG, 3QBO, 3VM, 4AU, 4DC, 4HT, 4RO, 5BY, 5DF, 5U, 5ML, 5SY, 5SK, 5TP, 5UD, 6CI, 6JK, 6OH, 6UH, 6VX, 6XM, 6YP, 8DM/A, 8KZ, 8LG, 8LY, 8QG, 8SM, GW2ADZ, 8BM. (Month ending March 16.)

G6ZDZ, Lianymnoch, Montgomeryshire.

WORKED: G2CPL, 2FNW, 2MV, 3BLP, 3EHY, 3ENS, 3VM, 4HT, 5TP, 6XK, 6XM, 6VX, 6YM, GW2ADZ, 8JEJ.

HEARD: G3EJZ, 5IU, 5SRW. (February 8 to March 14.)

G3JHY, Banwell, Somerset.

WORKED: G2ATK, 2CIW, 20I, 3ABA, 3AIJ, 3ENS, 3FJ, 3YH, 4DC, 4HT, 4IX, 5IU, 5PY, 5TP, 6NB, 6XM, 6VX, 6YM, 6ZQ, 8IL, 8KZ, GW2ADZ, 2HH, 3EJH.

HEARD: G2MA, 5GB, GW3DUR. (February 7 to March 12.)

G3BHS, Eastleigh, Hants.

WORKED: G2CIW, 2DSW, 2NS, 2XC, 3CGQ, 3DEP, 3EHY, 3ENS, 3FAN, 3FD, 3FXG, 4DC, 5BY, 6JK, 6LM, 6NB, 8IL, 8LY.

HEARD: G2BMZ, 3EHY, 4HT, 6UH, 8QC, GW3EJH.

G4HT, Esling, Middlesex.

WORKED: G2ATK, 2DD, 2FNW, 2UJ, 2XC, 2XS, 2VY, 3ABA, 3ABH, 3AHT, 3BPM, 3CGQ, 3EHY, 3ENS, 3GHS, GW2ADZ, 3EJH, 3ENS, 4MWM, 5EKN, 5SK, 6C1, 6MW, 6UW, 8LQ, 8NB, 8SY, 8WV, GW2ADZ, 3EJM.

HEARD: G2CPL, 2DSW, 2FWW, 2VM, 3YN, 5BY, 5MI, 8IL, 8LG, GW3EJH.

G4ICW, Romford, Essex.

WORKED: G2NM, 2XC, 2XS, 3AHT, 3CFR, 3EHY, 3FAN, 5BY, 5MI, 8IL, 8LG, GW3EJH.

HEARD: G2CPL, 2FXG, 3ABS, 5BM, 5UD, GW2ADZ. (February 15 to March 11.)

G4VM, Norwich, Norfolk.

WORKED: G2CPL, 3AHF, 3CGQ, 3FXG, 3GLA, 4HT, 5MI, 5UD, 6NB, 6VX, 8QR, GW2ADZ.

HEARD: G2AIQ, 2XS, 3ANB, EJ, 3ENS, 6LL, 6IU, 6SY.

G2XC, Portsmouth, Hants.

WORKED: G2AHP, 2ANT, 2CWI, 2DPD, 2DSW, 2JI, 2MC, 2MV, 2NM, 2NS, 2QY, 2WJ, 2WS, 3ABA, 3AIJ, 3BHS, 3CGQ, 3EJL, 3FAN, 3FD, 3FXG, 4DC, 5BY, 6JK, 6LM, 6NB, 8IL, 8LY.

HEARD: G2ATK, 2CWI, 2DPM, 2DSW, 3MG, 3OH, 4HT, 5B, 5MJ, 5PA, 5TP, 6JK, 6LM, 6OH, 6UH, 6VX, 6WU, 8IL, 8KZ, 8LY, 8OC, 8SY.

HEARD: G2ATK, 2CUI, 3CGQ, 3EHY, 5SK, 6WT, 8KL, GW2ADZ. (February 17 to March 17.)
G3EHY (Banwell) found conditions mainly poor most evenings in February, but markedly better during March. March 5 was a very good evening with him, with the band open in all directions. The schedule with GW2ADZ (Llanymynech) continues to be maintained and provides a useful signal for many on its North and South line, and beyond, to check receivers and conditions on the path. GW2ADZ thought March 6, the best day of the month. He now has a 4-over-4-over-4-over-4 for his beam but is not sure yet whether it is an improvement, as conditions have varied so much. His present schedules are 1900 with G3EHY and 2100 (not Fridays) with G2CPL and G3VM.

G6NB (Aylesbury) managed to work 63 stations in 28 counties in a month and thinks his new QTH better than Chertsey. His signal on the South Coast is certainly much stronger, even though he is 20 miles further off. A daily schedule is being run with G20I (Manchester) at 2300 GMT. G20I has found conditions very poor indeed for the last 2½ months, and some weeks have given a complete blank. For that period Southern and Midlands stations have been completely missing, so far as G20I is concerned, but in early March, G2MV and G6VX were heard in addition to a few weak unidentified carriers. He suggests that as many stations as possible should come on Two between 2200 and 2300 to see if the band can be opened again! G5UM (Knebworth) also suggests an “Activity Night” and mentions Thursday. This is commended to you all; it has the advantage of frequently being a “repeat” night on TV and so activity may not disappear between 2030 and 2200.

G2FNW (Melton Mowbray) is using an 829B on 144-45 mc while his Rx is the G2IQ 6J6 type into a B28; a 4-ele Yagi indoors serves as aerial. Due to bad regulation of the supply mains he finds it impossible to operate before 2200. G8QC (Chalfont St. Peter) is running 28 watts to a 522 and has a stack of three pairs of colinear elements.

G3MDIQ (Saltcoats) has his station located at Stevenson which is 400 ft. a.s.l. with no high ground within miles. He is active most nights on 144-26 mc, and has two aerals available, a 4-ele c.s. Yagi and a “City Slicker.” A third array of 32 elements is under construction. G3MDDE in Largs is also active, some 12 miles from G3MDIQ.

Other items of interest include a report from G2HIF that TF3MB is on 144 mc and looking for G contacts, while HZ1KE (Saudi Arabia) is also concentrating on our band. HZ1KE has recently worked G on Top Band, so now for it on VHF! The Tables

This month the “Best Twenty” table makes

---

### TWO-METRE ACTIVITY

#### BY ZONES AND COUNTIES

**ZONE A (144 to 144-45 mc)**
- Argyllshire: GM3DDE, GM3DIQ
- Stirling: GM4QV

**ZONE C (144-2 to 144-4 mc)**
- Lancashire: G20I, G3DA, G3ELT
- Yorkshire: G2IO

**ZONE E (144-4 to 144-65 mc)**
- Cheshire: G5CP
- Derbyshire: G5RW
- Leicestershire: G2CPL, G3ENS
- Staffordshire: G8KL
- Warwickshire: G2ATK, G3ABA, G5FU, G5SK, G6CI

**ZONE F (145-65 to 145-8 mc)**
- Glamorgan: GW3DUR, GW3EJM
- Montgomery: GW2ADZ

**Shropshire: G3AJT**

**ZONE G (144-65 to 144-85 mc)**
- Bedford: G3CGQ
- Buckinghamshire: G3CVO, G3GO, G6JK, G6NB, G8QC, G8WV
- Cambridgeshire: G2AQ, G2XY, G3BK, G8SY
- Hertford: G3FD, G4RO
- Norfolk: G2XS, G3GLA, G3VM, G5UD, G8QR
- Suffolk: G2CPL, G5MJ

**ZONE H (145-25 to 145-5 mc)**
- Berkshire: G5DF, G60H, G8LG
- Dorset: G3ABH
- Gloucestershire: G3YH, G6ZQ
- Hampshire: G2DSW, G2NS, G2XC, G3ARL, G3HJS, G3CFL, G3DEP, G3IL, G3FAN, G3IR, G6KM, G8LY
- Oxford: G5TP
- Wiltshire: G8IL

**ZONE I (145-5 to 145-65 mc)**
- Devonshire: G2BXM, G5BY, G6WT
- Somerset: G3EHY, G4RX

**ZONE J (144-85 to 145-25 mc)**
- Essex: G2CW, G2WJ, G3FJU
- Kent: G2UJ, G2WS, G3BOB, G6VX
- London: G3FXG, G4AU, G4DC, G5PY, G8KZ
- Middlesex: G2AHF, G3KQ, G4HT, G5LQ, G6UH
- Surrey: G2NT, G2DPD, G2CUDA, G2MV, G3BLP, G3FP, G3GHS, G4CG, G5MA, G6LK, G8SM
- Sussex: G2JU, G2MC, G2NM, G2QV

*Note: The frequencies shown above are those recommended by the Two-Metre Zone Plan but some stations are not yet conforming.*
TWO METRES
ALL-TIME COUNTIES WORKED LIST
Starting Figure, 14
From Fixed QTH only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worked</th>
<th>Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>G3BLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>G2AI (225), G5MA, G5WP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>G20I (132)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>G2IQ, G2NH (212)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>G1ABA (112)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>G5BY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>G3APY, G5GX, GW2ADZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>G2XC (220), G3CUJ, G4DC (188)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>G3EHY (119)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>G4HT (177), G8WV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>G2KG (110), G2XS (130), G4LU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>G4AU (123)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>G3DMU, G5RP (114)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>G2CIW (169), G2HDY, G5BD, G6NB, G6VC (102)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>G3BQ, G3DAH, G5JU, G8QX, G8SM (106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>G2RI, G3VM, G5MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>G2AXG, G6LK, G6PG (109), G6WT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>G3CQ, G5NF (111), G3FXG (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>G2CPL (107), G2NM, G3BOB, G8IP (138), G8QY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>G3WW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>G3CCP, G6UH (130)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>G3FD, G8KZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>G5EJL, G5ML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>G3OL, G6DT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>G3AUA, G3FIJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>G5PY, G8IL, G8KL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>G2ANT, G2FLC, G3AKU, G3CWW, G4RK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>GM3BDA, G3BW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Figures in brackets after call are number of different stations worked, starting figure, 100.

For this Table send details of date, mileage and call-signs of best 20 contacts made during previous calendar month. No station to be counted more than once per day (0600-0600 GMT).
the QRM on Eighty! DL1FT and DL1FV in Schleswig-Holstein are coming on to try and bridge the gap PA-OZ/SM, which has for long been attempted by PA0WVL, who is well located and has excellent equipment. The prime need among the PA's and DL's is now for 6J6's and 829's, but it is hoped to “organise” some from the DL4 area. The following PA's are getting ready for 70 cm: ØAJA, ØDX, ØHRL, ØIK, ØJU, ØKD, ØPN, ØZQ. It is also reported that the F's interested in VHF held a meeting near Paris recently to check the calibration of their 70 cm. gear—a very necessary proceeding, as those of us active in the early days of Five will well remember!

**Six-Metre Opening**

On March 21 at 1637, G5BY had a cross-band 28-50 mc QSO with ZS1P, the latter on six metres. Signals were RST-339, and this is the first reported opening of the season. As ever, all VHF bands are kept under regular observation at G5BY.

**In Conclusion**

And now to get that 832A tripling to 430 mc. Not too much HT on it though! It doesn't like it! The latest date for next month's mail and all the VHF news, including details of your best 20 contacts during the month of March, is April 13. But if you break the 430 mc record send us a telegram and we will stop the machines! The address is, as usual, E. J. Williams, G2XC, *Short Wave Magazine*, 53 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1, to whom all VHF activity reports should be sent for appearance in this feature.

---

**Portrait Gallery**

**G5RZ**

Alan Wood of G5RZ is one of those many amateurs who disappeared off the bands for quite a long stretch and then became re-infected, so to speak, by the virulent disease of Amateur Radio. He was first licensed in 1923, although his interest in radio began in 1920.

G5RZ started off with a bang in his first year, running a 250-watt self-excited rig in the Transatlantic Tests of 1923/24—in the days when ‘rigs’ were “transmitters” and valves were "bottles." He was a member of the very active Streatham Radio Society of those days.

G5RZ does not say whether he was actually successful in those tests, but we rather think that he was; certainly, we remember very well the colossal T1 signal radiated by his 250 watts (or let’s call it 1/2-KW—it sounds better!) of 50-cycle HT.

Shortly after the “discovery” of the 45- and 32-metre bands (yes, we did have a 32-metre band once) G5RZ was operating a lengthy duplex schedule on CW with U2JN, now W2JN, using a remote-controlled transmitter.

For various reasons the bug ceased to bite round about 1930, and G5RZ disappeared from the air. We were delighted to hear him again, however, round about 1946, when he has again been very active, mostly on 3-5 and 14 mc, but sometimes also on 7 and 17 mc—and always on CW.

Alan is a member of the F.O.C. and of the B.O.T.C., as well as belonging to the Luton Radio Society; his present QTH is Leighton Buzzard, Beds, where he is Director and Works Manager of a firm of leather manufacturers.
Here and There

"HT Without Transformers"

The article in our February issue under this title has come in for a certain amount of criticism on the grounds of (a) Safety, and (b) Regulations. It is, of course, quite true that due precautions must always be taken when apparatus of any kind is connected direct to the mains. Even the usual 500-volt power pack can be lethal, and we know of a well-authenticated case of a human marauder who was killed on contact with a guard-wire energised from a 60-volt HT battery. It is perhaps fair to say that the article in question did not stress the safety factor sufficiently, nor was it made clear that there are regulations (which do not have the force of law, but are designed to absorb the supply authority from any responsibility) prohibiting direct connection of apparatus to the mains. In this sense, the ordinary "universal AC/DC receiver" of commerce, designed for BC reception, can be regarded as potentially dangerous.

Another Husband-and-Wife Station

G3FYT of Bury, Lancs, is Mrs. Dorothy Kelly. Her husband is G3FIV, and they ask for separate appearances in "New QTH's" and the Call Book. This family-station business is getting quite a thing—and how nice to know that it is possible, and that so many XYL's are taking an active interest in the practice of Amateur Radio.

Correction—"Breadboard Special"

In the article by G3CWX in the last issue, a possible ambiguity (in no wise the fault of the author) requires to be straightened out. On page 47, under the heading Setting Up, line 11, for "no-load" read "on-tune." Incidentally, the tuning process as outlined there is that applicable to all such aerial coupling networks, whether direct or link coupled to the RF source.

British Short Wave League

In our issue for December last, it was stated in this space that we had accepted responsibility for the continued existence of the British Short Wave League, founded as long ago as 1935. The BSWL Review is incorporated as an addition to our Short Wave Listener, the combined journal going to BSWL members only. We are glad to say that during the last few months League membership has shown a steady increase, and at the present rate the BSWL should very soon be able to take its due place among the world's Amateur Radio organisations. A Transmitter Section is a feature of the League, and the intention is to develop this as a strong and active unit within the BSWL. League members have free two-way use of our QSL Bureau (the only one of its kind in the world operated on a direct-mail system) and as progress is made, so many other membership advantages will be brought into being. Full information can be obtained on application to The Manager, British Short Wave League, 53 Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S.W.1.


No doubt many readers have become possessors of the 11th edition of the well-known Radio Handbook. The 12th edition is quite different in that the material covers the fullest possible way the constructional side as distinct from the theoretical, and detailed information is given on a wide range of equipment for the amateur station. The Radio Handbook is very well illustrated and no keen amateur, having glanced through its pages, could resist the urge to settle down to a steady programme of new construction on the bands in which he happens to be interested. In schools, technical colleges and other institutions in which the science and practice of radio are taught, the 12th edition of the Radio Handbook will be found quite indispensable.

DX SSBSC QSO

We are glad to be able to record that on March 11 G2NX had a two-way contact with W2TGO on Twenty, both stations operating in the SSBSC mode. This is not actually the first such QSO, there having already been contacts W2/DL4 and OZ/WI using SSBSC. G2NX reports that the W's interested in single-sideband operation appear in the band 14200-14220 kc, and that W1DX is another station worked by him under SSBSC conditions.

ZL Licensing

There are now well over 1,800 amateurs licensed in New Zealand. On the ratio-of-population basis, the U.K. needs something like 50,000 amateurs to compare with the ZL figure!
The other man’s station G3BTP

Pictured here is the station owned and operated by R. Young, G3BTP, at 16 Elmhurst Road, Langley, Bucks. Located in the spare room of the house, the gear is entirely home-constructed and designed to operate on all bands 1.7-28 mc, with separate receiving equipment for 430 mc.

First licensed in 1947, after some 11 years’ experience as a commercial operator, G3BTP confines his main activity to CW working with power restricted to 20 watts, though there is also a 2-watt phone “chatterbox” for joining in on the local net.

As at present in use, the Tx is essentially VFO-PA, using an 807 as RF amplifier up to 14 mc, with a doubler-PA for Ten. The aerial is a Zepp-fed 135-ft. wire, operated against ground as a Marconi for Top Band working. A /P licence is also held, and the portable Tx/Rx (which can be carried about on a cycle) operates on the 1.7 and 7 mc bands.

The receiver at G3BTP is particularly interesting—it is in three parts, consisting of power and audio section incorporating rejection filters; a 1.7-2.1 mc unit with 85 kc IF and BFO; and plug-in CC converters for the bands from 3.5 to 14 mc, with a tuned converter for Ten. Frequency checking is carried out on a combined monitor-oscillator, giving 100 and 10 kc marker points, the unit itself providing for the excitation of external crystals. Key monitoring is achieved by means of a neon-tube oscillator feeding the audio section of the receiver.

Recently, most of G3BTP’s energies have been dissipated on 1.7 mc, with 11 countries worked and EK1AO as best DX. On the QRP portable, OK1ASF on 7 mc represents the outstanding result to date, the input being 1½ watts. A peculiar and most unusual feature of the station record is that so far no single W has been worked on any band—this is only because it is intended that the first one shall be on 1.7 mc! And a very fine ambition, too. The operator of G3BTP is obviously an amateur who has ideas of his own, and his station reflects that individuality which is the hallmark of the genuine experimenter.

Always mention the Short Wave Magazine when writing to Advertisers—It Helps You, Helps Them and Helps Us
NEW QTH's

This space is available for the publication of the addresses of all holders of new U.K. call signs, as issued, or changes of address of transmitters already licensed. All addresses published here are reprinted in the quarterly issue of the Radio Amateur Call Book in preparation. QTH's are inserted as they are received, up to the limit of the space allowance each month. Please write clearly and address on a separate slip to QTH Section.

G2DHG  M. S. Mitchell, 2nd Floor Flat, 12 The Swayze, Worthing, Sussex.
G3AID  J. H. G. Davey, 7 The Strand, St. Mary's, Scilly Islands.
G3AQT  D. K. Pescud, 51 Court Farm Road, London, S.E.9.
GW3BKP  G. Dickie, 8 High Street, Coedpoeth, Wrexham, N. Wales.
G3BTO  D. M. Wrightson, 11 Norfolk Avenue, Balmoral Road, Morecambe, Lancs. (Tel.: Morecambe 2160).
G3BYT  F/L T. R. Berwick, D.F.C., The Barley Mot Cot, Boundary Road, Woburn Green, Bucks.
G3CDM  I. W. Gardiner, 63 Milbank Road, Darlington, Co. Durham.
G3CKY  J. T. B. Smith, 36 Newhall Street, Cannock, Staffs.
G3DND  H. G. Ball, The Bungalow, Bushy Lane, Hollesley, Woodbridge, Suffolk.
G3EIE  L. Berana, 121 Addycombe Terrace, Newcastle-on-Us-YPne, 6.
GM3FGJ  I. Mackenzie, 41 Easter Drylaw Drive, Edinburgh, 4.
G3FJA  W. E. D. Sleat, Carrowraverty, Armoy, Co. Antrim.
G3FLK  B. C. Munro, 43 Prospect Park, Exeter, Devon.
G3FSM  Brentwood & District Amateur Radio Society, Hon. Sec.: 45 Geoffrey Avenue, Harold Park, Romford, Essex. (Tel.: Ingrebourne 2910).
G3FTF  D. W. Mote, 22 Furlong Road, Gloucester.
G3FVY  R. C. Fage, 14 Westover Road, Broughton, Kent.
GD3FOW  J. Galt, 4 Waverley Terrace, Douglas, Isle of Man.
G3FXV/A  M. W. Swithinbank, 39 Pembroke Street, Saint Aldale's, Oxford. (Tel.: Oxford 3045).
GM3FYH  D. Campbell, 102 Glasgow Road, Clydebank, By Glasgow.
G3GBS  M. L. Sandy, 31 King Edward Avenue, Mold, Clwyd, Wales.
G3GCY  T. C. Brewer, 57 Abbots Way, Beckenham, Kent.
G3GDR  L. V. Dent, 23 Trowley Bottom, Abbots Langley, nr. Watford, Herts.
G3GEE  L. Frankland, 107 Saville Road, Blackpool, S.S., Lancs.
G3GFD  F. J. Brooks, 9 Snake's Hill Cottages, Navenbstock, Brentwood, Essex.
G3GL  A. W. G. Wormald, Little Gayles End, Otley Road, Bramhope, nr. Leeds, Yorkshire.
G3GGR  J. Sykes, 12 Lily Street, West Bromwich, Staffs.
G3GGS  W. E. Waring, 43 Towngate, Leyland, nr. Preston, Lancs.
G3GGY  J. A. Porter, 22 Dungiven Road, Waterside, Derry.
G3HGC  T. J. Brooke, 10 Turton Street, Kidderminster, Worcs.
G3GH  J. C. Bird, Hall Farm, Troston, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk.
GM3GJF  F. D. Bell, 30 Tulloch Street, Cathcart, Glasgow, S.A.

G3GIO  D. O. O'Connor, Royal Arms Hotel, 10 North Street, Guildford, Surrey. (Tel.: Guildford 61222).
G3GIR  W. J. De'Ath, 156 Middleton Road, Gorleston, Norfolk.
GM3GIV  F. C. Robertson, Mount Carron, Falkirk, Stirlingshire.
G3GIY  H. Gregory, 10 Royal Exchange, West Hyde, Rickmansworth, Staffs.
G3GJF  G. F. Lyon, 125 Rokeby Road, Parson Cross, Sheffield, 5.
G3GJJ  J. B. T. Maisey, 141 Ince Avenue, Liverpool, 4, Lancs.
GM3GGJ  P. B. Watson, c/o Mrs. Forbes, 15 Marlow Drive, Paisley, Renfrewshire.
G3GJM  F. W. Valarke, 31 St. Leonards Rise, Orpington, Kent. (Tel.: Farnborough Kent 4149).
G3GJR  H. J. Randall, 36 Hemlington Road, Walmley, Sutton Coldfield, Warks. (Tel.: Ashfield 4129).
G3GJT  Eastbourne and District Radio Society, c/o 56 Whitley Road, Eastbourne, Sussex.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
E13W  J. B. S. Lawlor, c/o E. S. B., Cathleen Falls, Baillyshannon, Co. Donegal.
E1FT  M. P. MacCarthy, 27 Calary Road, Mt. Merrion, Dublin.
G2BMC  J. E. Church, 8 Common Road, Upper Edge, Elland, Yorkshire.
G2FMP  T. Rikes, 36 St. Luke's Road, Horninglow, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs.
G3AII  H. W. Brunton, 57 Tudor Avenue, North Shields, Northumberland.
G3AYK  T. Murgatroyd, 71 Paddock Lane, Halifax, Yorkshire.
G3AZM  C. E. Siebbings, 2 Vernon Drive, Monkseaton, Northumberland.
G3BUX  M. Faraday, Royal Oak Hotel, Lomington, Herefordshire.
G3CHW  D. V. Newport, 145 Icethorpe Crescent, Bedminster Down, Bristol, 3.
G3CH  F. Haigh, c/o The Vicarage, Armitage Bridge, Huddersfield, Yorkshire.
G3GDR  B. Goodger, 27 Woodside, Oswestry, Salop.
G3ESY  P. W. F. Jones, 54a Hunderton Road, Hereford.
GM3EXJ  C. M. Burgess, 12 Melksham Road, Dingwall, Ross & Cromarty.
G4MK  J. C. Imrie, Red Roofs, Markinch, Fife.
G6NB  D. N. Blitchiffe, Billingefield, nr. Aylesbury, Bucks.
G8CL  G. A. Patrick, 29 Park Road South, Chester-le-Street, Co. Durham.

CORRECTION
G3BSU  A. F. Cleall, 23 Chapter Road, Strood, Kent.
G3ENT  North Kent Radio Society, c/o 8 Windsor St. Road, Beeleyheath, Kent.
G81X  G. H. Tagg, 17 Nelson Road, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs.
The Month with the Clubs
FROM REPORTS RECEIVED

This month the Clubs have broken all records, with a total of no less than 54 reports received—a compelling tribute to interest and activity. Probably this number will be up to 60 or more by three or four days after the deadline, and we are therefore constrained to say once again, in the strongest possible terms, that the closing date given each month really is the deadline; reports received late cannot appear, because this feature involves special setting.

We are often asked by Club Secretaries why we “ignore” their reports; the answer is invariably that we have not received them on time. In many cases we have to bear the responsibility for an omission which is really the fault of whoever it is whose job it is to forward the regular reports!

NOTES FOR SECRETARIES
First: If your report cannot reach us on time, don't send it a few days late. It will be stale by the following month, so save the information and make sure of catching the next date.

Secondly: Please do not send reports in which the only details given are of past meetings. Very few people wish to read, in early April, that so-and-so lectured in February. Always give, where possible, the dates of the meetings ahead of the next publication date.

Thirdly: Please keep reports as concise and as compact as possible. Long ones always have to be condensed; if you yourselves do the condensation you are making sure that we print what you want us to publish.

And so to this month's reports; with a special welcome to the Amateur Radio Club formed at the Guilford Secondary Girls School, Nottingham—probably the first all-YL organisation of its kind in the country and perhaps in the world. They have 24 keen members and their own G3FYN and G2ATM/A active on 7 and 14 mc and CW phone. All other Clubs will want to wish them success and good fortune in their venture.

(May deadline: April 12.)

Babcock & Wilcox Staff Association Radio Society.—This Club was formed in June, 1949, and members have visited the L.C.C. Fire Brigade H.Q. to see the very fine VHF gear used in the Fire Service, and the British National Films Studios at Elstree, to view the sound equipment. Lectures on a variety of subjects have been given by G2CRD, G3BSU, G4OO and G8LP. A Club station with the call G3GKM is being built at present.

Cambridge & District Amateur Radio Club.—Recently formed for the benefit of persons interested in any branch of Amateur Radio, they meet monthly at The Jolly Waterman, Chesterton Road, Cambridge. Next sessions are on April 28 and May 26, both at 7.30 p.m. Local amateurs and prospective members are asked to contact the Hon. Sec.—see panel for QTH.

Coventry Amateur Radio Society.—Recent activities have included a discussion on 144 mc Converters and Receivers, a visit to the local police VHF station, a demonstration of VFO’s by G3FAF, and a talk on Diecasting. The Annual Dinner is shortly to be held at the Hare and Squirrel, and tickets are available from G3FOH. Morse classes continue to command a good attendance, and a Morse test was held on May 3rd to decide the winner of the G2LU Cup.

Gillingham Telecommunications Society.—They now have a licence and operate G3GTS from headquarters at the Medway Technical College, Gillingham. The first A.G.M. was held on March 21, and regular meetings take place on the third Tuesday of the month at 7.30; the transmitter will then be in operation on 1-7 mc, and contacts with other Clubs will be welcomed.

Midland Amateur Radio Society.—At a recent meeting a member, Mr. W. H. Riggs, gave an interesting lecture on Oscilloscopes. Meetings are held regularly on the third Tuesday of the month at the Imperial Hotel, Birmingham.

Oxford & District Amateur Radio Society.—This Society's Hamfest took place at the end of February; the regular fortnightly meetings are well attended and new members are steadily joining up.

Poole & District Amateur Radio Club.—A new Club in full swing with headquarters at the Rechabite Meeting Room, Cranbrook Road, Upper Parkstone. Members are building a two-metre converter, transmitter and power pack; a two-metre beam is being erected, and a member who has recently moved to Poole was donated a 25-watt, five-band transmitter. A Club net operates on 1810 kc most evenings, and G5SG conducts a slow Morse party.
Rotherham & District Radio Club.—The first meeting of this newcomer was held in January, and it was decided to meet weekly—every Wednesday at the Oddfellows Hall, Westgate, Rotherham, at 7 p.m. Membership is already about 40, with G2LG as President and G3GCV as Chairman. The Hon. Sec. (see panel) will be pleased to give further information to anyone interested.

Southend & District Radio Society.—A Club Contest was held on March 4 and 5, and other events during the month were a talk on Valves and an account of Amateur Experiences in the Middle East. The Annual Social is scheduled for April 21 (Middleton Hotel) and the usually programme continues. The Club Tx is not often on the air, but there is a local net on the Top Band, alternate Fridays at 9.30 p.m. Next meeting April 14, 7.15 p.m.

Spen Valley Radio & Television Society.—The A.G.M. was held in February; G8OK is now the Chairman and G6PL Vice-Chairman. A 50 per cent. increase in membership was reported, also the fact that the past year had seen 15 lectures and several interesting visits. A trip to Cranwell is planned for April, and an outing to the Yorkshire coast in July—specifically for the "Widows, XYL's, YL's and Harmonics."

Stourbridge & District Amateur Radio Society.—This Society now boasts 28 licensed members—exactly 50 per cent. of the total membership. They are entering a stand in a local exhibition from April 24 to 29 and will be running a station—G3BM/YA—on 1-7, 6, 14 and possibly 144 mc. Contacts will be appreciated.

Torbay Amateur Radio Society.—At a recent meeting G2BMY was congratulated on holding the two-metre Tropospheric Record of 384 miles. Another event scheduled for a recent meeting was G5SY's lecture on Aerial Patterns, demonstrated with the aid of the 10-cm. Klystron.

Watford & District Radio and Television Society.—The spring session was opened on February 21 with the A.G.M. and a lecture on Oscilloscopes and their Practical Application. April meetings will be on the 4th and 15th, and a series of talks on Radio Fundamentals will be inaugurated by G2HAR. On April 18 there will be an exhibition of home-built apparatus and a prize will be awarded. This Club maintains the BC receiving gear at the Watford Peace Memorial Hospital, and inspection visits are paid twice monthly. Gifts of high-resistance phones for this cause will be welcomed, since the work is a self-imposed voluntary task.

Worthing & District Amateur Radio Club.—The "Sussex Top Banders" are holding their annual social gathering in the form of a Bucket-and-Spade Party on the foreshore at Worthing, August 27. Any other Club wishing to join in this unusual type of Hamfest will be welcomed, hence this early notice, as the Hon. Sec. (see panel) wishes to be notified as early as possible. Needless to say, XYL's, YL's and Junior Ops. will be catered for.

York Amateur Radio Society.—A change of title to the above was voted at the A.G.M., at which G3FCB was elected Chairman and G3FTS Secretary. The financial position was reported as sound, and the Committee's efforts have now secured a Clubroom at Community House, Falsgrave Crescent, Burton Stone Lane. Meetings will be held there every Wednesday at 7.30, and the Club Tx, G3DQK, will be installed.

East Surrey Radio Club.—At the March meeting Mr. W. H. Pierce discussed a grounded-grid oscillator on 70 cm. For April 6, the next meeting, there is to be a talk on Aerial Design, with practical demonstration. A listening session will have taken place by then (April 1-2) and the winner will be presented with a silver cup donated by G5LJ of Sutton Coldfield.

Edinburgh Amateur Radio Club.—Meetings continue at Unity House, 4 Hillside Crescent, Edinburgh, every Wednesday at 7.30 p.m., and it is hoped to have the Club Tx on the air shortly. A return visit to the R.N.V.(W.)R. Headquarters is scheduled, and also a lecture on Oscilloscopes. Ten members are sitting for the R.A.E. in May, and for these, and others like them, R.A.E. classes and Morse sessions are run weekly.

Neath, Port Talbot & District Amateur Radio Club.—New members are still appearing, and GW3FSP contains a series of talks to R.A.E. candidates. At the last meeting GW3CMR gave a lecture-demonstration on Modulation Systems, and at the next (April 18) G3JV will talk on Standing Waves and their Measurement. Meetings are fortnightly, at the Royal Dock Hotel, Briton Ferry.

Sanderstead & Purley Amateur Radio Society.—This newcomer, meeting at the Cranleigh Restaurant, Limpfield Road, Sanderstead, already has a membership of 27, of whom 14 are licensed. A news sheet is circulated to members and carefully timed to serve as a reminder of the next meeting (other Hon. Secs. please note this case the meetings are at 8 p.m. on the fourth Friday.

Reading Radio Society.—At a recent meeting the Ekco Cloud and Collision Waveform Radar Set was described and discussed, the gear itself being on view without the aerial system. Considerable interest was shown in the construction of the very high gain 43 mc IF strip. A Junk Sale was also held recently.

West Somerset Radio Society.—Membership has increased by 20 as a result of two meetings held in Taunton. A full programme of meetings and visits has now been arranged for the benefit of the Taunton area, in addition to the usual visits in Minehead and elsewhere.

South Manchester Radio Club.—During February members heard a very interesting talk
on TVI by G3YB, of the Post Office Radio Branch, and a Club team is being formed so that suffering members will not have to tackle their troubles single-handed. Another recent meeting was devoted to a general "rag-chew," and on March 3 the Chairman, G6DN, gave a talk on his band-switched exciter unit, fully TVI-proofed. Morse and R.A.E. classes continue, and the youngest member (aged 10) is one of the keenest CW enthusiasts.

G3GBH, Assistant Secretary, knocking out the Morse practice at a meeting of the Scarborough Amateur Radio Society. G3KS and G3DHL are standing left and second from left respectively.

Bournemouth Radio & Television Society.—Sixty members heard a lecture on Interference by Mr. P. W. Crouch, of the G.P.O., at the February meeting. Representatives of the local radio trade were also present. The Club Tx will be on the air on March 20, working CW on all bands. G3FVU should be heard every Monday and Thursday, and reports will be welcomed.

Bradford Amateur Radio Society.—The value of publicity in these columns has been shown, according to the Hon. Sec., by the numerous visitors, some of them from overseas. The February lectures were by G3FX (Aerials) and Mr. A. R. Sugden (Microgroove Recording). April dates are the 11th (Auction Sale) and 25th (Lecture).

Edgware & District Radio Society.—The A.G.M. was held recently, and members visited a London theatre before congregating for the Annual Dinner. Twelve prizes were awarded for the events of the year, and it was announced that a five-guinea prize will be awarded this year for the most ingenious idea put up by a member. A "CQ Clubs" call from G3ASR during a recent Wednesday meeting produced no reply—what other Clubs are active on Wednesdays? A Top Band D-F Contest has been fixed for April 16.

Grimsby Amateur Radio Society.—Attendances at recent meetings have been poor, and members are asked to wake up! At a recent meeting a lecture and demonstration was given on Disc Recording, and a short discussion on "Phone versus CW" was recorded for posterity.

Radio Society of Harrow.—This Club will welcome schedules or contacts with other Clubs, either on Top Band or, through G2DD, on 144 or 420 mc. They recently made their first 2-metre contact, across London to G3FP. Next transmitter nights are April 13 and 27. Refreshments are now available at the new premises, and visitors
will be welcomed at the Club-room every Thursday evening.

Kingston & District Amateur Radio Society.—Recent meetings have heard lectures on The Modern Trend in Transformer Design and on Aerials (Part I). On another occasion, the Brains Trust quizzed the members, for a change. A Field Day is being arranged for May, and private meetings are being held to rub up Morse and general knowledge for the examination. April meetings are on the 12th and 26th, Penrhyln House, 7.30 p.m.

Leeds & District Amateur Radio Society.—Great activity has been evident in the transmitting rooms (with scrubbing brushes and whitewash among the weapons used) and it is hoped that the aerial mast will be erected by now. Visits have been paid to the G.P.O. and B.B.C., and one to Moorside Edge is pending for May.

Lincoln Short Wave Club.—This Club finds that its members prefer informal rag-chewing to set lectures, and is arranging future meetings with the main business sandwiched in between two informal periods. They are holding an equipment session on March 22, including lectures on VFO's, PA's, Receivers and the like. On April 5 there will be a talk on Rugby and Hungary Radio and on the 26th a G.P.O. talk on TVI.

Manchester & District Radio Society.—Reformed in 1946, this Club meets monthly at The Reynolds Hall, College of Technology, Sackville Street. The future programme is: April 3: G3AH and G6OM on VFO's, with demonstration. May 1: G2AMV of Wirral, on his Home-built Control Unit. June 5: G6KS on How to Work DX. A competition is being run for amateur home-built apparatus, and prizes will be awarded at the October meeting.

Rhigos & District Radio Club.—The second Annual Dinner will be held on April 30, details of which may be obtained from the Hon. Sec. A recent lecture covered The Development of Long-Distance Telephony Communication. Many local members are very active on the bands, and the Club Station, GW3FFE, is out for QSO's with other Clubs.

Salisbury & District Short Wave Club.—This Club has been QRT on the LF bands for some time, and is now experimenting on 144 mc. Meetings are held at Figbury Barracks, Winterbourne Gunner, on Tuesdays at 8 p.m. Slow Morse transmissions are put out on Sundays at 9 p.m. Members of the Forces will be specially welcome at Club meetings, which take place in an Army Camp.

Sheffield Amateur Radio Club.—Recently reorganised, they are very anxious to make new contacts and increase membership. Meetings are on the fourth Wednesday at the Dog and Partridge Inn, Trippett Lane, Sheffield, 8 p.m. Technical lectures are also given on the second Wednesday at Alfreda Works, Lydgate Lane—also 8 p.m. Forthcoming events: April 12, lecture on Test Equipment; May 10, QRP Operation and possibly demonstration of Portable Equipment.

Tees-side Amateur Radio Society.—This Club is now in full swing, with a clubroom in All Saint's Hall, Grange Road, Middlesbrough. Junior members (under 15) are admitted free of charge. Slow Morse classes are running and are well attended. A two-metre receiver is being built in the workshop, and it is hoped to have a 3.5 mw phone transmitter on the air for next year's Model Engineers' Exhibition; the Club had a stand at this year's event.

Thames Valley Amateur Radio Transmitters' Society.—At the February meeting G8IP lectured on Microphones and Modulation; in March, G8 LX gave a talk on the cable system of Cable and Wireless Ltd. Next meeting will be on April 5.

Wirral Amateur Radio Society.—Recent talks were by G3XFT (Conversion of SCR-522) and by G2OA (Automatic Control and Switching). The April meetings will be on the 12th and 26th, 7.30 p.m. at Y.M.C.A., Whetstone Lane, Birkenhead.

Worcester & District Amateur Radio Club.—Regular weekly meetings are being continued throughout the year; the A.G.M. has been held and the new Chairman is G3BGR. A slight deficit in the balance is being made up with regular "swindles," in the traditional manner! The Club now holds the call G3GJL and hopes to be on the Top Band in the near future.

Yeoal Amateur Radio Club.—A permanent Clubroom has at last been obtained at Grove House, Preston Road, where meetings are held, as before, every Wednesday at 7.30 p.m. All equipment has been moved and a 138-ft. aerial erected. G3CMH is already in operation and has made several contacts on 7 and 14 mc CW and Phone. The station has been rebuilt and is now completely relay-operated. Popular features are weekly Morse classes and demonstrations of members' own receivers.

Eccles & District Radio Society.—As a result of the notice published in these columns (February issue) 20 enthusiasts turned up to the first meeting and decided to form a Society under the above title. The second meeting was even better, and excellent accommodation has now been secured at Mill Brow Cafe, Worsley Courthouse, where meetings will be held on the first and third Mondays at 7.30 p.m. For Secretary's QTH, see panel.

Chester & District Amateur Radio Society.—This Club's Tx, G3GIZ, went on the air for the first time in March, under the leadership of the new Chairman, G2YS. Local press heard of this event and are taking more than a passing interest in activities. The Club had a visit from G3ERB, of Wirral, who gave an account of his recent trip to the U.S.A. Annual Dinner is on March 31.

Grafton Radio Society.—Recent lectures have covered...
the subject of Oscillators and included a coloured film show. The new 150-watt Tx is making good progress, and Club equipment includes a BC-221. Just after making last month’s comment on "Club QSO’s" G3AFT had the misfortune to break a mast, and so have not been on the air as much as usual. They will however, be looking for Club QSO’s on the Top Band every night of the week, roughly between 2130 and 2315; if no Club QSO’s result, they are prepared to come on at week-ends as well!

Guilford Girls’ School Amateur Radio Club (Nottingham).—This is a new, and possibly unique, organisation, limited to 24 members, all girls at the school. The main idea is to get the membership really interested in Amateur Radio, with the object of increasing the number of G-YL operators. To this end G3FYN is operated on CW and G2ATM/A on phone, in the 7 and 14 mc bands. Activity periods are 1300-1345, Mondays and Wednesdays, on Forty, and 1630 1800 Thursdays on Twenty. Contacts are always welcome with any station at any distance—as the Club report puts it, “It takes a lot of QSO’s to get 24 YL’s confident”!

Lewes Amateur Radio Club.—This Club reports good progress since their original write-up in these columns. Membership has increased and they now possess a receiver; so interest centres mainly on transmitter design so that Lewes can be on the air in time for their first anniversary in November.

Edinburgh (Lothians) Radio Society.—Fortnightly meetings continue at 25 Charlotte Square, Edinburgh—Thursday at 7.30 p.m., April dates being the 13th and 27th. An interesting series of talks has been planned and prospective members are cordially invited to attend these next two meetings. Further details from the Hon. Sec.

R.A.E. & Farnborough District Amateur Radio Society.—Fortnightly meetings are held in the Assembly Hall, R.A.E., and an interesting and varied programme has been arranged for the coming year. A new Chairman, Secretary and Committee were elected at the A.G.M. On April 24 members will hear a lecture by Mr. R. W. Lowden on Modern Techniques in Quality Reproduction. All interested will be made welcome.

Southport Radio Society.—At the recent A.G.M. Mr. H. Lawrence, G3FGG, was elected Chairman. In February G3GSS lectured on Television, and in March Mr. Bell, of Merseyside, talked on Aerial Couplers. Meetings are on the third Monday, 8 p.m., at 38a Forest Road, Southport, but the Clubroom is open every Monday and Wednesday evening and prospective members are welcome.

West Kent Radio Society.—Meetings are held at Culverden House, Culverden Park Road, Tunbridge Wells, fortnightly. An excellent programme of lectures has been arranged for the coming season, and the West Kent net operates every Sunday morning, 11 a.m., on 1895 kc; the Club will be glad to welcome any licensed amateur “into the net.”

Brighton & District Radio Club.—Good attendances are reported at the weekly meetings; new members have appeared, but still more are wanted. At recent meetings members heard G2UN on his 160- and 80-metre Transmitter; and talks on a Hi-Fi Amplifier and Radar Equipment. In April G2AON will lecture on Two-metre Equipment, and G2CMH on his pet subject (not yet revealed). The Hon. Sec. will proceed with Part II of his History of Wireless.
Nottingham Short Wave Club.—Meetings are held every Monday, 7.45 p.m. in the Old Boys’ Club, Princes Street, Beeston. The Annual Transmitting and Receiving Contest will be held during the month of April, and in place of the usual SLP’s a monitor survey has been arranged to place one of the amateur bands. The Club Tx transmits slow Morse on Thursdays at 8 p.m. on 1900 kc, and one of the commercial Morse recordings was recently used as a trial—it proved very successful and gave the usual duty operators a rest!

Newbury & District Amateur Radio Society.—Membership is increasing, and recent meetings have included a lecture-discussion on TVI and a talk for the benefit of the newcomer. A Morse class will be in action shortly. Meetings are on the last Thursday, 7.30 p.m. in the lounge of the Railway Hotel, Greenham Road, Newbury.

Romford & District Amateur Radio Society.—This Club recently staged a public demonstration of Amateur Radio before an audience of about 450; the Tx and Rx had to be carried on the stage and fitted up within two minutes, but this was done and a Top Band contact made! In April there is to be a lecture-demonstration on 3-cm. ariels. Plans are going ahead for NFD and also for a D-F Contest.

names and addresses of club secretaries:

Bournmouth: F. G. Hamshere, 99 Elms Road, Winton, Bournemouth.
Bradford: V. W. Sowen, G2BYC, Rushwood, Orange Park Drive, Cottingley, Bingley, Yorks.
Brighton: L. Hobden, 17 Harrington Road, Brighton.
Chester: H. Morris, G3ATZ, 24 Kingsley Road, Boughton Heath, Chester.
Coventry: J. Lines, G3POH, 142 Shorncliffe Road, Coventry.
East Surrey: L. Knight, G5LKL, Radiolhme, Madeira Walk, Rugeley.
Edgware: R. H. Newland, G3VW, 3 Altany Court, Monrose Avenue, Edgware, Middlesex.
Gillingham: R. A. Lucas, G2BWJ, 38 Junction Road, Gillingham, Kent.
Grimsby: J. W. Booth, G2AIB, 33 Buller Street, Grimsby, Linde.
Harrow: S. C. J. Phillips, 131 Belmont Road, Harrow Weald, Middlesex.
Kingston: R. Babbs, 28 Grove Lane, Kingston, Surrey.
Leeds: L. H. King, G3CML, 14 Clarence Street, Bramley, Leeds.
Lewes: M. B. Beck, 5 Grange Road, Lewes.
Midland: A. W. Rhodes, 135 Wollmore Road, Birmingham, 23.
Neath and Midland: A. W. Grimsdale, G3FUJ, 164 London Road, Neath.
Nottingham: D. Hall, 19 Charnwood Avenue, Chapel, Nottingham.
Oxfordford: J. Hickling, 47 Banbury Road, Oxford.
Poole: J. Loader, 5 Highwood Road, Parkstone, Dorset.
Reading: F. Hill, G2FZI, 99 Oxford Road, Reading.
Rhigos: F. Hamer, GW8BW, 7 Neath Road Bungalows, Aberdare, Glam.
Romford: D. L. K. Copeland, G3BNJ, 9 Morden Road, Chadwell Heath, Essex.
Rotherham: R. A. Watson, 147 Fitzwilliam Road, Rotherham.
Salisbury: V. G. Page, 32 Feverham Road, Salisbury.
Sandhurst And Purley: Miss M. A. Cliffrand, 212 Limefield Road, Sandstead, Surrey.
Shelfield: E. Walker, G2LL, 11a Welwyn Close, Intake, Sheffield, 12.
South Manchester: M. I. Wilkes, G1FSW, 57 Longley Lane, Northenden, Manchester.
Southend: J. H. Barnes, M.B.E., G2BUJ, 49 Swanage Road, Southendon-Sea.
Soutmp: F. H. P. Cawson, G2AT, 113 Waterloo Road, Southport.
Spenn Valley: N. Pride 100 Raikes Lane, Birral, nr. Leeds.
Stourbridge: W. A. Higgins, G6GP, 28 Kingsley Road, Kingswinford, Brierley Hill, Staffs.
Teesside: J. D. Davies, 85 Cobden Street, Thornaby-on-Tees.
Torbay: K. Grimes, G3AVF, 3 Claremont Park, Tor Vale, Torquay.
Warrington: J. Speakman, Daisyholme Cottage, Dark Lane, Whitley, Warrington.
West Kent: G. B. Brewer, G4LJ, 80 London Road, Southend, Southend.
West Somerset: T. C. Bryant, G3SB, 10 The Parks, Minehead, Somerset.
Wirral: R. A. Brown, 24 Norbury Avenue, Bebington, Cheshire.
Worcester: J. Morris-Casey, G8JC, c/o Brookhill Farm, Ladywood, Droitwich.
Worting: R. Forse, G3FRG, 2 The Plantation, Worthing.
York: L. McLean, 9 Cedar Grove, Yorvill.
York: A. Hornet, G3FTS, 54 Plantation Drive, York.
WEBB'S RADIO STATION LOG BOOK

OFFERS EXCELLENT VALUE FOR MONEY—Indispensable for both the licensed radio transmitting station and for the short-wave listener, who can record stations heard with all necessary details. 144 pages on good quality writing paper, clearly printed and ruled in accordance with modern ideas. Made in the approved format, size 9" x 8", opens long-wise and remains flat. Price 3/4 plus 5d. letter post

Have you heard about the

NEW EDDYSTONE COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER '750'?

It uses the double-superheterodyne principle and gives extraordinarily good selectivity and sensitivity. Do please call and hear WEBB'S demonstration model.

The "750" covers 32 to 1·7 Mc/s and 1465 Kc/s to 480 Kc/s in four bands and costs £49/10/-.

In addition to the "750" we can also recommend the famous EDDYSTONE "680" Communications Receiver, Price £89/5/-.

WEBB'S EXTENDED PAYMENT SCHEME COVERS ALL RECOGNISED MAKES OF COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS, INCLUDING DENCOR, EDDYSTONE, G.E.C., etc.

Typical figures:—Eddystone "750" (Cash price £49/10/-), or deposit £9/18/-, followed by 12 monthly payments of £3/12/7 each, or 18 monthly payments of £2/10/7 each. Eddystone "680" (Cash price £89/5/-), or deposit £17/11-13/-, followed by 12 monthly payments of £4/11/3 each, or £2/10/7 each.

WEBB'S NEW COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE is double-size and contains a wealth of information. It will be ready for circulation in May, price 9d. to callers, or 10d. post free.


Telephone: GERrard 2089 Shop hours: 9 a.m.—5.30 p.m. Sat.: 9 a.m.—1 p.m.

THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART
of 253-B PORTOBELLO ROAD, LONDON, W.II

Remember, money back guarantee Phone: Park 6026 Please add postage when writing.

4½", 0-200 Microammeters made by Turners, 4½/- each, post 9d.

Valves. 5U4G, 6/6; V960 EHT rectifiers, 5,000v 10 ma, 6/6; 9003, 5/6, 6/6; 953, 3/6, 8/6; 807, 7/6 each; IT-155-154, 6/6; IR5, 7/6; Y63 Tuning Eye, 8/-; 354, 8/6; 6L6, 10/6; 11726, 12/6. All post paid.

Selenium Rectifiers. H. W. 250v 60mA, 4½/6; 120mA, 6/6; 120A, 6/6. F.W.6. or 12v 1.5 A, 10/6; or 12v 4A, 25/- Postage 6d. on each.

Powerful Blower Motors. 24v AC/DC, ideal for Paint Sprayers, 12/6 each. Postage 1/6.

Osmor All-Wave Miniature Coil Pack, 3½" x 2½" x 1½ for 465 Kc. II's, 33/6. Post paid.


3½" Speakers, P.M., 8½/6 each, plus 9d. postage. 5½ P.M., 10½/6 each, plus 1/- postage. 8½, 16½/- each, plus 1/- postage. 10½, 25/6, each, plus 1½ postage.

Twin Gang; 200s, variable condensers, 4½. Together £6/6. All post paid.

New IN34 Crystal Diode Cartridges, 5/3. Post paid.

Mains Transformers. Our own make. Input, 200/240v, output 6·3v 1·5A, 7/6. Post 9d. 6·5v x 6·5v 2A, 25/6, post 9d. 6·3v 4A, 21/6, post 9d, 4·8v 8A, 25/6, post 9d. 300-400v 120ma, 6·3v 3·5A, 5v 2·5A, 21/6, post 1/-, Output 6·3v 6A, 25½, post 9d.

New Miniature Condensers. In all caps. 450v 8 mfd., 3½/6. 16x8 mfd., 4/- 32 mfd., 4/- Post paid.

Miniature Slow Motion Dials. 100-1 worm geared, 2½" x 2½". Beautifully made, 3½/6 each. Post 6d.

TU9B Units. Complete in black crackle cases, 17½. Carriage paid.

0-300 Microammeters, 2" -500 ohm internal resistance, 7½ each. Post 6d.

U.S. Carbon Microphones, as used with Type 56 sets. 2½. Post 6d.

Phone Adaptors. Converts low impedance phones to high impedance, 1/-. Post 6d.

New Brown's Moving Reed Phones. 5½ pair. Post 9d.

Miniature Motors with geared spindle, 24v AC/DC or 110 AC. 3½" x 2½" x 1½, 7½. Post 1/-.

1mA Weinghthouse Bridge Meter Rectifiers. New, 7½ each. Post paid.

VC97 Tubes. New and Crated, 35/- Post 1/6.

RF24 Units. Converted to 28 max band, variable tuned with 100-i geared 5M, dial. Complete with plug and leads for immediate use. £2 5/6. Post paid.

MRC1 Receivers. Complete with all Coils 20-3,000 metres and AC/DC Power Supply, as new, £8/10/. Only a few available.
BARGAINS

Brand New Guaranteed Goods


Half shrouded drop-through types, midget 24-3'-24", 250-0-250v 60 m.a., 6-3v 2a, 5v 2a, 14/11. Standard 260-0-260v 70 m.a., 6-3v 3a, 5v 2a (Quadrat), 12/11: 350-0-350v 120 m.a., 6-3v 4a, 5v 3a, 25/9: 250-0-250v 80 m.a., 6-3v 6a, 5v 3a, FOR 1355 CONVERSION, 21/9: 350-0-350v 150 m.a., 6-3v 4a, 5v 3a, 25/9.

Fully shrouded upright mounting types. Midget 24-3'-3'-21/9, 250-0-250v 60 m.a., 6-3v 2a, 5v 2a, 15/6: 250-0-250v 80 m.a., 6-3v 6a, 5v 3a, FOR 1355 CONVERSION, 21/9: 350-0-350v 100 m.a., 6-3v 3a, 5v 2a, 21/9: 350-0-350v 120 m.a., 6-3v 4a, 5v 3a, 25/-. 350-0-350v 150 m.a., 6-3v 4a, 5v 3a, 29/9: 425-0-425v 200 m.a., 6-3v-4v, 4a, 6-3v-4v, 4a, 350-0-350v 250 m.a., 6-3v 6a, 4v 6a, 8v 2a, 4v 6a, FOR ELECTRONIC ENG. TELEVISOR, 25/6.

Smoothing Chokes. 40 m.a. 10 350 ohms, 3/3: 60 m.a. 15 400 ohms, 4/3: 80 m.a. 12h 350 ohms, 5/3; 90 m.a. 10h, 4/4: 100 m.a. 10h 300 ohms, 5/9: 200 m.a. 5h 100 ohms, 7/4.


Terms. C.W.O. or C.O.D. over £1. Postage extra under £2. Send 3d. stamp for full bargain list. Special list for trade. Callers welcome. 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.

E. Powell, 15 Queen Square, Leeds, 2

SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS

R.A.F. Bombsight Computers. Complete with motors, gyro, blowers, gears, etc. Ideal for model makers and experimenters. The best component value ever offered. 50/-, plus 5/- carriage.

Servo Unit Assembly for bombsight computer, including 7v motor, gearing, blowers, etc., 17/6.

Contactor Time Switches. 10-hour movement with thermostatic control. 2 impulses per second. Complete in soundproof case, 10/-, plus 1/4.

Auto-Transformers. Step-up or down 230v to 115v, 500 watts, 70/- each.

Receiver Kits, complete in metal case, with 2 valves, 17/6 each.

Lucas Generators. 1kva output to 460v output D.C., 15/6.

Periscopes. Ex-U.S.A. Type M14 complete with removable telescope, 17/6.

Command Receivers. R.C.404 (49/100 metres), R.C.405 (35-49 metres). Complete with 6 valves. Ideal for easy conversion to mains receivers or car radio, 35/-, plus 1/4. Conversion circuit to mains, etc., 1/6.

TR1198 Super-Het Receivers. Complete with 8-valves, 23/-.

Crystal Monitors. Type 2. Complete in case, less crystals, 6/-. With 2 crystals, 18/6.

Camera Control Units. Type 31, No. 36. Complete in wooden box, 30/-.

Liebre Hole Cutters. Adjustable from 1" to 3 1/4". For use on wood, metal, plastic, etc., 5/-.

Radio Compass Indicators, with Selby meter. 3" dial 300 degrees, 15/-.

Bomibtherm Temperature gauges, from 200 to 500 degrees Fahrenheit. Chromium finish, 6/-.

Electrical Aerials. 8" interlocking, 3/6, base for same, 3/6.

Westcotes. W14 and W12 types, 7/- per dozen.


Microphones. Made by Electro-voice. Lightweight carbon type, 5/-.

Crystal Detectors. Semi-permanent type, 2/6.

Resistances. 100 Assorted values from 1 watt to 8 watts. All useful values, 9/- per 100.

Southern Radio Supply Limited, 46 Lisle Street, London, W.C.
These five models will satisfy practically every soldering demand whether for the occasional household job or continuous soldering under workshop or factory conditions. With the Solon the heat is in the bit itself ... continuously ... hour after hour; all connections housed at end of handle away from heat. Each model complete with 6 feet Henley 3-core flexible. Now available from stock. Write for folder Y.10.

*Soldering Irons for Your Soldering Jobs!*

**HENLEY SOLON ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS**

W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD.
51-53 Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1

---

**Come to Smith's of Edgware Road**

*The Friendly Shop For All Radio Components*

We stock everything the constructor needs—our 25 years' experience of handling radio parts and accessories enables us to select the best of the regular lines and the more useful items from the surplus market in:

- Loudspeakers and Phones
- Transformers and Chokes
- Motors and Test Equipment
- Pickups and Turntables
- Switches and Dials
- Metalwork and Bakelite
- Books and Tools
- Valve Holders and Cans
- Metal Rectifiers
- Steering, Nuts and Bolts, Tags, Clips, Grommets and all other bits and pieces.

**Nothing Too Large—Nothing Too Small!**

Everything you need under one roof—Including all the parts specified for the popular "Viewmaster" Home-built Television, both London and Birmingham models.

Send for list of our "Electro-Voice" range of Transformers and Chokes—"As good as the best, yet cost little more than the cheapest!" (No general catalogue available).

**H. L. SMITH & Co. Ltd.**
287/9 Edgware Rd., London, W.2

Telephone: Paddington 8811. Hours 9 till 6 (Thursday, 1 o'clock)

Near Edgware Road Station, Metropolitan and Baker

---

**G.S.V. (Marine & Commercial) Ltd.**

have pleasure in announcing the acquisition of a new factory, and that they are therefore now able to give IMMEDIATE DELIVERY of all amateur and television arrays.

- Lightweight Uncorrodioble Beam Arrays (Prov. Pat.):
  - BT720 28 mcs. 3-element T-match, 300 ohms feed-impedance, or BFD328 28 mcs. 3-element folded dipole, 70-80 ohms feed-impedance, both 1" dia. boom and 3/8" dia. elements, weight, including 3 ft. rotation-stub 15 lbs., £5.10/-.
  - BFD444, 145 mcs. 4-element folded dipole, 70-80 ohms feed-impedance, spaced 0-2, £3.17/6.
  - BFD344, 3-element version of above, £3.5/-.

- **DUAL 14 and 28 ARRAY.** 3-element T-match for 14 mcs., spaced 0-1, and 3-element folded dipole for 28 mcs., spaced 0-1 and 0-15, on welded lattice cradle of 1½×1½×3/4" light steel, 14×1¼×1½", with detachable outriggers, £26/-.

- Television Arrays, London or Midlands Frequency TVFL. Four-element high-gain array, with 10 ft. mast and stayed boom, £75/-.

- TVTL. Three-element folded dipole array, complete with 6 ft. mast, £6/-.

- TVRL. Folded dipole and reflector, with 6 ft. lightweight mast, £4.10/-.

Packing and carriage paid anywhere in Great Britain on all save cradled array.

All communications to Head Office:
395 High Street, Chatham, Kent
Telephone: Chatham 3253/4.
OPPORTUNITIES IN RADIO

Get this FREE Book!

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" reveals how you can become technically qualified at home for a highly paid key appointment in the vast Radio and Television industry. In 176 pages of intensely interesting matter it includes full details of our up-to-the-minute home study courses in all branches of RADIO AND TELEVISION, A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds Special Television, Servicing, Sound-film Projection, Short Wave, High Frequency and General Wireless Courses.

We definitely guarantee

"NO PASS—NO FEE"

If you're earning less than £10 a week this enlightening book is for you. Write for your copy to-day. It will be sent FREE and without obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
149 Shakespeare Home, 17-19 Stratford Place, London, W.1

A Real MINOR OSCILLOSCOPES with a MAJOR PERFORMANCE

Features:
- COMPACT
- ROBUST
- PORTABLE
- EASY TO USE
- IDEAL FOR THE SERVICEMAN

Price: £8/19/6
Carriage free U.K.

Specification:

PROOPS BROS. LTD.
109/111 High Street, Esher, Surrey
Telephone: Esher 3384

QUALITY CRYSTALS

TYPE G (B7G BASE)

OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE FROM MINIATURES TO 10X SIZE

SEND YOUR ENQUIRIES FOR STANDARD OR SPECIAL TYPES TO

BROOKES CRYSTALS LTD.
10 STOCKWELL STREET
GREENWICH • LONDON • S.E.10
Phone: GRE 1828 Cables: XTALS, LONDON
Communication Receivers


One only. H.R.O. type MX. Brand New. Three coils. Covering 1-7 to 14-4 mcs. 6v power pack. £35.

AR88. Six bands, 540 kcs to 32 mcs. Loudspeaker to match. Condition guaranteed equal to Brand New. First £45. (One only.)

AR88. Six bands, 540 kcs to 32 mcs. Fitted with diversity IF gain control. New condition. (No. L.S.) First £45 (one only).


Many interesting items in our lists which will be sent on receipt of 2/-d. stamp.

H.P. RADIO SERVICES LTD.

Britain's Leading Radio Mail Order House

Estd. 1935

55 COUNTY ROAD, WALTON, LIVERPOOL 4
Tel.: Aintree 1445 Staff Call Sign, G3DGL, J3DLV

NEW BOXED VALVES. 2A7, 6B4, 42, 35Z4, 7A7, ID6, U52, IR5, IS4, 7/6: 807, 6K0H, 6V6GT, 5Z4M, 6V7M, 6AG7M, 6L7M, 857GT, SU4, 6J17GT, 6J9GT, 6K7, IT4, VP21, X63, X65, 1223, 6K7GT, 5Y3, 80, 6F6, 6A6, S130, DL63, 6L7G, KT6W61, 155, QP21, 6/6; 6J5GT, 5/-. UNBOXED BUT GUARANTEED. EA50, 3/-. EK32, ER39, F36, EBC33, EL22, EP50, 65H7, OD2, KTV62, KT263, VP111, TT11, 1224M, M16, 4/-. HIL13, HC53, ECH13, SU4, 5R4G7, 9001, 9003, DH63, 5/-. X65, X66, 6A8G, VU111, VU133, TH233, VP133, 6/6; FW4/500, 6L6, 7/6; 6AK5, 6/6; 6J6, 10/-. NEW BOXED VALVES. Special clearance offer, all at half list price: only a few of each: VP4, VP4A, SP44, SP48, QSFP, MS, PEN, MYS, PEN, MS/PEN/B, MVS/PEN/B, HP106, HP101H, 4THA, 419PT, SPI3130, TDD13, TDD13C, HL13C, HL133DD, VP133, TH233, AC/VPI, AC/H/DD, DD207, TP2620, TP22, TH2221, DDL4, DDL4, 135PA, EBC3, EP5, EL2, EL3, EP6, ECH31, EL35, EM1, EM4, 705, ISD2, 9D2, 11D3, KT63, PEN383, ACS/PEN/DD, LC4, CBL11.

TRI116 RECEIVERS, with EF50, EL32 and TT11 valves (guaranteed), 15/-. RI125 RECEIVERS, with 2-OD2 valves (guaranteed), LF (3-1) transformer, etc., 10/-. 500 KCS CRYSTALS, mounted on small Tt chassis with 2 valveholders, coils, etc., 8/6. Send for Free Lists of other bargains. S.A.E. with enquiries, please. Postage or carriage free on all goods.

ELECTRAD RADIO

64 Gt Victoria Street, Belfast, N. I.

THE THREE 'R'S

3", 3½" and 6"

RECTANGULAR INSTRUMENTS

by

PULLIN

These three rectangular instruments are designed on symmetrical lines, thus giving a distinctive, clear, open scale and pleasing appearance. Each size available in all standard ranges. The Series 65 and 35 can be fitted with dial illumination.

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD.

Electrin Works, Winchester St., London, W.3

Telephone: ACOm 4651/3 and 4995.

1612gc

RACK AMPLIFIERS TYPE 6. Use two PX29 valves driven by M.L.4 with a M.R.4 pre-amplifier. The power supply gives 500v with delay switching, and uses an I.W.4/500 rectifier valve. Variable bias is also derived from this pack. The amplifier is fitted with a plate meter and volume control, and is built into two panels on the rack, the power supply is built into a further panel. There is sufficient room on the rack for a further three 304 b panels. Supplied brand new in standard 6 ft x 19 in. rack. 3.588 VALVES, £5, carriage paid.

100Kmc., QUARTZ CRYSTAL FOR SECONDARY FREQUENCY STANDARD. Accuracy 0.01 per cent. Complete with coil, choke, crystal holder and phasing condenser, requires wiring up only. Circuit diagram supplied with each kit. The complete kit £1, post paid. Or built up on chassis, 4/-, 4 ½/-, & 5/- with PX29 valve. Wired and tested, 5/-, 5 ½/-, 6/-, post paid.

RECEIVER/RECORDER TYPE 625/4R/2. This instrument was used for detecting and recording time and frequency of enemy radar stations. It consists of a receiver continuously motor-driven between 90 mcs. and 1,000 mcs. The time obtained from a 9-day clock movement which is fitted, and the frequency of signals are recorded on a continuously moving paper strip. Two crystal detectors are used and the following valves: 7 type 6G7J, 2 type 8V5GTQ, 3 type 6N7, 2 type VB150/50, 1 type 884, 1 type 6B4 and 1 type 6J4G. The power supply is 115v 400/2, 400 cycles. Brand New. £35/10/0.

RADAR TRANSMITTER TYPE A90. Less valves, 5012, but complete with the following valves: 981A (P.E.G. multiplier), 2 type 607, 2 type 6A5U and 1 type 6A5T. In new condition, £15, carriage paid.

INDICATOR UNITS TYPE ID-5R/4BP4 (GARAD) LESS TUBE AND VALVES. These units are sold for components and contain the following: 26 octal valve-holders, 23 potentiometers, 72 condensers, 11 resistors, 9 blocking oscillator transformers, also resistor boards, 3 multi bank relay switches, D.R.K. base and mu-metal screen, etc. All contained on double deck chassis in black cradled metal case, size 15in. x 9in. x 18 ½in., which is ideal for housing oscilloscope or T.V. A bargain at 17/6, carriage paid.


VALUES: 815, 97/S; 850, 10/6; 86G, 10/-; 1622, 10/-; 620, 7/-; 614, 7/-; 524, 8/-; 6K7, metal, 8/6; 6J7, metal, 8/6; 6N7, metal, 8/-; 6J5, 6/-; 927, 9/6.

ALL POST PAID.

214. STAMP FOR LIST

A. FANTHORPE, 69 HEPTWORTHS ARCADE, HULL. Tel. 30694
### SAMSONS SURPLUS STORES

**A. M. TRANSFORMERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prim.</td>
<td>200-250v.</td>
<td>Sec. 350v,350v.</td>
<td>250 M/A. 4v 3A.</td>
<td>Price 35/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prim.</td>
<td>200-250v.</td>
<td>Sec. 1,250v,1,250v.</td>
<td>400 M/A. 4v 2A.</td>
<td>Price 65/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prim.</td>
<td>200-250v.</td>
<td>Sec. 900v,900v.</td>
<td>250 M/A. 4v 2A.</td>
<td>Price 45/-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HEAVY DUTY A.M. AUTO TRANSFORMER**

110-150-190-230v at 1-6 KVA. Price £4/10/-

**HEAVY DUTY TRANSFORMER**


**S.T.C. 12v A.A. Rectifier. Price 45/-**

**MASTER VOLTETERS**

0-75/6-75/6° mirrored scale. Made by Metro-Vick. Brand New, 17/6, post 1/6.

**NIFE BATTERIES**

1.4v Dim. 6" x 3" x 1", 7/6, post 6d.


---

### 169/171 EDGWARE ROAD

**LONDON, W.2.**

Tel.: **PADD 7851**

125 Tottenham Court Road, W.1. Tel.: **EUS 4962**

All orders & enquiries to our Edgware Rd. branch, please...
It pays to purchase

**ELECTRADIX BARGAINS**

**METERS.** D.C. Moving Coil Voltmeters 2" panel type 30v, 4½". Ammeters 50-0-50A, 4½". 2¼" Voltmeters 100-0-100V, 8½". Post 9d.

**RECTIFIER UNITS.** Westinghouse, ex-G.P.O. 320V A.C. to 24V 6A, in wooden cases, 25.

**VARIABLE Wire Wound Resistances, lab. type laminated Buss gear 200 ohms 1½A. 1½". Initial geared resistances, 2-3½/A., 60 ohms, 2½/-.**

**DIMMER RESISTANCES, small totally enclosed 100 ohms 1A. 2½/-, 50 ohms 1À, 2½/-, post 6d.**

**HAND MAGNETO GENERATORS.** P.M. Steel Magnet, wound armature, driven by gearing in handle, output approx. 76V 25mA, A.C., useful for A.C. experiments, bell circuits, shocking coils, etc., 8½/ea., postage 1½/-. Few only mounted in polished wood boxes, 10½/- ea., postage 1½/.


**IRONCLAD SWITCHGEAR M.M.M. and Betty 500V D.P. 60 A. switchfuses, 25½/-; 500V 60 A. D.P. fuses, 5½/-; 500V 60 A. D.C. C.O. switch, 27½/-; 300v 15 A. D.P.C.O. switch, 1½/-; 15 A. D.P. fuses, 2½/-.

**TRENCH TRANSFORMERS** in canvas covered case 12½" × 9½" × 6½" channeled panel fitted 10-way Rotary switch with laminated brush gear, 1½" wound variable coil, coupling, valve holder, folding matching key, etc., useful for breakup, 2½/- each. Carriage 2/6 each.

**ELECTRADIX RADIOS**

214 QUEENSTOWN ROAD, LONDON, S.W.8

Telephone: MACaulay 2159

---

**P.C.A. RADIO**

**HALLICRAFTERS BC610** (or HT48). Operating over 2 Mc to 18 Mc, and modified for 21 and 28 Mc, Crystal and VFO on all bands. Complete with speech amplifier, antenna tuning unit, keyer units and coil for all bands, set of 36 xtal.s specially made for BC610 and new valves.

**PCA TRANSMITTERS.** Type ET3432B. 2 Mc to 20 Mc. £350 W./w., 25 Q.W.R./T. Two 813’s output. Crystal controlled and modified for VFO. With separate speech amplifier.

**180W TRANSMITTERS.** Very compact. CW operation. 3-5 Mc to 16 Mc. Two 829’s output.

**60W TRANSCEIVERS.** Very compact, weight 13 lb. £220 output. 2 Mc to 8 Mc or 4 Mc to 16 Mc. Phone and Key. High-class superhet receiver. Complete with power pack for 110/220V A.C., and two rotary converters for 12V battery supply, two aerials (dipole and counterpoise aerial), microphone and spare key.

**AR-88-D’s, AR-88-LP’s, SX28’s, HRO’s with 5 or 9 coils. All above items in excellent working condition with new valves. Working demonstration on request. Large stock of transmitting condensers, valves, crystals and other components. Alignment and repair of communication receivers and all other amateur equipment undertaken.**

**P.C.A. RADIO**


Receiver Div.: 170 Goldhawk Road, Shepherds Bush, W.12.

---

**S. G. BROWN**

**Precision**

**SAPPHIRE NEEDLES**

The ideal reproducing medium for gramophone records. They give high fidelity reproduction with the minimum wear on the record.

Five types available to suit all types of pick-ups.

**TYPE NO. 5. "Miniature Solid Sapphire" Needle for use with light-weight pick-ups.**

This S. G. Brown needle gives a definite improvement in fidelity of reproduction due to its homogeneous nature.

**PRICES**

Nos. 1-4, 10/1 each. No. 5, 13/4 each.

Your local dealer can supply.

In cases of difficulty, apply direct.

---

**A "TIP" WORTH TAKING**

An interesting and instructive Brochure giving technical details, valuable information and advice on the choice of a S. G. Brown precision Sapphire Needle to suit your pick-up, will be sent on request. Write Department “S.”

**S.G.Brown, Ltd.**

SHAKESPEARE ST., WATFORD, HERTS.

Telephone: Watford 7241
BOON & RIGBY
Electrical Appliance Manufacturers &
:: Government Surplus Dealers ::

111 Oldham Street, Manchester

ELECTRIC MOTORS. 220v A.C., 1/10 h.p.
Suitable for sewing machines. 15/-.
U.S.A. HEADPHONES. With mike attached.
Price 6/11. Carr. 1/-.

MALLORY 12V VIBRATOR PUMPS. 9/6.
Carr. 1/-.

VARIABLE RESISTANCES. Enclosed and
regulated by large brass wheel. 300 ohms, .291/10 amps.

HAND MICROPHONES. Price 4/-.
Carr. 9d.

TRANSMITTER TUNING UNITS. No. 9
10, 26 (no outer case). Price 3/11. Carr. 1/-.

WAXED TUBE CONDENSERS. 0.05 mF., 5 mF.
at 400v, 1 mF. 0.01 mF., 0.05 mF., 0.005 mF.,
at 1,000v, 3/6 doz. Carr. 6d.

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS. 2 mF. at 500v,
25 mF. at 500v, 0.6 mF. at 600v, 16 mF.
at 375v, 2/11 each. Carr. 4d.

1/10 mF., 5000v. Large block condensers, 1/2 each.
Carr. 9d.

EQUIPMENT. 6 mF., 2000v. Large block condensers, 2/2.
Carr. 6d.
Cash must accompany all orders. Money refunded if
not satisfied. Let us put you on our mailing list.
We issue no catalogues but we send out a "Live
Wire" of up to-the-minute prices.

GS59 ROTARY BEAMS

Light—Robust—Efficient—Adjustable

You can still buy a first-class 10 metre beam,
engineered on proven principles, for £5/18/6 or a
2½ metre model for £1/16.

All accessories available. Masts, bearings, rotating
gear, indicators, motors, feeders, etc.

THE GS59 MATCHMETER

Measures standing wave ratio on any line of 45 to
400 ohms impedance. Carefully designed for maximum
accuracy, it is indispensable for beam adjustments.
Price 6/14/6.

Send for illustrated brochures.

RICHARD MAURICE EQUIPMENT CO.
Portsmouth Road, Cobham, Surrey

ROCK RADIO (GILN)

Copper Wire. Enam., 1 lb., 16-20, 1/4; 21-22, 1 7/.
23-24, 1/10; 25-26, 2/2; 27-28, 2/1; 29-30, 2/2; 31-
32, 2/3; 33-34, 2/6; 35-36, 2/8; 37-38, 3/4; 2 oz.
40, 1/10; 42, 2/3; 44, 3/6; Dec., 1 lb., 16, 1/6; 18,
1/6; 20, 2/3; 22, 2/6; 24, 2/8; 26, 3/1; 28, 3/4.
2 oz., 30, 1/10; 32, 2/2; 34, 2/5; 36, 2/7; 38, 3/1.
40, 3/6; 42, 4/4; Postage 3d. ½ lb.
Special Line, 16 dec. 5/6; 21 dec. 7/½ lb.
Dural Tubes. 1/2, 5d.; 1/2, 13d.; 1/2, 33d. per ft. carr.
extra.

Ribbon Feeder. 300 ohm, heavy duty; 70 ohm,
50w; 5d. yd.

Ceramic Switches. 3-bank 2-way, easily modified to
12-way, made fine 150w PA turret, 5/-; 12/6 for 3
similar but 2-bank, 3/6 or 3 for 9/-.

Chokes. Midget, 1½ x 1½, 0/1. 5/-; 5H, 2/1.
200ma, 5/6; Swinging, 3-6/4-2H, 150ma, 6/6; micro switches, 1/3.
We stock Eddystone, Denco, Raymatt, View Master
Components.

1801 Pershore Road, Birmingham, 30 (Kin 2797)

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

9d. per word, minimum charge 12/-.
No series discount; all charges payable with order.
Insertions of radio interest only, subject to 25%.
No responsibility accepted for errors.

TRADE

QSI's and LOGS by MINERVA. The best there
are. Samples from Minerva Press, Elm Park,
Essex.

QSI CARDS AND LOG BOOKS, APPROVED
by G.P.O. SAMPLES FREE. ATKINSON
BROS., PRINTERS, ELLAND, YORKS.

NEW Goods, Boxed R.F. Meters, 350 milliamps,
Moving Coll. 3/6. Midget Mu-metal L.F. screened
chokes, 2,000 ohms, 5 ma. 1/-.

Variable 300-ohm, 30-watt resistors, with feet. 1/-.
Midget relays DPST resistance, with feet. 1/-.
"Dubiliter" Mica condensers, 0.01 mfd., 400v, wire ends, 2/6 dozen.
Silva mica -0003 at 3/1. dozen. 656 valves, 1/- each.

WANTED.—AR88's, SX28, cash or part exchange.
Tel. 2 RIV. 3279.

T.V. LINE OP Valves KT44, EHT rectifiers, 5/.
-CV63, 2/6. Iron cores, 10d. dozen. Small
4P, 2W, rotaries, 9d. Meter Jacks, 2 break, 6d. Postage
extra. No C.O.D. S.A.E. Lists.—Anzakin, 25 Ashfield
Place, Oyley, Yorks.

ONE ONLY.—Precision built 6V6, 807 Tx.
modulator, speech amplifier, control unit, two
power supplies, Aural tuning unit and one crystal.
First-grade components only. Nearest offer £40.

CRYSTAL Microphone Inserts (Cosmocord Mic-6),
guaranteed brand new, 15/6, post free.—Radio-Aid,
Ltd., 29 Market Street, Watford. Phone: Watford
5988.

AMERICAN MAGAZINES. One year post free.
Stamp for list from WILLEN LTD. (Dept. 62), 101

WANTED.—WIRELESS WORLD: ALL ISSUES
FROM 1946 AND EARLIER. 1949: JANUARY
AND FEBRUARY ISSUES. WIRELESS ENGINEER:
ALL ISSUES FROM 1946 AND EARLIER. 1948:
JUNE, JULY, AUGUST, SEPTEMBER. OCTOBER.
STATE PRICE.—BOX. NO. 688.

POWER UNIT Type 19. 12V output. 275v, 500v
output. Instructions supplied for converting to
AC Motor. Includes two fuseboxes, switch, con-
densers, chokes, etc.; 7/6 callers or 12/6 including
special. —Radio-Aid, Ltd., 29 Market Street, Watford.
Special quote for quantities.

WANTED

30-BC-221 Frequency Meters!
Also BC-312 & BC-348 Receivers

Preferably not converted, and in good
condition.—Box No. 688.
WANTED, 6-ft. rack. Will exchange two 3-ft. type or modified signal generator. Please phone TOT, 6902, or write G3CWO, 4 Bruce Castle Road, Tottenham, N.17.

AMK. III transceiver attaché case model, £5. Wanted. Army 19 or 22 set.—Cooknell, 14 Prior Deram Walk, Canley, Coventry.

1116A 8-valve superhet, with circuit, excellent condition, secures. Complete with phones, standby and standby indicator. Fault condition, £10. New TUSB, £1. Tannoy 60-watt power amplifier, used, less valves, £5.—District Nurse, Kemble, Glos.

HALLICRAFTERS S.38, short wave receiver, excellent condition, 4 bands of AM/CW reception, provision for AVC, noise limiting, BFO pitch, headphones, standby operation and bandspread tuning. Complete with service manual. Best offer over £20 secures.—J. Herriot, 35 High Street, Tutbury, Staffs.

WANTED, buy or borrow, circuits, etc., on Canadian Marconi No. 52 receiver and R102 Army receiver. Please help.—Lewis, 46 Clydesdale Road, Romford, Essex.

SALE or swap. 1155 RX, completely modified, twin-ear AC power pack and speaker, new tubes, hotted up RF and AF. New panel, reamed.—G3MUFU, 15 Bonaly Road, Edinburgh.

SURPLUS to requirements, large number valves. All guaranteed and tested before dispatch, at 4/-, 6K7, 6K8, 6Y6, 6F6, 6TQ6, KT60, KT62, EF50, EF54, 6L5, 6Z4, 5Z4, NU12, NU17, at 6/-; 807 at 32/-; 813, many others at 4/- for what you want.—GSZT, 84 Embankment Road, Plymouth.

AMATEUR closing down. Must sell. BC348, brand new, fitted internal AC power pack and output transformer for 3-ohm speech coil, double-ended tubes; £18 or near offer. Also, RF5B, brand new, unused, 50-80 mca, 15/-.

For Sale.—U.S. Army signal generator Type I 130A, 100 to 155 megacycles, with crystals, £14/10/-.

Also AC, DC Avo meter model D, £6/10/-; 1062 5-valve receiver with set of coils, £15;—Write, Box No. 711.

SALE.—150-watt transmitter, phone and CW 50, 40, 20, 10 metres. Angle mod, two 807 push-pull, fully metered, 6-ft. rack built, also "Hambander" receiver. Offers may.—Styles, 34a Devonshire Close, W.1.

1154 Transmitter, one only, untouched, complete with valves and instruments in wooden transport case, £4/10/-.—W. Hersh, 12 Oakhill Road, S.W.15.

HRO Senior Wanted. Must be in good condition, S. meter, etc., with or without power pack.—BIDY, Ballina, Mayo, Eire.
Vibrators, 6v 5-pln synchronous, 9/6; iron elements, 200/300v show std, 12½- dou.; mike transformers, 100: 1, 2½; R1350 with 10 valves (good condition), 80/-; R1350, voltage stabilisers, 11/- pair; a few left of following: R1116, R1118, R1094, R1335, SGR229 (200 - with valves); transformers (new Varley), 500-600v 120va/s and 4v, 4v, 5v, 5v, 10v, 50v; hundreds of harpins for callers; choke for insensitive televisor, 5v; A.R.S valves, 75/- 5 M, 5v; push-button units, 4 buttons each with 8 poles change-over, 10v; interference suppressors.\n
**See "Listener" and last month’s "R.W. Mag." (page 77) for other offers, but no R.P.66 or G7 left.**

**BARNESRAD-ELEC. & WHOLESALE Co. 12 PIPERS ROW, WOLVERHAMPTON**

---

**MODULATION INDICATORS**

AC mains-operated with internal power pack, 2 cathode ray tube. Black crinkle cabinet, 4½" x 5½" x 6½". Perspex scale. Brilliance and focus controls. RF pick-up loop. Metal rectifiers. \n
These indicators use the wave envelope method and continually show depth of modulation, harmonic content and carrier strength. £6 each, plus carriage 5/-.

Sole manufacturers:—

HENNIKER & KERR,\n
Works: 15 Bonaly Road, Edinburgh 11\n
S.R.R.A. R.S.G.B.

---

**EASIBINDERS**

for the "SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE"

Bind your issues in the Easibinder. By a simple operation the journals are inserted with a steel wire, and at once become a neatly bound volume for the Bookshelf. The Easibinder is bound in green cloth, and gold-blocked with title and year on the spine. It will hold 12 issues. (One volume.)

**PRICE £1/3 (Post Free)**

Binder can be sent on approval if requested. When ordering please state the years to be blocked.

**EASIBIND LTD**

PILOT HOUSE, MALLOW STREET, LONDON, E.C.1

---

**H.A.C.**

Short-Wave Equipment\n
Noted for over 15 years for ... Short Wave Receivers and Kits of quality

One Valve Kit, Model "C" Price 20/-\n
Two " " "E" 43/-\n
These kits are complete with all components, accessories and full instructions. Before ordering send stamped addressed envelope for descriptive Catalogue.

"H.A.C." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS (Dept. VTC) 66 New Bond St., London, W.1

---

**SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS**

**READERS**—continued.

**TAYLOR T55 (1,000v triode), with holder and 71v fil. transformer £2/5/-; QCC enclosed xtal. 3,557 kcs. £1.—G2GM, 58 Thurlow Road, Torquay.**

**EDDYSTONE S640 as new, complete with S. meter and speaker. £20.—52 Henley Avenue, North Cheam. PAT 7966.**

**ET4336K Tx by R.C.V. Brand new, 350-250 watt phone, 350-250 watt CW, full technical summary on request. —Offers to cope, 1 Sherwood Avenue, Stafford. Tel.: 1351.**

**WANTED.—Eddystone battery All World Six. Also HRO with medium band.—Uillan Crescent, Kingston Vale, London, S.W.15. Kingston 0260.**

**COMMANDER, new, sell or exchange; what have you? Wanted, Eddystone 750.—G3AJJ, Broad- bent, 385 High Street North, London, E.12.**

**EDDYSTONE 640 and 6-in. Rola speaker. Little used, perfect. £22.—Fenner, 13 Heyford Avenue, London, S.W.8 (3 knobs).**

**EX-GOV'T. portable aerial kit, comprising 30-ft. coppered mast on insulated base, complete with gup, pickets, etc., and carrying 16-ft. whip aerial. Packed in webbing rolling type bag. Unused. 45½-, carriage paid. Signal generator 1-96-A 100-150 mcs, minus p/p, £5.—Martin, Gables, Yoxford, Suffolk. Phone: Yoxford 338.**

**QST: Wanted to buy or borrow, QST for November 1949. DL2PZG, HQ Hamburg District Signal Squadron, B.A.O.R.3.**

**SALE.—Franklin 1753-3 mcs VFO with p/p, 5 valves, 2 switched xtls. FB performance, £4, or nearest offer. —G8TS, 80 Byworth Estate, Farnham, Surrey.**

**RECEIVER R.208, 10-60 mcs in three bands. Built-in p/p and speaker. Input 230v AC or 6v DC. Excellent condition, £10, carriage extra. Parmeko Ex-Admiralty P.A. amplifier, 6K7, ECC31, FP EL35's, 12v input. Easily convert for AC, £7.—Box No. 712.**

**EDDYSTONE 504, good condition, one owner, £27/10/-.—Box No. 716.**

**WANTED, HRO coils, 30-14 mcs and 14–7 mcs G.C. or B.S.—G3ELG, 37 Slough Hall Road, Thorpe Hesley, Rotherham.**

**FOR Sale, RME 69 receiver with DB20 pre-selector. What offers?—K.C. North, 31 Stumperlowe Crescent Road, Sheffield, 10.**

**GENERAL Electric portable wire recorder and reproducer fitted latest type record/cassette. Complete with mike, wire, manual, £45, or exchange for Hallicrafters SX28A. Wanted SX42.—Box No. 715.**

**19 SET 35/-; New UM2, 35/-. Various components. Swap anything. Wanted D104 case. SAE please.—G2FCI, Little Pleasance, Ash Burton, Devon.**

**WANTED.—Communications receiver and trans- formers 350-0-350 and 800-0-800.—Box 714.**

**FOR SALE.—Hallicrafters HT6, 30-watt Phone/CW transmitter, complete, coils, xtal, all bands. Any 3 bands switched; £35. C43 transmitter, 450 watt, Phone/CW complete, less power unit, £30.—Box No. 713.**

**XTALS. Holdered (16), 5050 to 6810 kcs, 4½ each. Type 54A transmitter 2-4-6-7 mcs, 807 Eco 807 PA. High stability, oscillator thermostat controlled, Ganged inductance tuning, Handbook, £4. BC348Q, AC Power pack, £12/10/-; Transformer 220 to 115v 1kVA, £1/10/-.—Box No. 719.**
SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
READERS—continued.

SALE. HRO receiver, new condition, nine general coverage coils, mains power pack, spare valves, £29. BC312, xtal filter, speaker, mains power pack, excellent condition, £16. Tank condenser, 250 mmfd variable, 6,000v, 15/- Two 33-ft. sectional steel masts, complete with guys, etc., in canvas carrying cases, £6 the pair. Sound Sales transformer 230v primary, 750-4750 200mA secondary, £2. PX25's, 17/6. 5CP1, 25/- 807's, 4/- Pair of RK48A's, £2.—Box No. 718.

HRO. Senior, S meter, xtal, 4 coils—28 mc bandspread, noise limiter, £12/10/- HRO 14/28 bandspread coil, £2. SCR522 Tx, spare valves, manual, £3/10/-. New RCA 813's boxed, £1. BC221 case, BC348 manual, 206 service sheets offers.—Box No. 717.

AR88LF new condition, spare valves, £30.

EDDYSTONE 640, still under guarantee, absolutely as new, £21. Radiocraft snagged 3-stage converter, full-vision dial, self-contained power-pack, with 10-metre coils, £8/10/-.—Randall, 9 Glendale Close, S.E.9.

3AS's wanted, also 957's and 958's. Good Rx wanted too. Your price paid.—Box No. 724.

SALE. —Tx TUGB, case (as Short Wave Magazine specification), £4/15/-. One or two 500 kc xtal. 83 Mercury Rectifier cheap. G5UJ, 80 East Bawtry Road, Rotherham.

HRO. Senior, Bandspread coils 1-7 to 30 mc, P/P, modified oscillator and limiter as HRO-7. Offers near £30. S27, re-valved, 27-143 mc. £15. Portable TTA 1-7 to 14 mc, with rotary 3k. Oscilloscope, 2AP1 tube, 50/- Broadband exciter, with four 6L6, 807. £4. ZB3 with valves, 25/- Valves HK54 (2), £2; 35T (2), 15/-; 8012 (4), 15/- each. Mounted valves and components by Laboratory, Cylcon, etc., surplus to requirements. SAE for details. —G5RP, Old Gaol House, Abingdon, Berks.

HAM must sell up—2 P/P's 1.250v 100 ma (Woden parts)—550v, 400 ma = 300v 100 ma, modulator 100-watt Zerobias 807'a, VM3, Y61 and 913 CRT 1 in. modulation indicator. Tx kit T240's, 6-ft. rack, £1. B2 Tx/Rx (new) 3 xtal, wavemeter class D, Mk II. steel mast, 50 ft. Other items. Come and quote your price. Complete, £92/94 Liverpool Road, Patricroft, nr. Manchester.

WANTED, AR88, or any other good communication receiver. State condition and price.—Box No. 722.

BC375E Tu's 5, 6, 8, four spare new 211's, £14; 34F pack, £14. BC221M, spare valves, canvas cover, £11. Exchange all, good Rx.—Box No. 727.

WANTED, compact mains Phone transmitter covering 1-7-3-5 mc. D104 microphone, S. meter for Eddystone 640.—Box No. 721.

FOR SALE. —New 1155 modified with 6V6 output, separate power pack with speaker. Working, needs realigning, £7/10/-. Phone Rayner, Abbey 1577, between 10-5.

WANTED S.27 Hallicraft receiver, also wanted, AR88 speaker, also wanted good 2-metre converter. —7a Victoria House, South Lambeth Road, S.W.8.

FOR SALE. —Ex-Admiralty wavemeter and oscillator type G56, made by Marconi. Frequency coverage 15 kcs to 24 mc continuous. Stated accuracy 0.2 percent. Complete with valves and calibration book. Requires power pack. Offers around £9, or would exchange for R.1155 etc.—Hadwick, 96 Dalewood Road, Sheffield, 8, Yorks.

VARIAC 0-230v amp, new 3E29/825B, 1616, BC1306 radio-telephone. Write for full details, Offers, 103 Langstone Road, Birmingham, 14.

Obtain the P.M.G. CERTIFICATE with the personal assistance of E.M.I. specialists. Our special correspondence course for the P.M.G. certificate has helped many successful candidates in the past. Tuition is under the personal supervision of E.M.I. tutors, several of whom hold the transmitting licence. COLLEGE and other CORRESPONDENCE courses are also available.

Write for FREE BOOKLET detailing courses : E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. P 10 Pembridge Square, Notting Hill Gate, London, W.2 Telephone : BAYwater 5133/2

EX-GOVERNMENT VALVES
ECC31, ECC32, EL32, EC335, EF50, 6T7G, 6T7M, 6K7GT, 6Q7G, 657GT, 657GT, 657GT, 657GT, 657GT, 6V6GT, 695G, 6C5G, MHLD6, ML6, MH11, 12AV6, BL63, 12KM7, NR74, CV73, EF36, 4/-, EL50, SU46G, SE4M, 807 Ceramic, 6/-, 954, 955, VR1135, CV63, VR54, 6H6GT, VT61A, 2/6. 5 for 10/6; 6 for 12/-; 12 for 22/6; 1 of each, 10/6; 9003, 3/6.

Here Ex-USAEC Master Oscillator Type M11946A 2-807, Grid meter ready-made £8 1-5 mc, 2-10 mc, 78/-; 3 Valves Free with this.

NICKEL Iron Accumulators, 1-2 to 1-4v, 7 amp, 3/- 15 amp, 8/- 125 amp, 28/- 6v in crates, 15 amp, 40/-

All Goods are first class and C.P.

Stamped address with all orders and enquiries.

G. H. WATSON, 50 Blackstock Road, Finsbury Park, N.4

ADCOLA (Dept. Trade Mark) SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS

Supplied for all volt ranges from 6/7 to 230/250v

Meets every requirement for radio assembly, maintenance, telecommunications, etc. High Temperature, Quick Heating, Low Consumption, Light Weight

3/16" Dia. 5/16" Dia. Bit Standard Model 22/6
1/4" Dia. Bit Standard Model 25/0
3/16" Dia. Detachable Bit Type 30/0

Replacement Unit Bit Elements available

British and Foreign Patents

Sale Manufacturers : ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD. Alliance House, Caxton St., S.W.1. MACaulay 4272

Precision Made U.S.A. S.M. Dials and Drives

Rare offer for the enthusiast who appreciates a precision-made article. These magnificent slow-motion dials and drives are made by Crowe (U.S.A.), and are the finest obtainable. Ideal for TX, RX, meters, etc. Flush panel single-hole fixing with alternative chassis mounting device and bracket. Planetary drive, no backlash or slip. Machine spun engraved dial, 21" (0-100) with skirted control knob and indicator. Complete, 10/-, post paid. Stamp for full lists—few lines but good.

JOHNSONS (Radio Specialists)
Macclesfield, Cheshire
G.L.G. PRECISION METALWORK

Aluminium chassis, 16-gauge, four sides, stock includes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>24&quot; deep</th>
<th>3&quot; deep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 x 5 4</td>
<td>4/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 x 8</td>
<td>6/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 x 9</td>
<td>8/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 x 8</td>
<td>11/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 x 10</td>
<td>11/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reinforced, riveted corners, 2½ extra.

Standard rack panels, black cradle, 14 gauge, 19" wide.


Please include postage.

Special Offer. Transformers, 1750/1500/1250/0/1250/1500/200 Ma. 5v. 5a. 4v. 4a. Both CT. 200/240, 50 c. Tripool, brand new, 70/-.

Few only. Carriage extra. 15 Watt Output trans. PP 6L6's into 15 ohms, and winding for cutting head, 15/6.

G.L.G. RADIO

Halcyon Road, Newton Abbot. Tel. 1487.

BRASS, COPPER, DURAL, ALUMINIUM, BRONZE

ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP, WIRE

3,000 Standard Stock Sizes

NO QUANTITY TOO SMALL

List on Application

H. ROLLET & CO. LTD.

London, Liverpool, 6 Chesham Place, S.W.1 Kirby Estate SLOane 3463 Simonswood 3271

BRAND NEW EX-GOV'T. VALVES

You can save E5 by using reliable ex-Government valves, but be sure that they are reliable. All our valves are new and, unless otherwise stated, they are in the original cartons. EB34, 2/-; 9006, 3/-; 9004, 4/-; 6J6, 6J5GT/G, 6N7GT/G, 2X2, 2C26, 4/9; 6J5, 5/-; 6K7, 5/3; 6K7GT, 6K7, 6K5GT, 5/9; 6J8, 6/-; 807, 806G, 6X5, 5U4G, 5Z4, 6Q7GT, 6, 4/3; INSUGT, 4/6; 6CS, 6F7, 7/1; 6J6, 12/6; 813, 30/-; 332, 33/6.

The following are brand new, but in plain cartons or unboxed; EB34, 6H6GT/G, 1/2; 6CS, 2C26, 2C26A, 4/3; 6K7, 4/9; 6J8, 5/6; 6F6G, 5Z4, 5R4GT, 5U4G, 105, 5/9; 6J7, KT6W3, 6K8, 6/6; 6J6, 6F7, 6S7A, 6/6; 6LE6, 8/6; 6AK5, 9/6; 3329, 36/-

Orders over 15/- post free (otherwise 3d. per valve).

C.O.D. charges extra.

J. E. FORD

278 Portland Street, Southport, Lancs.

G4Z'S BARGAINS

NEW BOXED VALVES. 12X40, 805, 832, 22/6; 805, 811, 27/6; 803, 815, 36/-; 804, 18/6, 36/6.

CEMENT 807 VALVEHOLDER. 6 for 4/9, 8/- doz.

TRANSFORMERS (Crated). Pr. 110-250V, 2 secs., 300-500-500V 200 w/mA (Service rating), 4½ ea. USEFUL TOOLS. Set 5 Allen Keys, 1/16"-3/8", 1/4" DE box spanner 4x68A, 1 set Terry's 2, 4, 6BA, 4/3 kiss, 3 cuts 11/9.


MC1124, 8, 12V, 24/ma. 3 for 7/1.

All goods brand new and unused, and post paid.

J. T. ANGLIN, G4Z

106 Cleethorpe Road, Grimsby, Lincs.

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

READERS—continued.

TELEFUNKEN all-metal portable communications receiver, 1-5 to 25 mcs. Continuous bandspread. FO, internal switched speaker, sockets for 'phones, 110 to 230 AC, internal 24v vibrator. Good condition and re-aligned. First offer over £12. 1834-689, built-in power pack valves checked and re-aligned, first-class condition. First offer over £13.—Groveley, Green Lane, Prestwood, Bucks. Phone: Gr. Missenden 366.

RECEIVER 107 and 1155N tip-top condition, £10 each, together nearest offer, £19.—Barns, 40 Park Ridings, Horsham, N.S.

WANTED 31 sets Army Tx/Rx, must be complete. Will offer up to £6.—Morris, Bruce House, Stowell, Bucks.

SALE—combined Rx/Tx. Two units, including 220v power pack, 25-watt Tx covers 8-5 mc. 6L6 CO. Five-valve superhet 6S15M and 3S18M. Commercial job. £10.—Box No. 723.

HRO Senior for sale, complete with power pack, matched speaker and four coil packs. Excellent condition. Owner going abroad and must sell. Offer to Box No. 722.

SALE—B2 Transmitter/Receiver complete power pack, spares including coils, key, 'phones, 3-5 mc xtal Instruction book. Frequency 3 to 15 mc. In waterproof steel cases. £15.—Box No. 725.

HAMBANDER 1-7-32 mca, perfect condition, hardly used. Ideal for CW. £15 or offers.—42 Derwent Road, Flixton, Manchester.

150 service sheets (100 post war) never used. Pair matched MZ1-100's with valve. Offer.—Ward, 44 Northgate, Barnsley.

RECEIVER all-wave double superhet DST100 (includes 30 mca), splendid results. £17/10/-, plus carriage. Marconi CNY Tx complete except receiver. input 24/230v 807's VFO PA MOD. Tested before despatch. £15, carriage paid. 230v Transformer and Metal rectifier 250/300v 250mA output, 25/- carriage extra. Steel frame, 37 x 16½ x 14½, 10/6, carriage paid. 24v Generator, easy-change, 230v input. 4/6, TU9 with case, 6/- Assorted condensors. 2/3 doz. Relays, 1/-, Valves: 703A. Doorknob, 8/-; U17, CY66, 6/; L63, EF50, 5/-; KT44, 4/6; SP61, SP41, 2/9. 7-core HRC cable, 6d. yard., 1154A transmitter, excellent condition. Offers.—GM3ETM, Minto Cottage, Boswall Road, Edinburgh, 8.

COMPLETE station in suitcase with AC pack, etc. Type A, Mark 1. Sell or exchange.—G3COI, 59 Darlingston Street, Wolverhampton.

QRO 150/500w, T53 Phone/CW transmitter, 0/81 final, 0/81 modulator. Four amateur bands, perfect working condition. Nearest offer to £50 accepted for quick sale. Also 1131 transmitter, good condition, unmodified, offers to G6WS, 124 Carr Road, Greenford, Middx.

COLLARO AC/DC gramophone motor with automatic stop and pickup. Condition as new. £8.—Hart, 56 Approach Road Cliftonville, Margate, Kent.

B2 Rx power pack, neat home-built Tx. 30 w CW Key, 'phones, 14 mc wavemeter; £10 lot.—Box No. 728.

1154N Transmitter, good condition, £25/- No. 58 transmitter £2.—W. H. Dixon, 26 Stallcourt Avenue, Cardiff.

WANTED—Instruction manual or technical particulars of Canadian Marconi Type 52 receiver.—Hacker, 29 Vallis Way, West Ealing, W.13.

NEW BC453, boxed. 50/- No. 19 Rx valveless, 1 including L.M.S. pack; £6. WANTED, 100, 24/150 mca plus MW. 465 IP, Denco CT2A or equivalent price.—Box No. 729.
MAIL ORDER
SUPPLY CO.
THE RADIO CENTRE
33 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,
LONDON, W.I Telephone: Museum 6667-8-9

5-DIGIT CRYSTAL CALIBRATED RECEIVERS

Complete with 5 valves, 100 kc/s plug-in crystal and Desynn trimmer. Frequency coverage 2-4 to 13 mc/s, in two bands, with illuminated dial. Valves: EF39, ECH53, EF50, EAA30 and 6JS5. Size 6½" x 8½" x 10½". Weight: 102 lbs. Limited quantity only.

COPPER SECTIONAL AERIAL RODS

Each 12" in length—push into each other to build up any length required. Postage and packing 9d. 24 ft. for 4/-

For a limited period we are offering the already famous BURGOYNE INSTANT HEAT SOLDERING GUN advertised and sold by the makers at 79/6 AT THE SPECIAL PRICE OF ONLY 52/6

We are setting a standard for value which you will find hard to beat. This offer has been made possible only by an ACCIDENT—blocked export shipment that missed the last boat to South Africa! For use on AC mains—no waiting to heat up or cool down. ORDER NOW!

TWIN FEEDER

78 ohms, 5/-d. per yard. Minimum lengths, 10 yards.

500 ohm Line-Matching TRANSFORMERS

These excellent little transformers are admirably suited for matching high resistance phones to a low immedence output or line. BRAND NEW 2/-

Primary Z 500 ohms. Secondary Z 5000 ohms. Postage and packing 6d.

PATCH CORDS

A brand new 3-way linking cord fitted with P.O. Jack plug at each end. Length 3 ft. 6 in. Postage and packing 6d. 2/- each.

INDICATOR MODULATION TYPE 2

An easily adapted valve voltmeter. Supplied complete with 3" dia. scale 0-500 microammeter. Calibrated for percentage modulation. Frequency coverage 2-4-6Mc/s. In carrying case. ONLY 29/6

CARRYING CASE

Carriage and packing 3/-

ANODE LOADING A.F. CHOKES

60 m/a Rating. Ideal for anode loading where a capacity feed output line is required. Postage and packing 9d. 2/6 each

MOODULA TOR UNIT TYPE 169

A BRAND NEW unit incorporating a 10 cm. Klystron tube type CV67. Also with EF50, 5U4G, CV88 and 3 neon-stabilisers. Power supply incorporated.

Weight: 35 lbs. Size 18" x 8½" x 7½". ONLY 20/-

Carriage and packing in wood crates 7/6.

HEAYBEARD CHARGERS, Type Ti, for AC mains Charging rate 2v at ½ amp. to 6v at ½ amp. 25/42-

RF27 CONVERTERS

A few left only—in very good condition.

Post and packing 2/2-

SIEMENS SOLDERING IRONS

Each 14/

60 watts for 220-230v AC/DC. Post, packing 10d.

THIS MONTH'S SNIP:

Brand new guaranteed

COLLARO RC.500 AUTO RECORD CHANGER

Plays nine 10" or 12" records, AC mains 100-250v with high fidelity crystal pick-up. £4 and six monthly payments of 22/6

A NEW VALE FOR YOUR SIGNAL GENERATOR


Each 5/6 (Postage and packing 9d.) or 3 for 15/-

A SNIP FOR CALLERS

CONTROL UNITS TYPE SA

This unit contains a wealth of components and is contained on a panel (rack mounting) 19" x 10½", with a metal case 10" deep to cover. Components contained are as follows:

5 1000 ohms Relays 18 Jack sockets
8 2mfd, 250v DC condensers 12 Output blocks
6 6-way single pole (6-way) 32 Assorted resistors
10 Yaxley switches 7 Push buttons
11 Indicating lamps 5 Push switches.

PRICE 15/- CALLERS ONLY

Terms: cash with order
This Grid dip oscillator has a built-in mains power pack.
The frequency range is 1.5 to 300 Mcs. covered by means of a series of plug-in coils.
The Grid dip oscillator is an extremely useful instrument as it may be used for the determination of resonant frequency of tuned circuits, and is ideal for tuning transmitters without application of power, for the determination of coil, mutual and stray inductances, and both fixed and stray capacitance, besides the many unorthodox applications for which the knowledgeable experimenter will find he can utilize the G.D.O. 1.
The unit is extremely sensitive and may be used not only as a grid dip oscillator but also as
1. An absorption wavemeter.
2. Phone Monitor.
3. Oscillating detector.
4. Signal generator for approximate alignment of receivers.

PRICE: 9½ gns., with one coil

Extra Coils
3/6 each

Coil Ranges
Mc/s.
(A) 1.5—3.0
(B) 3.0—6.0
(C) 6.0—12
(D) 12—25
(E) 25—50
(F) 50—100
(G) 100—200
(H) 200—300

AND NOW

THE 'Q-MAX' 1" SQUARE HOLE PUNCH

For cutting square and rectangular holes from 1" upwards. Price 19/6

AND OF COURSE
Round hole cutters from ⅛" to 2⅛"

Obtainable from 'Q-Max' Registered Dealers

'Q-MAX' (ELECTRONICS) LTD.
10 LITTLE TURNTLE, LONDON, W.C.1